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Abstract

This dissertation examines the trajectories of Austrian and German Jewish women
refugees who established careers in American social work. It traces their lives and careers
from ambitious and idealistic young women to their new beginnings in the unfamiliar
professional landscape of the United States, and the interwoven, at times conflict-laden,
dynamics of their ongoing development within their profession into the last quarter of the
twentieth century. I argue that educated, political, Jewish émigré women created
productive careers in American social work that enabled them to maintain their identities
as intellectuals, emancipated, and activist women dedicated to social reform, albeit in
modified ways. While social work as a typical female profession provided the
opportunity for empowerment and success for émigré women, the social forces that
structured gender relations in larger society reached into the presumed female domain
and curtailed the women’s options.
Focusing on Elsa Leichter, Gerda L. Schulman, Gisela Konopka, Etta Saloshin,
and Anne Fischer as major protagonists, this study illustrates various paths that exiles
from war-torn Europe were able to pursue in the social work profession ranging from a
caseworker in Richmond, Virginia, to innovators in family and group therapy at a large
agency in New York City, to a highly decorated and internationally respected professor
of social work at the University of Minnesota. Drawing on the historiographies of
intellectual migration and exile, gender and science, as well as the history of the social
sciences, the dissertation combines a transnational and comparative perspective with
group biography to provide an inclusive account of the émigrés’ lives, careers, and
v

migration paths, as well as the different contexts and circumstances they encountered.
This study proposes to include peripheral actors and those in related applied fields instead
of restricting the understanding of the social sciences to their purely academic realms in
order to arrive at a more nuanced recognition of the complex forces and processes that
shaped academia, the applied professions, and the population they served.
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INTRODUCTION
“I probably would not have had as good a career in Vienna. Should I be grateful
to Hitler now?” 1 This joking comment, articulated by Greta Stanton, who spent her
professional life as a child welfare worker and professor of social work in New York City
and New Jersey, echoed similar statements by women in social work who had escaped
from the National Socialists. Social work as a women’s profession offered career
opportunities, and émigrés took advantage of them, becoming child welfare workers,
family therapists, university professors, and social activists, among others.
This dissertation examines the trajectories of Austrian and German Jewish women
refugees who established careers in American social work. It traces their lives and careers
from ambitious and idealistic young women to their new beginnings in the unfamiliar
professional landscape of the United States, and the interwoven, at times conflict-laden,
dynamics of their ongoing development within their profession into the last quarter of the
twentieth century. I argue that educated, political, Jewish émigré women created
productive careers in American social work that enabled them to maintain their identities
as intellectuals, emancipated, and activist women dedicated to social reform, albeit in
modified ways. While social work as a typical female profession provided the
opportunity for empowerment and success for émigré women, the social forces that

1

Greta Stanton, interview by Niko Wahl, August 28, 1998, recording, Leo Baeck Institute (LBI), New
York. German original: “Es wäre mir in Wien wahrscheinlich nicht so gut gelungen, Karriere zu machen.
Soll ich dem Hitler jetzt dankbar sein?” Stanton (1919-2011), who was an assistant professor at Hunter
College and became an associate professor at Rutgers University in 1971, also published the memoir Still
Alive in the Shadow of the Shoah: What I Remember and What I Want My Grandchildren to Know about
My Life Experiences (Philadelphia: Xlibris, 2009).
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structured gender relations in larger society reached into the presumed female domain
and curtailed the women’s options. Focusing on Elsa Leichter, Gerda L. Schulman,
Gisela Konopka, Etta Saloshin, and Anne Fischer as major protagonists, this study
illustrates various paths that exiles from war-torn Europe were able to pursue in the social
work profession ranging from a caseworker in Richmond, Virginia, to innovators in
group therapy at a large agency in New York City, to a highly decorated and
internationally respected professor of social work at the University of Minnesota.
Roughly 130,000 people from Austria and Germany escaped the National
Socialists and went to the United States.2 Based on statistics from the Immigration and
Naturalization Service, historian Sibylle Quack calculated that among these were about
30,000 women who found refuge in the United States between 1939 and 1943.3
Extracting the number of social workers from the total number of refugees proves
difficult, however. The International Biographical Dictionary of Central European
Émigrés 1933 – 1945, which constitutes the most comprehensive publication on exiles
and émigrés from Central Europe, lists 117 émigrés in social work.4 Historian of social
work Joachim Wieler, based on a combination of archival sources and his personal
2

Even though the exact numbers put forward by historians vary, they revolve around this suggestion by
Herbert Strauss, “The Immigration and Acculturation of the German Jew in the United States of America,”
Leo Baeck Institute Year Book 16 (1971): 69.
3
Sibylle Quack, “Changing Gender Roles and Emigration: The Example of German Jewish Women and
Their Emigration to the United States, 1933-1945,” in People in Transit: German Migrations in
Comparative Perspective, 1820-1930, ed. Dirk Hoerder and Jörg Nagler (Washington, D.C.: German
Historical Institute, 1995), 390.
4
Werner Röder, Herbert Strauss, and Sybille Claus, eds., International Biographical Dictionary of Central
European Émigrés 1933 - 1945, vol. 3 (Munich, 1983), 204. This dictionary, aimed at a comprehensive
overview of émigrés, includes about 8,700 biographies, among which are about five hundred social
scientists and three hundred psychologists and psychoanalysts, not all of whom went to the United States,
however. Brigitte Bruns, “Thesaurus und Denkmal des Exils: Zur Rezeption des Biographischen
Handbuchs der deutschsprachigen Emigration nach 1933/International Biographical Dictionary of Central
European Émigrés 1933 – 1945 in Publizistik und Exilforschung,” in Sprache - Identität - Kultur: Frauen
im Exil, ed. Claus-Dieter Krohn (Munich: Text + Kritik, 1999), 222-23.
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knowledge of émigré social workers from Austria and Germany in the United States,
estimated the number to be more than two hundred.5
One of the main difficulties of finding social workers among the refugees was the
lack of a separate occupational category on the refugee lists, as Wieler argued.6 Refugees
who thought of themselves as social workers were usually grouped with psychologists,
sociologists, educators, or, more generally, social scientists.7 Furthermore, the founding
generation of European social work had degrees in related disciplines. For example, Alice
Salomon, who was a driving force in social work education, organization,
internationalization, as well as research in Germany and who emigrated to New York,
held a doctorate in economics.8 Hertha Kraus, director of the Cologne welfare department
who became a professor at Bryn Mawr College, had graduated from Frankfurt University
with a Ph.D. in political science.9 The majority of émigrés who held positions in
American social work, however, entered the profession only after they had settled in the
5

Joachim Wieler, “Destination Social Work: Emigrés in a Women’s Profession,” in Between Sorrow and
Strength: Women Refugees of the Nazi Period, ed. Sibylle Quack (Washington, D.C.: German Historical
Institute, 1995), 266. In the early 1990s, the author conducted oral history interviews with thirty-four
German- and Austria-born social workers in the United States (nineteen women and fifteen men), ten of
whom are included in the list of the Biographical Dictionary.
6
Wieler, “Destination Social Work,” 266.
7
Historians sometimes maintained this classification practice, for example Peter Eppel, Österreicher im
Exil - USA 1938-1945: Eine Dokumentation (Vienna: sterreichischer Bundesverlag, 1995).
8
On Salomon see for example Joachim Wieler, Er-Innerung eines zerstörten Lebensabends: Alice Salomon
während der NS-Zeit (1933-1937) und im Exil (1937-1948) (Darmstadt: Lingbach, 1987).
9
After Alice Salomon had disappeared into obscurity in Germany for several decades, Joachim Wieler’s
work initiated a profound reevaluation of her status in the history of social work, which is now illustrated
by a substantial body of literature on her as a central figure of the profession. See, for example, Carola
Kuhlmann, “Gender and Theroy in the History of German Social Work - Alice Salomon, Herman Nohl and
Christian Klumker,” in History of Social Work in Europe (1900-1960): Female Pioneers and Their
Influence on the Development of International Social Organizations, ed. Sabine Hering and Berteke
Waaldijk (Opladen: Leske + Budrich, 2003), 95–103; Anja Schüler, Frauenbewegung und soziale Reform:
Jane Addams und Alice Salomon im transatlantischen Dialog, 1889-1933 (Stuttgart: F. Steiner, 2004);
Wieler, Er-Innerung eines z
; on Hertha Kraus see for example Ursula LangkauAlex, “Hertha Kraus, die Flüchtlingshilfe der Quäker und die Perzeption von Verfolgten/Geretteten,” in
Die Vertreibung des Sozialen, ed. Adriane Feustel, Inge Hansen-Schaberg, and Gabriele Knapp (Munich:
Text + Kritik, 2009), 115–29; Gerd Schirrmacher, Hertha Kraus - Zwischen den Welten: Biographie einer
Sozialwissenschaftlerin und Quäkerin (1897-1968) (Frankfurt/Main: Peter Lang Verlag, 2002).
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United States and found social work an unexpected occupational opportunity that was
different from its European counterparts.
This dissertation is concerned with a group of young European women, who
chose social work in the process of professional reorientation in emigration.10 Even
though the protagonists in this study did not belong to a homogenous group, they did
share a cultural background and key formative experiences during their early lives in
Europe. As such, they can be understood as members of a generation, as Karl Mannheim
described it, stressing common experience rather than chronological attribution.11 While I
use this concept loosely, Mannheim conceived it as a macro-sociological construct to be
applied on a societal level in order to explain social change. Its core statement of a
group’s common experience of one or more formative events or, more generally, its
shared socio-historical environment as the unifying thread of a generation, holds true for
the case studies in this dissertation.
Growing up during a period when empires collapsed, many young Austrians and
Germans were enthralled by an atmosphere of renewal and democratic promise, despite
the hardships of chaos and poverty of the interwar years. The women in this study
sympathized with socialist ideas, but there was a spectrum of ideology, activism, and
political involvement to which they subscribed, ranging from merely siding with the
husband’s socialist political opinion to working in the socialist underground anti-Nazi
resistance movement. Similarly, while they shared a Jewish heritage, the value placed on
Jewish traditions in their homes varied greatly. Education mattered tremendously to
10

As chapter one will show, even Elsa Leichter, who had practiced social work in Europe, encountered a
profoundly different profession in the United States that had very little in common with its Viennese
counterpart in the 1920s and 1930s.
11
Karl Mannheim, “Das Problem der Generationen,” Kölner Vierteljahrshefte für Soziologie 7 (1928):
157–85.
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them. Born in the first two decades of the twentieth century, they attended university at a
time when this opportunity was still relatively new to women. Even though several of
them came from an immigrant and working-class background, education and membership
in intellectual circles played a major role in their identities and shaped their aspirations
for the future. Many, but not all, participated in socialist and Jewish youth groups, which
instilled in them a heightened sense of political and social responsibility, as well as the
interest in and early experience with group dynamics.
Affiliations with such groups constituted the foundation for networks that often
lasted for many decades and spanned the Atlantic. Finally, these women had in common
the experience of being threatened and persecuted by the National Socialists; and their
eventual immigration to the United States, where they became professional social
workers. In contrast to the older pioneer generation, this dissertation focuses on a
younger generation who were young enough to retrain and enter the workforce in the
United States.
The women émigrés reflected intensively on their identities. In order to
understand and represent the “sense of who one is, of one’s social location, and of how
(given the first two) one is prepared to act,” I use “identity” in the sense of Rogers
Brubaker and Frederick Cooper’s “self-understanding.”12 In contrast to “identity” which
implies “sameness across time or persons,”13 has a reifying and essentialist character, and
often claims objectivity, “self-understanding” allows for subjectivity. It allows
individuals to construct their self-understanding, which can be multiple, fluid, unstable
12

Rogers Brubaker and Frederick Cooper, “Beyond ‘Identity,’” Theory and Society 29 (2000): 17. For an
intricate, German-language discussion of the term, see Lutz Niethammer and Axel Dossmann, Kollektive
Identität: Heimliche Quellen einer unheimlichen Konjunktur (Reinbek: Rowohlt Taschenbuch Verlag,
2000).
13
Brubaker and Cooper, “Beyond Identity,” 18.
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and contradictory. Even though the subjective character comes to the fore in “selfunderstanding,” the term does not imply that the actors are entirely independent of their
environment as they are making sense of themselves. One’s own understanding grows
out of engaging with and reacting to the social and cultural environment. It is forged at
the intersection of the individual and the social. Therefore, the concept of selfunderstanding is useful to open up the space for both the women’s permanent and
changing senses of self, which they found challenged repeatedly along their way.

Methodology: Transnational, Comparative, Biographical
This dissertation combines a transnational and comparative approach that allows
an inclusive account of the émigrés’ lives, careers, and migration paths, as well as the
different contexts and circumstances they encountered. 14 As such, this study bridges two
research traditions that adopted either a departure or arrival perspective. From a departure
perspective, European accounts often focus on emigration, and its consequences for the
country of origin (“brain drain”).15 The arrival perspective concerns the experience and
impact immigrants have on the host society or, alternatively, the adaptation of immigrants

14

A perspective taking into account the complexities of the movement of people and ideas can be found in
Mitchell Ash and Alfons Söllner, eds., Forced Migration and Scientific Change: Emigré German-Speaking
Scientists and Scholars after 1933 (Washington, D.C.: German Historical Institute, 1996) and in Christian
Fleck, A Transatlantic History of the Social Sciences: Robber Barons, the Third Reich and the Invention of
Empirical Social Research (London: Bloomsbury Academic, 2011); Johan Heilbron provided a theoretical
framework in Johan Heilbron, et al. “Toward a Transnational History of the Social Sciences,” Journal of
the History of the Behavioral Sciences 44 (2008), 146-60.
15
Reinhard Bendix, “Intellectual Emigration from Hitler’s Germany,” Society 27 (1990): 51-58; Irving
Louis Horowitz, “Between the Charybdis of Capitalism and the Scylla of Communism: The Emigration of
German Social Scientists, 1933-1945,” Social Science History 11 (1987), 113-38; Friedrich Stadler, ed.
Vertriebene Vernunft: Emigration und Exil österreichischer Wissenschaft, 1930-1940 (Vienna: Jugend u.
Volk, 1987).
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to the host society.16 Taking into account the émigrés in their contexts before they left
Europe, their experiences during their migration movements (which in some cases took
months, in others even years), and their lives and careers in their new home country,
which often entailed further relocations, career changes and work in Europe and beyond,
illustrates the nature of such transfers of people, ideas, methods, and institutions as
multidirectional and complex interactions.17
In order to explore émigré women’s paths into American social work, the
continuities and interruptions in their lives and careers, as well as their ongoing
negotiations of their identities in their personal and professional lives, this dissertation
applies a biographical approach.18 According to Simone Lässig, biography can be
productively applied to reveal “coincidences and ruptures, but also … limited
opportunities and structural limitations in the historical process itself.” Using biography
“virtually encourages methodological eclecticism, the transcending of intra- and
interdisciplinary boundaries.”19 As a genre, which had fallen out of historians’ favor
during the heyday of social history with its focus on social structures and collectives,
16

See for example Lewis Coser, Refugee Scholars in America: Their Impact and Their Experiences (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 1984); Laura Fermi, Illustrious Immigrants: The Intellectual Migration from
Europe 1930-41 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1968); Anthony Heilbut, Exiled in Paradise:
German Refugee Artists and Intellectuals in America from the 1930s to the Present (New York: The Viking
Press, 1983); Claus-Dieter Krohn, Intellectuals in Exile: Refugee Scholars and the New School for Social
Research (Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 1993).
17
See for example Jürgen Osterhammel, “Transferanalyse und Vergleich im Fernverhältnis,” in Vergleich
und Transfer: Komparatistik in den Sozial-, Geschichts- und Kulturwissenschaften, ed. Hartmut Kaelble
and Jürgen Schriewer (Frankfurt/Main: Campus, 2003), 439-466; Kieran Klaus Patel, “Transatlantische
Perspektiven transnationaler Geschichte,” Geschichte und Gesellschaft 29 (2003): 625-647; Daniel T.
Rodgers, Atlantic Crossings: Social Politics in a Progressive Age (Cambridge: Belknp Press of Harvard
University Press, 1998); Ian Tyrrell, “Reflections on the Transnational Turn in United States History:
Theory and Practice,” Journal of Global History 4 (2009): 453-474.
18
For recent discussions on the uses of biography in history and the history of science see, for example,
Simone Lässig, “Introduction: Biography in Modern History – Modern Historiography in Biography,” in
Biography Between Structure and Agency: Central European Lives in International Historiography, ed.
Volker R. Berghahn and Simone Lässig (New York: Berghahn Books, 2008), 1-26; Thomas Söderqvist, ed.
The History and Poetics of Scientific Biography (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2007).
19
Lässig, “Introduction,” 20.
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biography has received new appreciation in historical scholarship during the past two
decades.20 While biographies of “great men” continue to capture the imagination of
popular audiences both in history in general and in history of science in particular,
historians of science have rediscovered biographical approaches as means to
contextualize science, to reconceptualize science as a social activity, to study its
interactions with society, and to include more and untraditional actors in their analyses of
scientific pursuits. Theodore Porter, for example, called for an approach to writing about
scientists that integrates the personal and the professional, or, in other words to treat the
lives of scientists as “scientific units.”21 Thomas Etzemüller put a married couple as the
“scientific unit” into the center of his study of Alva and Gunnar Myrdal.22 Going a step
further, Thomas Söderqvist claimed that engaging in biographical studies has the
potential to “reorient our ways of thinking about our lives in unfamiliar terms” and
therefore constitutes more than just an auxiliary for the history of science.23
Another significant modification to biography came by means of including
gender. Research on scientific couples and couples’ collaboration has shown the variety
20

German historian Simone Lässig argued that in Germany, where the Bielefeld School of Social History
dominated the profession, the biographical genre was subjected to much fiercer and wide-ranging criticism
than it was the case in the British and American historical communities, where biography could maintain its
status as a legitimate historical genre, even during the era of social history dominance. Lässig,
“Introduction,” 1-2.
21
Theodore M. Porter, “Is the Life of the Scientist a Scientific Unit?” Isis 97 (2006), 314-21; see also Mary
Jo Nye, “Scientific Biography: History of Science by Another Means?” Isis 97 (2006), 322-29. The focus
on scientific biography in this issue of ISIS is itself an indicator for the renewed interest in biographical
approaches in the history of science.
22
Etzemüller’s innovative study illustrated how the Myrdals used their marriage as a miniature role model
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of roles that women played in scholarly endeavors, which stands in stark contrast to the
limited functions they had been accorded in biographies of “great men,” such as
assistants and secretaries to their husbands or as providers of an atmosphere in which the
husband could productively pursue his work.24 Women now receive a sliver of the
spotlight of biographical attention.25 As in the case of men, this occasionally led to works
on “great women,” while regular or working-class women still receive less scholarly
attention.26 The women in this study fit neither the category of elites nor of the lowerclasses, but are located in-between, as this dissertation will further explore.
This study transcends the focus of biographical writing on one individual and
explores the lives and work of a small group of women. While the number of
biographical studies of groups and collectives has increased recently, this had not led to
more consistency in methodological terminology among historians.27 This study uses the
term “group biography,” common in American historiography, to explore a small group
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of actors, and where possible their interactions, who share common elements in their
background, such as “a family, a place, an organization, a movement, a cultural affinity, a
point in time.”28 Thus, more than quantitative collective biography allows, a group
biography can provide analytical insight into dynamic topics such as identities, worldviews, political attitudes, the impact of historical events on the actors, as well as the
influence of social backgrounds.29 Directing the focus on a group as middle ground
between the individual and a larger collective allows to explore more fully the experience
of women émigrés in social work and to recognize common patterns, differences, and
interactions without losing sight of the details and contingencies of individual lives in
changing environments.

Historiography: Exile, Gender, and the Applied Social Sciences
Exile studies have traditionally focused on intellectual and political elites, thus
they have shared with the biographical genre a preference for well-known individuals.30
Research on such prominent persons or groups of émigrés in the social sciences, such as
the Frankfurt School, the intellectual exiles at the New School for Social Research, and
Paul Lazarsfeld at Columbia University, has demonstrated the marked influence of

28
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European social scientists in the United States.31 Christian Fleck expanded this focus with
his collective biography of German-speaking émigré social scientists, which provides an
excellent overview but leaves the women migrants largely unexamined.32
The intersection of gender and exile opens up a space to interrogate the liberating
or restricting nature of exile. Historians have argued that men and women had profoundly
different experiences in exile. 33 Historians have found that women were quicker in
learning the language and adjusting to daily life, as they generally took on the
responsibility of caring for the immediate needs of the family.34 Heike Klapdor argued
that women were willing to abandon their profession and status and give in to the
“banality of survival” by accepting any job that would secure the family’s existence.35 In
fact, women, more than men, encountered expectations, sometimes from social workers
who provided vocational counseling, to give up their aspirations and take up menial jobs
in order to allow their husbands the time they needed to continue their careers, thus
prioritizing the men’s careers over the women’s.36 Atina Grossmann argued that female
doctors from Weimar Germany who emigrated to the United States experienced new
restrictions as a result of their exile. They encountered a conservative environment,
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discrimination against Jews and foreigners in the medical profession, and suffered gender
prejudice that constrained their lives and work.37 Yet, Linda Nochlin contended that exile
had a liberating effect on female artists, because many found less rigid social structures in
their new situation and encountered new perspectives and stimuli, while Klapdor claimed
the opposite effect, that exile forced emancipated women back into traditional gender
roles.38 Thus, historians have established transformations in gender roles as a
consequence of exile and emigration, but very few works are dedicated to detailed
analyses of these processes.39
So far research has focused predominantly on the hardships of exile, particularly
for women, but scholars have called for a change in perspective by exploring the
productive potential of exile for women.40 This dissertation explores the tension between
these two poles and, without denying the hardships, argues that social work provided a
professional refuge for women that enabled them to have careers and maintain their
identities as educated, professional, and activist women, albeit in different configurations
compared to their lives in Europe. Even though the women encountered conservative role
expectations, social work as a profession open to women provided a framework for
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diverse, though not unbound, professional activities that were considered appropriate for
women and enabled them to live fulfilling professional lives.41
The disciplinary proximity of American social work, psychology, psychiatry, and
sociology, as well as social work’s status as an applied social scientific academic
discipline—in contrast to Europe—reshaped the ambitions of émigré women and
provided career opportunities, thus intersecting gender, exile and the (applied) social
sciences. This project is inspired by a modest but growing historical literature on women,
gender, and social science, which followed the lead of research on women and science
from the 1970s and 1980s.42 In her landmark publication Women Scientists in America,
Margaret Rossiter laid out numerous mechanisms of exclusion from academia directed at
women and women’s strategies to counter them. Even though Rossiter was
predominantly concerned with the natural sciences, her argument applies to social work
as well, as it can be interpreted as a counterpart in the social sciences to home economics,
which she explored as a separate and limited, yet productive, site for women to enter
academia and pursue scientific activities.43 Such academic segregation of men’s and
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women’s fields, to which was attached more or less prestige, as well as higher or lower
pay, still reverberated in the academic setting that women émigrés entered in the 1940s.44
Historians have identified social work as a professional field in which women
could thrive and which they came to dominate.45 Compared to other academic disciplines
and professions, social work in fact turned out to be a generally hospitable environment
for women. However, Jennifer Cote recently challenged the dominant narrative by
contending that while women indeed dominated the field in number, men tended to have
both higher positions and incomes.46 Cote’s argument concerned the early decades of the
twentieth century, which is a common time period for analysis in the historiography of
social work. Historians agree that the transition of social work into a full-fledged
profession was complete by the end of the 1920s, not least due to the efforts of the first
generation of professional social workers. As the following decades brought with them
continuing expansion, differentiation, and transformation of social work, women émigrés
entered a professional environment in the early 1940s that they found very attractive. The
sheer availability of jobs constituted a pragmatic reason to join the profession.
I further argue that social work’s institutional integration into academia
constituted a draw for émigré women. As members of a generation who placed a high
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value on education and who had taken advantage of the recent opportunity for women to
attend university in Europe, they discovered and were surprised that the profession
allowed them to reenter intellectual, academic communities in emigration. Thus, while in
the United States most women were not able to realize the visions they had held in
Europe of their professional future, which included positions as teacher, judge, and
physician among others, they found in social work an alternative that captured elements
that were important for them personally, and which they had previously located in
various other occupations. These elements included a desire to play a productive role in
the creation of a better and just society to a more specific wish to work with children and
adolescents.47 My argument, therefore, contests Christine Hartig’s claim that the
excellent reputation of American social work, and particularly of the New York School of
Social work, radiated even into Europe and attracted European women to the American
profession.48 At least for many young, ambitious European women, social work played
very little role, as they developed their plans and aspirations, even though social work
underwent a process of professionalization in Austria and Germany, similar to the United
States, as the next section will briefly outline.
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Social Work in the United States, Austria, and Germany
Social work emerged as a profession in Europe and the United States in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. While social workers were concerned with
providing solutions to the immediate social problems they faced in their immediate
contexts, the social work project was also part of a larger “intense, transnational traffic in
reform ideas, policies, and legislative devices.”49 More specifically, the social work
pioneers of various countries were in personal contact and exchanged visions and ideas in
developing foundational theories and practices, a significant element in the history of the
profession, which historians have only recently started to explore in detail.50
In the United States, social work emerged as part of a larger trend of
professionalization in the social sciences that had started in the second half of the
nineteenth century.51 Settlement houses were established in American cities in the 1880s,
which became sites of social activism and endeavors in progressive social reform.52
Another strand of social work, which would soon dominate the profession, grew out of
the efforts of the Charity Organization Societies, the first concerted efforts to coordinate
49
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the proliferating private welfare initiatives and to apply standards for the provision of
relief. So-called friendly visitors, middle-class women, were sent to the homes of the
poor to serve as morally uplifting role models as well as to supervise the improvement of
welfare recipients.53 Mary Richmond, general secretary of the Baltimore COS and later
the Philadelphia COS, was a major driving force in social work professionalization. With
her landmark publication Social Diagnosis, she provided a social work textbook, which
constituted the first systematic presentation of casework practice and delineated criteria
of client data collection, data interpretation, and resulting practices in order to precisely
identify a client’s problems and use the appropriate measures for helping.54 In the same
year, the first national organization, the Social Workers Exchange was founded.
In 1898, the New York School of Philanthropy was established. In 1919, the
existing seventeen schools of social work in North America organized in the Association
of Training Schools for Professional Social Work with the goal to unify social work
education and create common standards for training and education. Thus, by the 1920s,
American social work had transitioned from scattered and mostly privately organized
efforts in social welfare to a field that started to gain professional autonomy and identity
as well as public authority with representatives starting to enter high-ranking
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administrative positions as exemplified by Julia Lathrop, the director of the U.S.
Children’s Bureau. 55
While industrialization, urbanization, and immigration had been the major causes
for the social problems that social workers set out to alleviate earlier in the twentieth
century, during the Great Depression, New Deal programs increased the employment
opportunities for social workers. Simultaneously, the professional associations raised the
standards and by the late 1930s, a Master’s degree was implemented as the prerequisite to
enter the ranks of professional social workers hired by most local, state, and federal
agencies.
With regard to contents and methods of American social work, the 1920s and
1930s saw a rise of psychoanalytic orientation at the cost of approaches that included
environmental factors. While Mary Richmond’s Social Diagnosis had laid the
groundwork for casework that understood the individual in the context of his/her
environment, developments in the 1930s brought a narrowing of approaches and
increasingly turned to the intrapsychic aspects of clients while abandoning the exterior
context.56 This development was codified in the seminal textbook of 1940, Gordon
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Hamilton’s Theory and Practice of Social Case Work, which became the standard
textbook for psychoanalytically oriented therapeutic casework. 57
In the 1930s, group work emerged as an alternative and challenge to the
individual, psychoanalytic casework. Whereas casework emphasized the relationship
between the social worker and the clients, group work gave priority to processes within
the group with the social worker as facilitator, as well as to egalitarianism, as a
representative of group work explained: “Social work comes in large part from a
perspective which says that those helped by social work—social workers’ clients—need
to be made better, improved, raised to a higher state of grace, provided with a higher
level of insight, and that the major medium for such improvement is the relationship with
a social worker. Group work on the other hand, tends to dislike this view of human and
not even to accept fully the term ‘clients.’ Group workers have always preferred the term
members, emphasized a strengthen perspective, focused on a participatory and (social)
democratic view of society, valued diversity and differences among people and seen them
as sources of strengths for groups valued pluralism ad [sic] cultural relativism in
preference to dogmatism and insisted … that members and workers share a human
condition, with neither one being a ‘better’ person than the other.”58
Overall, refugees and migrants have not played a role as professionals in the
historiography of social work, as Michael Reisch argued. His work proves the notable
exception by arguing that German-Jewish immigrants profoundly reshaped American
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social work by bringing principles of democracy and social justice to the profession, thus
transcending the prevailing individualist concepts that prevailed at the time.59
In Austria, the first effort to professionalize social work was put forward by Ilse
Arlt, who, in 1912, founded the Vereinigte Fachkurse für Volkspflege (“Arlt School”) a
school for social workers in Vienna.60 Arlt envisioned her school both as a training
facility and an educational institution for women that should empower them and help
them become self-reliant and independent welfare workers as well as social researchers.
Moreover, the school also served as a site for exhibitions on welfare-related topics for the
education of the public, and Arlt planned to install a permanent museum of social
welfare.61 In 1938 the National Socialists closed down the school and destroyed the
entire museum collection. In addition to Arlt’s pioneering school, six other training
institutions for social workers had been founded in Austria in the 1910s and 1920s. Some
were religion-based; others were tied to city or regional administrations. 62
In Vienna, the city welfare administration operated as the largest social welfare
employer, as well as a dominant force in Austria that shaped the direction and character
59
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of the profession up to the 1970s.63 During the heyday of the social democratic city
government of Vienna, welfare programs expanded massively as part of the
government’s attempts to create a new and socialist society. The Vienna city
administration, which profoundly extended its social services during the 1920s, had its
own training center for women employed in its welfare services called Akademie für
Soziale Verwaltung der Stadt Wien. As the name indicates, the goal was focused less on
empowering welfare recipients and the social workers, but rather administering welfare
efficiently, as reflected in the rather narrow training and the limited professional tasks
assigned to social workers employed by the city.64
In Germany, the professionalization of social work was also in full swing by the
1920s. For example, by 1927 thirty-three training schools for social workers operated
across the country.65 Alice Salomon attempted to introduce casework in Germany in the
1920s, but her efforts failed. According to Christoph Sachße, the main reason for this
failure was “different basic conceptions” in American and German social work.66 The
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American model of casework with individuals (based on empirical assessments of the
clients’ situation) did not square with a bureaucratized, normative profession as it
developed in Germany and Austria. The contrasting focus on the individual client, on the
one hand, and on the provider in the form of public administration, on the other hand,
was at the heart of the incompatibility of the two systems, but the specific historical
context also mattered. At a time when the German population still struggled with mass
poverty as a consequence of World War I, a methodological shift of the profession
toward “individualized pedagogical counseling” seemed ill advised, perhaps even
cynical.67 While Salomon’s unsuccessful efforts to introduce social casework in Germany
in the 1920s may seem insignificant, it is meaningful for this project in two ways. First,
this episode speaks to the differences in social work between Central Europe and the
United States in the first third of the twentieth century and thus provides the backdrop
before which the protagonists of the following chapters negotiated their careers, visions,
and identities. Second, these same basic differences continued to frame the—sometimes
troubled—relationship between American and German social workers later in the
century, particularly after World War II, when American social workers, émigrés among
them, returned to Europe to help in the rebuilding of welfare services.

Chapter Outline
Chapter one introduces two émigrés from Vienna, Elsa Leichter and Gerda L.
Schulman, whose paths crossed at the Jewish Family Service in New York City in the
mid-1940s, where they were employed as caseworkers. Tracing these women’s careers
67
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from their early disparate aspirations in Vienna to collaborators and innovators in MultiFamily Group Therapy at a large Jewish welfare agency in New York, the chapter
illustrates how social work in the mid-twentieth-century offered professional
opportunities to émigré women including the possibility for research and innovation, and
thus allowed them to express visions and ideals they had fostered already in Vienna.
They joined the profession with training in mainstream individual-centered casework,
and expanded it to work with groups, a preference that had become part of their world
view in their socialist circles of friends in Europe.
Chapter two shifts the focus to group work, which emerged in the 1930s and
provided a contrasting specialty to the psychoanalytical therapeutic casework. Group
work was rooted in social activism, democratization, and social justice, and it turned out
to be an attractive field of work for émigrés from a socialist background. Group workers
focused their attention on the social environment and interpersonal relationships as
constitutive in the wellbeing of individuals and stressed the importance of group
experience in their work. Gisela Konopka, a fervent socialist and trained teacher, and Etta
Saloshin, a former dance instructor, became professors of social work at the University of
Minnesota in the late 1940s and exemplify two contrasting types of group work
educators. Konopka, who had entered the field with a strong dedication to the social and
political aspect of group work, grew increasingly disillusioned when group work became
part of the National Association of Social Workers and lost its distinctive and radical
edge in the 1960s and 1970s. At the same time, she struggled with the gendered
environment in her university department, which she experienced as restrictive and
disrespectful to her as a woman and accomplished scholar. Saloshin, in contrast, adjusted
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to the circumstances and built a more modest, yet productive career within the
possibilities of her position.
Whereas the previous chapters portrayed women with unusually accomplished
careers in social work, chapter three features Anne Fischer, whose biography is typical of
women who had to reconcile their primary responsibility to family and the household
with involvement in social work, in Fischer’s case first as a volunteer and only later as a
professional. Located in Richmond, Virginia, Fischer serves as an exemplar of the
situation of women émigrés who spent their lives at the periphery, outside the
metropolitan social, cultural, and professional centers. Fischer’s life and career in
emigration developed in close connection with the local Jewish community. As she had
emigrated already in 1934, she began helping Jewish refugees as a volunteer for the
Richmond Jewish Community Council and in a personal and informal collaboration with
her friend Hermann Simon, a German-Jewish lawyer, who served as an emigration
consultant for his Jewish clients. Fischer’s experience and expertise garnered in the
course of her volunteer work became the basis and motivation for turning to professional
social work during the years of World War II.
The epilogue, finally, follows Gisela Konopka and Anne Fischer to Germany after
World War II, where they helped rebuild social services after the devastation caused by
the National Socialists. They taught courses in social work methods and served as
consultants in rebuilding and organizing institutions, ranging from child guidance clinics
to public welfare providers. Moreover, they became part of an emerging transatlantic
network of student and teacher exchanges in social work. This epilogue provides a brief
glimpse into the experiences of émigré social workers in their former home countries,
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their encounters with German social workers and administrators, and the implications of
these activities for their self-understanding. Echoing patterns that have become visible in
other chapters, the epilogue reveals the multi-faceted roles of practitioners and their
agency to shape the modes and content of their work—a topic that invites more historical
attention in the future.
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CHAPTER ONE
SOCIAL CASEWORK, BUT WITH GROUPS: ELSA LEICHTER AND
GERDA L. SCHULMAN’S COLLABORATION IN FAMILY THERAPY

“Many people will say that they learned something [the concept of “process”] that
I think I developed maybe a little further. I never conceptualized it to an extent where
anybody would quote me at all, except for people who worked with me, maybe.”1 In a
series of oral history interviews with her granddaughter Kathy starting on her ninetieth
birthday in 1995, Elsa Leichter pondered the notion of process, a concept that had guided
her professional practice as a social worker and had become part of her life philosophy.
Understanding the task of the social worker in terms of a structured helping process that
was used to productively guide the clients through their treatment was a core tenet of the
functional school of social casework to which Elsa Leichter subscribed.2 The term is also
strikingly appropriate to capture the essence of her life and career including migration,
her striving for improvement in her work, as well as negotiating the various elements of
her identity, which she shared with other fellow émigrés.
Elsa Leichter and Gerda L. Schulman, the main case studies of this chapter, had to
flee from Vienna after the National Socialists annexed Austria in March 1938. They
eventually came to work at the Jewish Family Service (JFS) in New York City,
establishing their specialty in group therapy and family therapy, in which they became
respected experts in the 1960s and 1970s. Schulman and Leichter went into casework, the
1
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dominant segment of American social work, which by the 1940s had come to mean
psychoanalytically-oriented therapy administered to individuals seeking help. JFS
enabled social workers, such as Leichter and Schulman, to work directly with clients, but
also to conduct research and publish at a time when many other private welfare agencies
limited their activities to providing relief and consultations.
As Leichter practiced and taught group therapy at the Jewish Family Service in
New York, she adapted the concept of “process” to her particular clientele, method of
therapy, and agency context. The tweaking and modifying of techniques has no doubt
been a part of regular social work practice. While Leichter, as she said, never
conceptualized her version of process, the specifics of her contribution are as of yet
unknown—in contrast to the innovation in Multi- Family Group Therapy which Leichter
devised together with her colleague Gerda L. Schulman.
In this chapter I argue that their position in therapeutic casework in a major social
work agency enabled Elsa Leichter and Gerda Schulman not only to earn a living in
emigration but also to develop a professional expression of their long-standing dedication
to practice-oriented social reform that dovetailed with their self-understanding as
intellectuals, socialists, and modern women, while at the same time advancing social
work through their research, teaching, and innovations in family therapy. The choices
they made professionally rested on long-standing ideals and aspirations, fueled by their
experience in socialist Vienna of the interwar years, which they pragmatically modified–
without losing their vision or idealism–to fit the dynamic landscape of opportunities in
American social work in the mid-twentieth century. In doing so, they negotiated the
terrain between the dominant individualistic, Freudian casework in the United States that
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had become synonymous with American social work in the mid-twentieth century, and
their preference for group approaches. Within casework, Leichter and Schulman’s early
careers coincided with an era of controversy and reorientation during the 1930s and
1940s, a time when the dominant Freudian mainstream, the diagnostic school, was
challenged by the so-called functional school of social casework, which followed the
teachings of Otto Rank, a former disciple of Freud. While the diagnostic school
prevailed, the crisis had an invigorating effect on the profession, as functional elements
were incorporated into casework. Leichter and Schulman exemplify flexibility by
combining these approaches, and picking up other trends in the social sciences, for
example research on the group that proliferated in the mid-twentieth century.3

Elsa (Schweiger, Kolari) Leichter, 1905-1997
Elsa Leichter was born as Elsa Schweiger in Vienna in 1905 to Jewish parents
who had immigrated to Vienna from Galicia.4 Leichter grew up in a socialist family in
Leopoldstadt, Vienna’s second district, where the largest concentration of Jews (56,779
persons, or 34 % of the district population) was located in the city in the first decades of
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the twentieth century.5 In contrast to the first district, where many of the assimilated and
wealthy Jews lived, the poorer and more orthodox immigrants from the eastern parts of
the Habsburg Empire settled in the second district. She recalled that as a child she was
ashamed of her parents and the family’s eastern European Jewish heritage. Among her
earliest memories was an incident when other children called after her: “Polish Jew!”6 As
Polish Jews were considered the bottom category, while Jews from Prague held the top
rank, Leichter looked for ancestors and relatives of a more respected heritage in order to
find a location higher up in the Jewish hierarchy in which she could fit. She bargained
with her mother: “Aren’t we a little bit Hungarian? Aunt Berta lives in Budapest after
all.”7 Being Jewish was a part of Leichter’s identity, of which she was acutely aware and
which she tried to negotiate even as a child.
Leichter’s parents put a high value on their three daughters’ education. Even
though money was scarce, Leichter’s mother allowed and even encouraged her to attend a
Gymnasium for girls (Humanistisches Gymnasium Rahlgassse), whose degree enabled
graduates to attend university.8 While Leichter was still in school, she further cultivated
the political engagement that particularly her father fostered at home. She joined the
socialist students’ association, one of the many organizations that sought to instill
socialist values and foster community spirit and solidarity among young people in
Vienna.
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After graduating in 1923, Leichter complied briefly with her mother’s wish and
studied medicine at the University of Vienna. Ironically it was Leichter’s traditional
mother who provided one early impulse for Elsa to deviate from the traditional feminine
role. Having three daughters, the mother was deeply disappointed that there was no son.
Elsa became the embodiment of her mother’s hopes and fantasies about “her son, the
doctor.”9
In addition to the University of Vienna, Leichter attended the Academy for Social
Administration (Akademie für Soziale Verwaltung), the city’s training program for social
workers.10 In an attempt to become a social physician, which was a non-existing
profession, she studied medicine during the day, and in the evenings she attended classes
to become a social worker. In doing so, she intended to forge a compromise between
realizing her mother’s wish for her to become a physician, on the one hand, and
following her socialist ideals about playing an active role in realizing a reformed, just,
and socialist society in Vienna, on the other hand: “I wanted to become sort of a doctor
with a social focus. That was pure idealism. I really didn’t even know what I was talking
about.”11 Other people with a comparable ideological background had similar ideas,
however. In Berlin Gisela Konopka began to harbor aspirations to become a “social
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doctor,” as chapter two will discuss, and in Vienna Leichter befriended Assia Adler,
daughter of the social democratic politician Friedrich Adler, who also combined studying
medicine and social work.12
Leichter’s first attempt to combine her own ideals and the expectations of others
into a new category of occupation that combined medicine and social work proved
impossible. She quit the medical program in 1925 but continued her social work training
and graduated the following year. She subsequently found employment as a social worker
at the youth welfare office (Jugendamt) in Brigittenau, Vienna’s twentieth district, which
was a poor, working class district adjacent to Leopoldau, where she had grown up. She
stayed for twelve years, from 1926 to 1938. As she pursued social work, which she had
envisioned as her contribution toward the realization of a reformed, socialist society, she
found herself on the lower end of an administrative apparatus with no prospect of
advancement carrying out routine tasks of handing out welfare checks and inspecting
foster children’s homes. Such low-rank social administrative work for the Vienna
municipality had very little in common with the notion of social work as the
emancipatory project of middle-class women, which has come to represent the profession
in the United States in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.13
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As Leichter’s social contacts came predominantly from socialist circles, she was
engulfed by an atmosphere of enthusiasm and optimism in the 1920s and early 1930s.
After World War I, Austria had become a democracy, women had the right to vote and
some university faculties had started to admit women. Moreover, between 1919 and 1934
the city of Vienna was ruled by the Social Democratic Workers’ Party of Austria
(Sozialdemokratische Arbeiterpartei, SDAP), which treated the city as a socialist
laboratory (as historian Helmut Gruber argued).14 Thus, in the midst of chaos and poverty
after World War I, the socialists embarked on the project of not only attempting to solve
the many immediate problems in the city, but also to conjure up a working class counterculture to the bourgeoisie, which should be the seed of the new socialist society of the
future. In contrast to other socialist projects in Europe at the time, according to Gruber,
the Viennese variety of socialism was unique in its attempt to fully permeate and
transform the workers’ lives ranging from politics to the work place to the private sphere
of family and sexuality. This comprehensive approach to transforming the proletariat
rested on Austromarxist theory, according to which the creation of a socialist society did
not start after the revolution, but already existed within a capitalist context.15 In addition
to the well-known flagship of “Red Vienna,” the extensive municipal housing projects,
the city initiated a wide range of reforms and programs, such as large-scale welfare and
public health programs, workers’ education, sports organizations, libraries, and lecture
series. In addition, there were groups for children and youth to impart socialist values,
solidarity, and community spirit at a young age, education for orderly family life, as well
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as marriage and sexuality guidance.16 Within this comprehensive program, the
responsibilities of social workers entailed contributing to the transformation of the
working class family to resemble the ideal of the orderly middle class family. The
ultimate goal was to create optimal conditions to raise an improved population.17
Leichter’s life was infused with Vienna-style socialism. The family subscribed to
the party newspaper Arbeiter-Zeitung (Workers’ Newspaper). Her father was a “soldier
of the socialist party,” as Leichter called it, because he collected dues from party
members.18 As an adolescent, Leichter pulled away from her immediate and extended
Jewish family, who had constituted her significant social contacts, and replaced them
with friends of her own choosing, who were mostly socialists. They shared an enthusiasm
for nature, art, education, and community, which was in line with the program of the
SDAP. She subscribed to and partook in socialist culture, which framed her experience as
an adolescent and young adult, without being particularly knowledgeable about the
underlying Marxist and Austromarxist theories. In hindsight, she stressed the idealistic
attitudes she and her friends exhibited, for example regarding free love, which did not
find expression in real life.19
Leichter’s ideals in the realm of gender relations and her self-understanding as a
woman were inspired by concepts of the “new woman.” Framed by the socialist context,
these two outlooks provided the ideal of liberated and modern womanhood, to which she
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aspired.20 The image of the new socialist woman was widely disseminated by socialist
literature. Gruber described this image as follows: “Her physical appearance was
youthful, with a slender garçon-figure made supple by sports, with bobbed hair and
unrestraining garments bespeaking an active life; her temperament was fearless, open,
and relaxed. To her husband she was a comrade; for her children she was a friend.”
Rationalization in the household should help to save time to spend with the working-class
movement, to “remain intellectually sharp,” and to attend to the emotional needs of her
husband and children.21
Leichter recalled that even at a very young age she was critical of girls who
subscribed to traditional gender roles. She felt superior to girls like her cousins, who were
interested in fashion and whose major aspirations were to be pretty and to procure a good
husband. In contrast to them, Leichter understood herself as a good socialist and “very
advanced about her relations with men.”22 Except for leisure time activities and her
outward appearance, this idealistic self-perception did not translate into actual practice,
however.23 Even though she theoretically aspired to the model of the new socialist,
liberated woman who was intellectually mature and a comrade to her husband, she was
not able to express these ideals in her relationship to her first husband Fritz Kolari, whom
she had met when she was about eighteen. She was in medical school when they became
a couple but, because her husband was a worker, she felt uncomfortable. Deeply
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ingrained traditional notions of gender relations including the idea that “the man must be
above the woman” prevailed for her.24 Even though her husband neither complained nor
demanded her to change, this tension was a major reason for dropping out of her medical
studies. Many years later she conceded that she “was the opposite of a liberated
woman.”25 At the time, however, Leichter and others tried to cope with significant social
change that swept through the early twentieth century, as well as the political
transformations in the wake of World War I. This turmoil framed her personal
development, as she acknowledged: “I was a child of the transition from the monarchy to
the republic.”26 This transition was not an orderly one, but it entailed chaos, confusion,
contradiction, struggle, insecurity, and antagonism—conditions that are reflected in
Leichter’s biography.
Her life in Vienna began to fall apart by the mid-1930s. While the brief Civil War
of 1934 and the subsequent Austrofascist era had no economic impact on her daily life,
and her work was stable albeit not fulfilling, her relationship with her husband
deteriorated, ending in divorce in the summer 1938.27 In March 1938, immediately after
the national socialists’ annexation of Austria, Leichter lost her position, as did all her
other Jewish co-workers at the youth welfare office. In contrast to many others,
Leichter’s emigration proceeded rather smoothly. With the help of distant relatives who
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had settled in New York City and who provided affidavits for their visas, Leichter and
her sisters were able to immigrate to the United States in November 1938.28

Encountering a Different Kind of Social Work
While she stayed with her relatives in the Bronx and worked as a nursemaid in
Brooklyn for several months, Leichter planned her new professional life with the help of
the National Refugee Service (NRS), one of the major organizations that helped the
European refugees to get settled. As Leichter had been a social worker in Vienna and
there were jobs available in American social work at the time, her vocational counselor
suggested that she remain in this profession. She needed to return to school and get an
American degree to qualify for paid positions, however. As Leichter was unmarried, had
no children, and was therefore flexible, the NRS sent her to Cleveland to attend Western
Reserve University, funded by a scholarship from the Council of Jewish Women. She
spent the spring and summer 1939 in a settlement in Cleveland to get adjusted and
improve her English and started her social work program in the fall 1939.
Leichter described the atmosphere in social work as very friendly and welcoming.
She encountered a warm reception, as American social workers associated Viennese
émigrés with psychoanalysis. Whether this association was real or imagined, playing
along was a pragmatic move that opened doors to a future that the émigrés could later
shape according to their interests. In addition to having grown up in the birthplace of
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psychoanalysis, Leichter knew the psychoanalyst August Aichhorn from her work at the
Viennese youth welfare office. Aichhorn had pioneered a psychoanalytical approach to
working with problem youth, and for this work he was revered in social work circles in
the United States:29 “In Vienna I worked with August Aichhorn. He was our consultant.
Actually he was much more recognized abroad than in Vienna … He did assessments
…[and] those checks one issues, the money transfers. In any case, when I said that I had
worked with August Aichhorn they all were speechless with admiration.”30 This
connection with Aichhorn, who worked as an adviser at the youth welfare office and
signed documents, made Leichter special in the eyes of her teachers and colleagues and
turned out to be a facilitating factor in her American career. Other Viennese-born social
workers echoed this experience, for example Maria Dorothea Simon. In contrast to
Leichter, Simon had substantial ties to psychoanalysis as she had worked with Anna
Freud in London, who was an innovator in child psychotherapy. Simon then went to
Seattle, Washington, in 1946, where she sought employment. She described the
atmosphere: “There was a high demand for social workers at the time, psychoanalysis
was popular, and my previous job at Anna Freud’s nursery opened all doors.” Simon
joined the Jewish Family Welfare Service, whose “director probably thought that by
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hiring me she had caught a big fish.”31
In addition to psychoanalysis, which paved the way for Viennese women into
American social work, the organization of social work education in the United States
proved very attractive to émigré women. Having social work programs institutionalized
at colleges and universities rather than in extra-academic organizations appealed to
women for whom education and intellectual pursuits had been paramount. By attending
university in Europe, women like Elsa Leichter who came from working-class immigrant
families had taken the first steps in moving upward in the social hierarchy, a trajectory
that was interrupted by the National Socialists. For Leichter, there was more, however.
She regretted that she had given up her university education and maneuvered herself into
a low-rank, tiresome job. To her, having to start over in the United States appeared in the
garb of a welcome opportunity. She recalled how much she appreciated the opportunity
to go back to university, because it gave her the chance to make up for bad decisions in
the past, as she explained: “This [requirement to get a degree] suited me tremendously.
Somehow I started to catch up. It was a little bit like, if you can say that, I received a
second chance in this awful situation. I knew I had messed up, with medical school and
then the job. It wasn’t like here, where the profession was appreciated and where I could
advance. It was an entirely different life.”32
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Returning to social work, this time at Western Reserve University, provided
Leichter with perspective and a clearer view on the profession as it had been practiced in
Vienna. Whereas the day-to-day actual practice in a welfare agency is bound to fall short
compared to an enthusiastic and optimistic environment in a graduate program, and
therefore a comparison of the two is not necessarily fair, the contrast helped her negotiate
and clarify her shifting professional identity, as well as shape her thinking about social
work. She had experienced her position as an employee of the Vienna city administration
as a dead-end job with no advancement opportunities. With a hierarchical arrangement in
place that strictly separated the decision-making civil servants from the subordinate,
implementing social workers, she had no possibility of advancement within the
bureaucratic apparatus:33 “I wanted to grow … to evolve.” This opportunity to grow came
when she started her training in Cleveland. She recalled: “From the first moment on, I
experienced what I never experienced as a social worker in Vienna. There was no talent
to be seen. There was no opportunity to prove one’s talent, that was my experience. I
mean, you really have to believe what I say. Because it sounds so incredible. Here I
discovered myself. That was the curious thing. The other was a job, really just a job. Only
here did I develop a real dedication to my work.”34
The main tasks of social workers in Vienna consisted of handing out welfare
33
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money and inspecting foster children’s homes, which took them to slum neighborhoods
and involved difficult situations, as Leichter described: “[Sometimes] I was really scared
… poverty, alcohol, syphilis, and, partly, abused children.”35 Her training had not
provided her with the necessary understanding of these processes nor with strategies to
deal with such situations, as Leichter recalled: “We had no training in how to interact
with people ... There was nothing in our training that told us what it means to provide
help and to receive help. I only learned that here. For me that was an incredible
watershed, also professionally. It was a lot … how to put this, it was administration, of
money … And we had custody of foster children. It was legal guardianship. I remember
very vividly, we had cards, and we had to visit every month. Home visits were standard,
and people came to office hours when they wanted something. The major home visits
were for foster children and for people who received some kind of relief. ‘Child healthy,
well cared for.’ Done. That was it. They made sure that we did not talk to the children.
We weren’t trained at all! Thinking about how we worked back then is absolutely
horrifying for me now.”36 In a different interview she qualified her previous statement of
the training, remarking that they had psychology courses at the social work academy in
Vienna, but unlike in the United States, there was no integration between the theory
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during her training and how this could be applied in the daily practice.37 The setup would
have allowed for it, as the students spent three months during each of the two years at one
of the district offices, but the training and the practice remained two separated realms.38
Even though the practice of social work, helping people who needed assistance
and ultimately contributing to better social relations was the core of Leichter’s career, the
intellectual content—“the concepts were exciting, really exciting”—and academic
embeddedness of the training in the United States mattered deeply to her.39 It provided
continuity in her self-understanding as an educated woman, which was a crucial part of
her identity, even as she had struggled to express it in Vienna, when she dropped out of
medical school. She also experienced external challenges to this self-understanding, when
she first moved to New York and lived with her cousins. The relatives strongly opposed
her plans of going to Cleveland to attend university. According to them, a Jewish
immigrant to New York needed to start at the very bottom and work his/her way up.
Leichter recalled that “at the beginning, it was really bad. The American Jews who
started out at the Lower East Side were jealous. They definitely did not accept that an
American Jew, who came from Galicia, and a girl, who came from Vienna …who had
attended university, that we don’t necessarily have to start where they did.”40 In the
United States, attending university and getting a good position enabled her to continue
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her path, and she “started to own my talent, gradually,” thus resolving the tension
between her ambitions, on the one hand, and the embarrassing reality of “being a
dropout,” on the other hand.41
After Leichter completed her course work, she left Cleveland for New York in
1941, where she had secured a position with the Jewish Social Service Association (a
precursor of the Jewish Family Service, or JFS).42 Starting as a caseworker at the East
Manhattan district office at Astor Place, she advanced quickly in the agency’s hierarchy,
moving from caseworker to supervisor to district supervisor, director of group therapy,
and eventually in 1951, she became borough supervisor of the Bronx Consultation
Center, a newly founded office that combined the three former offices of the Bronx.43
Leichter repeatedly stated that she had been offered higher-ranking administrative
positions, which she declined because she was determined to stay in social work practice:
“I never wanted to be the boss, because that was pure administration, and that was
exactly what I resisted.”44 She valued working with her clients. This preference grew out
of her newly acquired approach to social work as gained at Western Reserve University.
Her background as a social worker in Vienna remained significant as an exemplar of
what she wanted to avoid in the future and thus helped her configure her later activities at
JFS.
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The professional opportunity was only one among several motivations that drew
Leichter back to New York. While she appreciated the immersion into mainstream
American culture in Cleveland, as it helped her adjust and better understand the society
she was now part of, she “was very determined to come back to New York ... in a sense
that this is the city I wanted to live in, not in Cleveland ... But there was something about
Cleveland, about the Middle West. New York was probably more familiar, you know,
more European, and I had my two sisters here, and so on.”45 In New York, she also had a
circle of friends from Vienna, who were connected to the Austrian Labor Committee
(ALC), the exile organization of Austrian socialists in New York founded by Friedrich
Adler.46 Leichter and her friends regularly attended meetings, discussions, and lectures
organized by ALC, where she met Otto Leichter, a dedicated Austrian socialist, former
editor of the Arbeiter-Zeitung, and one of the leaders of this organization. They got
married on June 26, 1943.47
The second chance that Elsa Leichter liked to invoke extended to her personal
life. While she had voluntarily subordinated her career to her first husband in Vienna by
giving up medical school, her marriage to Otto Leichter took on an essentially different
character, which eludes adequate description on the spectrum between traditional and
progressive. On the one hand, Elsa Leichter had matured and her outlook had become
less idealistic and instead receptive to the complexities of reality. On the other hand, the
experience of escape, exile, and resettlement had a greater impact on the gender roles in
their relationship than it probably would have been the case in more ordinary
45
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circumstances.48
In some respects, as Leichter recounted somewhat regretfully, she could not
escape the traditional gender roles. When Elsa and Otto became a couple, she was
working for the Jewish Social Service Association, whereas he was without employment.
In this position with only Elsa earning an income, he refused to get married. He only
proposed to Elsa after he had been hired by the Office of War Information in 1943.
Moreover, Otto made it abundantly clear that he planned to return to Austria after the war
to help rebuild the country, and that he expected her to join him if she became his wife.49
She agreed, even though she had no desire to return to Europe. In the end, she was spared
from making this decision. In order to explore the situation in Austria, Otto went to
Vienna by himself in 1947, where his hopes of being welcome in the socialist party and
of being able to play a constructive role in building up a democratic society were bitterly
disappointed. In 1948 he came back to New York and stayed.50
In their family life, the gender roles took on a nontraditional constellation. Otto
Leichter had fled to the United States with his sons Henry, born in 1924, and Franz, born
in 1930. About two months before Otto met Elsa, the family learned that Käthe Leichter,
Otto’s first wife and the boys’ mother, had been killed by the National Socialists in spring
1942.51 She had delayed her departure from Austria and had been arrested in 1938, while
Otto and his sons went first to France and later to the United States. He had assumed both
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the maternal and paternal role, a pattern that remained for some time, even after Elsa had
joined the household. He had qualities that were traditionally associated with the female
parent. For example, “he could create a home and comfort in the worst situations,” as
Elsa recalled.52 He was the cook in the family. Such an atypical role constellation, a result
of their refugee experience, also saved Elsa from the difficult position of assuming the
place of the sons’ mother.53
The Leichters led independent professional lives. Elsa pursued a stable and
steadily advancing career in social work. In contrast, Otto experienced a difficult
professional situation for years. An Austrian journalist dedicated to the socialist party of
his home country had limited opportunities in the United States if he wanted to stay
within his line of work. After Otto Leichter’s return from Austria in 1948, he struggled to
establish himself professionally. He wrote as a freelance journalist for some European
newspapers, worked in a factory for a short time, and had some brief project
appointments with the United Nations, but no permanent position materialized. His
competence was tied to the German language, and his identity as a socialist became
increasingly precarious in the political climate of 1950s-United States, as Fleck and
Berger argued.54 In 1957, almost a decade after he returned to New York, his freelance
relationship with the German Press Agency (Deutsche Presse-Agentur, DPA) turned into
a stable and prestigious position, when DPA commissioned him to establish a
correspondent office at the United Nations, which he directed until his retirement in
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1971.55
During these years of temporary jobs and freelancing, Otto Leichter worked at
home much of the time, while Elsa went to her job in the agency, which she found
fulfilling, which was her own sphere, and about which she preferred to keep to herself.
Otto, in contrast, had the desire to share his day, his work, and his thoughts with her:
“When I came home…he would receive me at the door very often with a piece of paper,
an article he wrote or a letter he got … but I did not have a need to share … something
was so complete that I could let go … Otto would often quote me … and say: ‘With Elsa,
when you ask Elsa, where was she? Out. What did she do? Nothing.’”56 This reversal of
traditional gender roles also revealed itself as Elsa continued to describe their evenings
after a work day, even when Otto had his position at DPA: “I knew more maybe about his
day than he knew about mine, which was fine …I was ready for a drink, but not
necessarily to hear all about the German Press Agency.”57
Overall, Leichter described Otto as a supportive husband and her marriage as a
“very deep friendship,” which was a product of their dedication to each other and the
willingness to continuously work on their relationship.58 Leichter remembered: “We
developed our lives in America, really, together… When I met him, he was still a
greenhorn, practically… I had already a job. I was a little bit more arrived, if you wish.
Because my profession lent itself better to that.”59 They had in common a strong
appreciation for the United States, despite Otto following his sense of political duty and
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trying to return to Austria, and despite his lengthy struggle to gain a professional
foothold. Elsa commented on the arrogance of European exiles, particularly prominent
among the intellectuals, and their unwillingness to even try to understand and, much less,
to appreciate their host country and its culture.60 Otto was a part of such a group of exiles,
but he did not share this sentiment about the United States’ cultural inferiority. In his
circle he probably kept his dissent quiet, but he did talk about it with Elsa, who had no
strong ties to this group and had also adopted a positive attitude toward the United States
“wanting to get into the culture, but not becoming an American, what did I know what
‘an American’ was.”61
Agreeing on this fundamental level, Elsa and Otto created a relationship that was
complementary. While both were socialists and very interested in American politics, Elsa
shaped a more practical expression of her worldview and her sustained need to contribute
to a better society through her occupation as a social worker. This also helped her to
avoid direct comparison with Otto’s first wife, who had been politically active, very well
known, and, after she was murdered by the National Socialists, was elevated to the status
of a martyr among Austrian socialists, which did not bode well for Elsa’s acceptance as
Otto’s wife among their socialist circle of exiles. In social work, Elsa found fulfillment
and her very own sphere within American society. Her professional life was furthermore
framed by Jewish elements. In contrast to Otto, who had distanced himself from Judaism
as a young man and defined himself through his political conviction, Elsa’s Jewish
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heritage was important to her, albeit not in a religious sense. Otto teased her about
playing the Jew in the family, but to her this part of her identity grew in significance
beyond a mere cultural heritage.62 While her Jewish belonging resulted in experiences of
anti-Semitism as a child and being expelled from her country, it turned into a positive
force in the United States. Jewish organizations helped her reshape her life, provided her
with a fellowship and enabled a career within the system of Jewish welfare. Before
turning to Leichter’s work, however, the next section introduces Gerda Schulman who
became her close friend, co-author, and collaborator at the Jewish Family Service.

Gerda (Lang) Schulman, 1915-2013
Gerda L. Schulman was born Gerda Lang on September 15, 1915 in Vienna.63 In
contrast to Leichter’s modest upbringing, Schulman grew up in a well-situated,
assimilated family in Vienna’s third district. Her Hungarian-born father, Eugene (Jenő)
Lang, owned a successful business importing fruits from Spain and Sicily, which grew
into a large international company reaching into South America.64 Schulman’s mother
Helene, born Helene Steiner, came from an established Jewish family who lived in
Vienna’s first district. Typical for a woman of her time, Helene did not get the
opportunity to realize her interest in higher education herself, but she was immensely
supportive of her two daughters Gerda and Lily and strongly encouraged them to pursue
their interests.
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Schulman grew up in a Viennese family in which Jewish religion or traditions
played little to no role. While she recalled that the family observed a few traditional
Jewish holidays, she did not feel Jewish, nor was that identity an issue for her until the
National Socialists assumed power in Germany in 1933. In her everyday life, she had
barely any contact with Jewish religious culture, as she remembered: “I don’t think I
knew anybody who ate kosher.”65 Only when her orthodox grandfather came to visit did
she find it necessary to venture over to the second district to buy kosher food for him. In
fact, Schulman’s family held orthodox Jews, who in the contemporary Viennese context
often came from the eastern part of the Habsburg empire, and who were poorer and less
educated, in contempt: “We adopted a subtle, slightly-anti-Semitic attitude, which was
mixed, of course, with class.” This attitude became manifest, for example, when
Schulman’s mother disapproved of one of Gerda’s friends from school, who had a Polish
background.66
Gerda and her older sister Lily attended the “Schwarzwaldschule”
(Mädchengymnasium der Eugenie Schwarzwald), an innovative, reformed school and the
first school for girls in Austria whose diploma granted access to university.67 Schulman
recalled that she became interested in politics early and felt attracted to socialist ideas,
which was coupled with a passion for literature and the arts. Looking back through the
lens of an experienced family therapist, she later described her transformation from a
timid and shy child into an outgoing and daring tomboy. Schulman interpreted this shift
as a strategy to impress her father who seemingly had preferred Schulman’s sister: “This
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subtle constellation: Mother-I, Father-Lily changed gradually, and I earned different
labels like the ‘avid reader, the bright and serious one.’”68 Assuming the role of the boy
in the family, Schulman became her father’s “little comrade,” as he called her.69 Thus, in
addition to her parents’ support and the stimulating atmosphere at her school, Schulman
attributed her turn towards an academic career to a reaction against her sister, in the
course of which she created her personality as an intelligent, inquiring, and serious
person.
As it was the case with other women émigrés who subscribed to socialist
ideology, the motivation for Schulman’s choice of occupation was connected to her
political and social idealism. Determined to contribute to the creation of a better and just
society, young socialists sought careers that, in their own understanding, allowed them to
work toward this goal. Such contribution could take on a variety of forms. While Elsa
Leichter dreamed about being a “social doctor” and eventually became a social worker in
Vienna, Gerda Schulman saw her approach to helping bring about a better society by
studying law and becoming a juvenile judge. Her goal was to work with troubled children
and juvenile delinquents.70
Choosing the career of a judge to help adolescents in trouble was an unusual route
to take for a woman at the time, when social work, teaching, or psychology were typical
professional fields. While academic role models were not available in her own family,
Schulman’s choice of career was influenced by Hans Kelsen, a prominent law professor
68
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and father of Anna Kelsen, her best friend at the time. In addition to his work in legal
theory, he is known for formulating the constitution of the Republic of Austria after
World War I.71 Schulman recalled that she immensely enjoyed the intellectual
atmosphere in the Kelsen household, which was very different from her own home, as her
parents were resourceful and entrepreneurial, but not intellectual. In fact, the Kelsens
served as role models also for Schulman’s parents, who followed their lead when it came
to educational and similar decisions, for example concerning the question of which
school the girls should attend.72
Inspired by Hans Kelsen, Schulman began studying law at Vienna University in
the fall 1933. Since the faculty of law had admitted women for the first time in 1919, the
number of female students had risen to approximately 290 women (10% of the total
student body) by the fall semester 1933.73 About 20% of these women were Jewish.74
While Waltraud Heindl claimed that female Jewish students at Vienna University during
this time period did not experience discrimination by faculty or students colleagues,
Schulman’s account qualifies this statement by illustrating the subtleties inherent in the
arrangements and interactions between the genders, as well as among religious groups.75
While Schulman’s narrative confirms Heindl’s statement by saying that she was not
71
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treated differently from non-Jewish students, she also described that Jewish students
knew to avoid anti-Semitic professors, which may account for the fact that they did not
experience immediate discrimination. Schulman did not recall that anybody talked about
how to behave as a Jew or pointed out professors who were anti-Semitic, but she
remembered that this knowledge was out there: “It was very known that there were some
anti-Semitic [professors]… see, anti-Semitism, to some degree, was accepted I suppose
like here with the black people. You don’t have to tell a black person that many whites
have a kind of a bias.”76
Navigating through the university as a woman required similar strategies as doing
so as a Jewish student. However, while anti-Semitism was, in Schulman’s recollection,
not openly discussed, discrimination against women was. Students had devised a system
of informal communication networks that were connected to tutoring. Before taking the
big exams, students attended tutoring sessions, in which they reviewed material and
prepared for the tests. In addition, they also learned which professors welcomed female
students and which ones did not. Schulman remembered that “you would be told which
professor was against girls and made what you would call sexual harassment. Who would
sit there and say: ‘You shouldn’t sit there with such pretty legs.’ I mean, that was totally
accepted. I didn’t even think it was odd.”77 Thus, even though Jewish women were
outsiders among the law students, they built networks and strategies of communication
for mutual support in a hostile environment to compensate for the disadvantages they
faced. In addition, Schulman “was very determined to show them that I am as good as
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they [were].”78
Schulman completed the regular law curriculum and took some classes in
psychology as electives, which was a popular thing to do among Schulman’s friends, and
among left-leaning students in Vienna more generally.79 These students particularly
gathered around Charlotte Bühler, a prominent developmental psychologist.80 Schulman
continued to pursue this interest in psychology during a stay abroad in Switzerland. Partly
for academic reasons and partly to spend time with her friend Anna Kelsen, she went to
Geneva, where Hans Kelsen held a position at the University. He recommended that she
work with Jean Piaget, a developmental psychologist and friend of Kelsen. Schulman
followed his advice and joined the Kelsen family for several months in 1936. In addition
to taking classes in psychology at the University of Geneva, she volunteered in a home
for wayward children.81
Another study trip abroad, this time in Paris, proved significant for her personal
life, as she met Hans Schulman, her later husband. They got engaged in December 1937.
In January 1938 Gerda Schulman received her doctoral degree as one of seven women,
and in March the National Socialists annexed Austria. This event forced her to leave
Austria and to suffer “the loss of my beloved Vienna.”82 Like Leichter, Schulman
recalled that she had been in absolute denial about the approaching danger in the years
and months leading up to the events in March 1938: “I … was very aware of what went
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on in Germany. I was convinced it would not happen in my Vienna, in Red Vienna.”83
She was fortunate, however, as Hans Schulman was Dutch and Gerda received
citizenship through him. The couple stayed in Amsterdam with the Schulman family for
about a year, where they were safe. Since they were soon convinced that war was
imminent, they decided to leave Europe for the United States. In contrast to most other
women in this study, Gerda Schulman did not enter the United States as a refugee but
instead as a tourist in May 1939 and only changed her immigration status later.84 Even
though Schulman was not a refugee in legal terms and repeatedly stressed how privileged
she had been, her lived reality in the subsequent years was very similar to the experiences
of other women who had refugee status. In fact, she found herself in the same situation as
her fellow Jewish exiles, with the class distinctions her family had held in Vienna mostly
eradicated, and people around her puzzled by the fact that she couldn’t speak Yiddish.85

Professional Reorientation
Gerda and Hans Schulman settled in New York City. Hans Schulman’s transition
into his new life in the United States appears smooth, since he was a numismatist and was
able to stay in the line of work he had done before. Gerda, in contrast, had to change
direction substantially. Because of different legal systems in Austria and the United
States, an Austrian law degree was of limited use.86 Getting an American law degree
would have taken many years and, more importantly, would have been very difficult to
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manage financially.87 In their book about German lawyers in exile in the United States,
Stiefel and Mecklenburg reported that most of the exiles went into related professions,
such as accounting, tax accounting, real estate, finance, and insurance. Schulman is one
of seven lawyers (five men and two women) in Stiefel and Mecklenburg’s list who
became social workers in the United States, which was a pragmatic choice in her
situation. In contrast to Schulman, who had just graduated and did not have any
professional experience, others mostly put their European law degrees and positions in
social administration to use in administration and university positions. For example,
before going into social work in the United States, John Otto Reinemann had headed the
legal department at a youth welfare office in Berlin, and Albert Schrekinger, who became
a professor of social work at the University of Nebraska, had worked for the Vienna
municipality.88 In these cases the professional experience in German and Austrian social
administration lent itself to be continued in the United States, where social administration
was a category of social work. Their choice of career in exile seemed more obvious than
Schulman’s transformation into a therapeutic social worker. Gender may explain a part of
these different trajectories as well. Reinemann and Schrekinger had already high-ranking
positions in the city administration of Berlin and Vienna, respectively, which had been a
male domain. Even though most of the men also had to get a social work degree in the
United States, afterwards they rose relatively quickly to leading positions in agencies or
secured professorships at universities, while many of the women remained in social work
practice.
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Schulman’s professional reorientation was initiated by a combination of refugee
aid societies and personal networks that led her onto her path to social work. In order to
get a sense of her options, she networked; or in her own words, “one was passed around
… By chance somebody sent me to somebody who then was the senior social worker at
the New York Hospital. And it was the beginning of the heydays of social work here …
And when you came from Vienna, you were immediately… you were Freudian! …
Everybody said: ‘Do you know Freud?’”89 Similar to Leichter, Schulman’s Viennese
origin made American social workers curious and well-disposed toward her.
Whereas the individualistic casework approach rested on Freudian
psychoanalysis, and American refugee advisers and social work teachers saw a special
affinity between the Viennese émigrés and this kind of social work, in fact this
association was based on a limited understanding of early-twentieth-century psychology
in Vienna. Sigmund Freud was certainly a key figure, but he was not the only innovator
during the interwar years, when Vienna had become a center of modern psychological
thought.90 In addition to Freudian psychoanalysis, Alfred Adler’s individual psychology
was immensely popular.91 Karl and Charlotte Bühler came to Vienna from Germany.
Karl, a representative of Gestalt psychology, headed the psychological institute at the
University of Vienna, and his wife Charlotte, a developmental psychologist, was a
89
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productive teacher and researcher and, among other activities, ran a psychological
laboratory in cooperation with the Vienna municipality.92 This psychological institute,
and particularly Charlotte Bühler’s courses, was a popular gathering place for socialists
who were interested in social reform guided by social scientific and psychological
knowledge, with Gerda Schulman and her friends among them. Thus, while she was
interested in psychology during her years at a student in Vienna, it was not the kind that
American social workers assumed.
At her meeting with the senior social worker at the New York hospital, Schulman
talked about her education and her interest in psychology, when “in the middle of the
conversation she [the social worker] looks at me and says: ‘You know what you are
saying? You want to become a social worker.’ And I said ‘What is that? I didn’t know
that. What is a social worker?’”93 Once Schulman learned more about the profession, she
started to consider it a viable career option. After all, turning to law in Austria had been a
vehicle to help the underprivileged and work with wayward youth. While social work
would not have occurred as an appealing profession to her in Austria, in the United States
it turned out to be a different occupational avenue leading to a similar goal.
And yet Schulman felt the need to justify her change of occupation and assert the
validity of her decision to abandon previous aspirations to become a judge and go into
social work instead. Considering the disparity in prestige of the two professions, even in
the United States where social work had a considerably higher reputation than in Europe,
Schulman’s choice of career in emigration may have appeared as unusual to some, or
perhaps even ill-advised. Schulman, however, turned a pragmatic professional choice in a
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difficult situation in an unfamiliar country into the logical culmination of previous
experience and interests, as she reflected on her career later in her life: “Coming from an
[sic] European background and having completed law school at the University of Vienna,
my turning to a School of Social Work might appear strange. To me, however, it was a
natural development, since I had planned to become a juvenile judge and my years of
study were filled with courses in psychology. Soon after my arrival in this country I
entered and graduated from the New York School of Social Work. This was an important
period in my life, not only because I learned some basic things about social work and
casework in specific, but also because living and studying with young Americans gave
me a real sense of belonging.”94
In order to embark on this new professional endeavor, Schulman applied to the
New York School of Social Work, an institution with a focus on psychoanalytical social
casework, and was admitted to start the Master’s program in the spring semester 1940, as
the University accepted credits from her law studies in Vienna to fulfill the requirements
of the Bachelor’s degree.95 The English language remained a significant obstacle,
however. Even before she decided to go into social work, Schulman had attended
language camp for refugees in the Catskills over the summer. In this camp, Schulman
“really learned English, and … how to smoke cigarettes and so forth, and other things.”96
As by the fall her English was good but not sufficient for graduate school, her advisers
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sent her to a Jewish social work agency to read case records for several months.97 This
exposure to case records not only helped with English in general, but she became familiar
with social work terminology and the environment of a social work agency, even before
starting her program.
Schulman graduated in February 1942 with the thesis “A Study of Parental
Attitudes in Cases of Fifteen Children Showing Obsessional Traits.”98 In this study, she
assessed “the parental influence on the formation of neurotic and particularly compulsive
traits in children.” As she explained, an understanding of such parental influences is
relevant for social work because “one of the most difficult factors to be overcome in
remedial treatment of children is the attitude of the parent to his child.” In addition to
social workers, she claimed, the parents need to be better informed and have a better
understanding of the psychiatric processes in their children and with their children “to
help to guide a child’s development toward a healthier adulthood.”99
This thesis is a document with a clear research focus to inform social work
practice. Schulman’s thesis was situated in the mainstream of social casework in the
early 1940s by using Freudian theory to improve the mental health of social work clients.
In addition to focusing exclusively on psychological processes, she claimed that parents
often cited external factors for the condition of the child, in order to distract from the
likely possibility that for “the children’s problems and difficulties … both parents, but
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particularly the mother, seem responsible.”100 The intensity with which Schulman
subscribed to psychoanalytical therapy of individuals as the subject of social work
represents her first steps in the new profession and illustrates an abrupt departure from
the kind of psychology in which she had been interested in Europe. Informed by their
socialist framework, many members of the Bühler circle had placed a heavy emphasis on
the social environment as a factor in understanding psychological processes. Her training
at the New York School of Social Work located Schulman on the opposite end of the
spectrum.
While Schulman’s first years in the United States were successful and productive
career-wise, her personal life proved more difficult. In 1943 she gave birth to her
daughter Monica, and a year later her husband divorced her. Schulman raised her
daughter by herself and never remarried. As an immigrant and new to her profession, she
had to navigate life as a single mother at a time when child care facilities were not
available to her. While working part-time at the Jewish Family Service, Schulman was
able to rely on her parents, who had also immigrated to New York from Argentina, where
they had spent the war years. In 1947, they moved to California but maintained a close
relationship with Schulman’s daughter Monica. An “enormously successful and … very
unusual person,” Monica led a troubled life, starting with anorexia when she was thirteen
and eventually culminating in suicide at age forty-two.101 Schulman and her family
honored Monica with the Monica L. Gollub Scholarship for “an idealistic young woman
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who devoted her professional life serving the disadvantaged” at the Eugene Lang College
of the New School in New York.102
While Schulman had always been very close to her family, Elsa Leichter, a friend
and colleague from the Jewish Family Service assumed particular significance in her life.
After portraying the theoretical framework of Leichter’s and Schulman’s work, the next
section details their trajectories as they converged in Multi-Family Group Therapy, a
treatment they developed for their clients at JFS in New York City.

Diagnostic Versus Functional Casework
Leichter and Schulman graduated from the social work programs at Western
Reserve University and Columbia University, respectively, steeped in the Freudian, socalled diagnostic approach to social casework. Their jobs, however, took them to the
Jewish Family Service, an agency aligned with the opposing functional school of social
casework. Starting in the 1930s, this approach was developed at the University of
Pennsylvania as a competitor to the dominant Freud-based approach, which led to an
intense feud among theorists and had implications for those in practice.
Dominated by Virginia Robinson and Jessie Taft, the Pennsylvania School of
Social Work was the hotbed of functional casework based on the theories of Otto Rank, a
former disciple of Sigmund Freud, who broke away from his teacher with a modified
version of psychoanalytic theory. 103 Rank had traveled extensively in the United States in
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the 1920s, which brought him to the University of Pennsylvania in 1927, where he was
first invited to give a talk and later to teach courses. Both Taft and Robinson underwent
therapy with Rank, became staunch supporters of his work, and shaped the social work
program at the University of Pennsylvania following Rankian psychology. In doing so,
they provided an institutional home for the outcast who had once been Freud’s mentee.104
Moreover, they helped disseminate Rank’s work. Taft translated the lengthy German
texts into English to make them accessible to an American audience and to use them in
training social workers.
Compared to classic Freudian psychoanalysis, Robinson and Taft found Rank’s
approach better suited to the specific practical requirements of social work. Rank
understood the client’s will as the crucial vehicle for changes in personality and for
adapting to changing environments, which stood in stark contrast to the Freudian
deterministic model according to which adults repeat behavior they had exhibited as
infants. Rank’s most radical modification of psychoanalytical technique was to shorten
the therapeutic process, which had an enormous practical value for social workers, who
had to operate in settings usually characterized by a shortage of time and financial means
to spend on a client. Therapy according to Rank emphasized the relationship between
therapist and client, as well as the therapeutic process, which he understood as an
empowering experience for the client. In contrast to the Freudian approach, which
focused on the past, the therapy according to Rank concentrated on the present.105 Thus,
Rank’s framework lent itself to a version of social casework that meshed well with an
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agency setting with limited resources. Aside from practice-related matters, this division
spoke to a perennial conflict within social work about its basic orientation as either a
helping profession dedicated to social reform and the empowerment of clients or the
more recent and dominant trend of perceiving those in need of help as patients who
needed to be fixed by the social workers. Psychologist John Ehrenreich, who interrogated
the development from a social policy perspective, argued that in this fierce debate about
techniques and methods, social workers implicitly engaged in a controversy about the
role of the newly created welfare state, about its implications for social work, and about
the relationship of people to the state and society more generally.106
In the context of practice, functionalists set out to rectify the shortcomings that
diagnostic casework started to encounter in dealing with large numbers of clients during
the economic depression of the 1930s. Social caseworkers were so preoccupied with their
psychoanalytic approach that they “struggled with how to provide psychological help to
people who were suffering economically … and became sidetracked from their
fundamental concern with improving clients’ social functioning and with their
commitment to the poor.”107 However, Gordon Hamilton, one of the leading
representatives of the diagnostic approach who provided the authoritative diagnostic text
with her book Theory and Practice of Social Case Work in 1940 and introduced the term
“psychosocial” to point out the interrelatedness of the clients’ internal and external
worlds, was very critical of the controversy. She commented that the problem was not so
much located in shortcomings of theory, but in a stark discrepancy between theoretical
content and practical application. Being a voice of reason who was not heard in the noise
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of the controversy, she criticized the popular, excessive focus on psychoanalysis and
lamented that social work had lost its way by being too absorbed by the inner life of their
clients.108
Elsa Leichter and Gerda Schulman entered the field in the 1940s, when the war
between the diagnostic and the functionalist camps was in its most intense and
acrimonious phase. The rift between the two camps was so vast—and supposedly
unproductive—that the Family Service Association of America commissioned a study in
1947 to find commonalities between both schools of thought. Instead of common ground,
all the committee could find were differences, as well as an almost Kuhnian
incommensurability between the two paradigms with “wide gaps in mutual understanding
which interfered with our attempts to arrive at comparisons.”109 This incompatibility
carried over into employment practices resulting in difficulties of social workers trained
in the diagnostic tradition to get jobs in functional agencies and vice versa.110 And yet,
both Leichter and Schulman graduated from diagnostic schools and started working at a
functionally oriented agency. Leichter’s teachers in Cleveland certainly were not happy
when she accepted a job offer from the Jewish Family Service. She recalled: “They cried
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and said: ‘Please don’t forget what you learned here! They are functional!’ At the time,
they were the big sinners.”111 Leichter did not seem to mind entering the territory of the
ideological enemy. In fact, perhaps she was less committed to the Freudian underpinnings
of the Cleveland program than her teachers had assumed. While Leichter’s choice of
employment may have appeared to them as a breach of solidarity with the diagnostic
approach, it was merely another change of direction in her trajectory with more to follow
over the next decades. Leichter, who was older than most of her American-born
colleagues in graduate school and had a diverse background that included medicine,
social work training and practice in Vienna, as well as a substantial body of literature that
she had read in her socialist circles, was perhaps more pragmatic than others in using
theories as flexible vehicles for improved practice rather than perceiving them as ultimate
truth and marker of affiliation within the profession. While émigrés frequently
emphasized that practice and service for the clients was their fundamental cause, they did
rely on an intellectual foundation they had acquired in Europe, which perhaps made them
attuned to theorizing and enabled them to raise above the disputes of the time and find a
place in the profession.
As Leichter started working at the Jewish Family Service, she immediately
realized that her training that had so intensively focused on Freudian psychoanalysis was
only useful to a certain degree in the everyday practice at the agency. It became clear to
her that, for the sake of her clients, she needed to find a balance between attention to
intra-psychic processes, to the environment, and to the clients’ material needs. She
described one of her first cases that she attempted to handle with the diagnostic approach
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as learned in Cleveland: “Then the supervisor came–I was dealing with a relief case–and
she said: ‘So, what do you think …?’ And I said I am convinced there is an Oedipus. And
she said: ‘So, what do you do with it? Maybe there is an Oedipus … But they need relief.
How are you going to…?’ And I thought: But, yes, you are right!”112 Leichter found that
she was not properly equipped to conduct her responsibilities at the agency to her
satisfaction and, in addition to the in-house courses at JFS, she started to take classes and
workshops at the University of Pennsylvania with teachers of the functional school, such
as Virginia Robinson. Leichter “actually changed sides to a large extent, but not
entirely.”113 She recalled that a crucial element of her practical work, the awareness of the
interpersonal processes between client and social workers including an understanding
what it means to give or receive help, had not been part of her training in Cleveland.114
While this perspective was part of how social work was conducted at JSF in general, it
took on special significance for Leichter, as she reflected on her practice both in the light
of her training and her previous experience in Vienna: “This was very important to me,
and I thought about Vienna, and how I clueless I was in situations in which I was afraid,
and what have you.”115
Schulman also transitioned from the diagnostic to the functional approach, while
she was working for JFS. In contrast to Leichter’s case, however, there is no evidence
that the shift was similarly dramatic. She explained that she gradually got interested in
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the teachings of the program at the University of Pennsylvania, mostly because of her
work environment that was functionally oriented. After five years at JFS, “I reached a
point professionally where the discrepancy between my outer success and my feeling that
I wanted something more and different for myself and those I wanted to help.”116
During the academic year 1951/52, equipped with a fellowship from the Jewish
Family Service, she attended the School of Social Work at the University of Pennsylvania
from where she graduated with an Advanced Curriculum Certificate in 1952. Her thesis,
“Exploration of the Meaning of the Past by Client and Worker in a Dynamic Helping
Relationship which is Oriented Toward the Present,” displays core elements of the
functional school as applied in her practice, such as an emphasis on the relationship
between the client and the social worker, the helping rather than corrective position of the
social worker, and an orientation toward the present.
Considering the fierce feud between the diagnostic and functional schools of
social casework that constituted the context of Leichter’s and Schulman’s early years in
social work, their transitioning between them appears quite remarkable. A long-term
perspective on their careers, however, reveals that this flexibility was characteristic rather
than exceptional. Their adaptability and eclecticism to solve practical requirements fueled
their most innovative contribution to social work, for which they combined their
specialties of group therapy and family therapy to adjust multi-group family therapy to
agency settings as found at the JFS.
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Family Therapy, Group Therapy, and Multi-Family Group Therapy
In her social work practice, Gerda Schulman specialized in family therapy. She
explained this as a pragmatic move guided by opportunity: “Family therapy became my
specialty. It was just that I got in when it began to be developed.”117 In the 1950s, several
psychiatrists on the East Coast began to include the patients’ families in the treatment of
patients with severe schizophrenia, thus expanded the focus of diagnosis and treatment
from the individual to their social environment.118 While these advances in family
therapy happened in a medical context, similar processes took place in social work, not
least because social casework traditionally had strong ties to and was deeply influenced
by developments in psychiatry.119 Casework, which had traditionally focused on the
individual, also opened up to include members of the clients’ immediate family networks.
Group therapy became Elsa Leichter’s specialty at JFS, where she ascended to
director of group therapy by the late 1940s. Her intensifying work with groups is
reflected in the paper “Family Casework Trough the Group Method” published in
Journal of Jewish Communal Service.120 In this article she laid out the process of group
counseling at JFS by means of an exemplary case, thus explaining to her colleagues the
functioning of this process, for which clients and under which circumstances it was
applicable, and its benefits vis-à-vis individual therapy. The client, who Leichter referred
to as Mrs. B, approached the agency to seek help with her four-year-old son, who was
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“aggressive, hyperactive, destructive[,] … had frequent temper tantrums, and there was
some bedwetting at night.”121 During the therapy, which lasted more than a year and
focused on Mrs. B, the client worked through her relationships with the problem child
and the two siblings, her husband and her parents, particularly her mother. Leichter held
individual sessions with Mrs. B in addition to the weekly meetings of the group, which
consisted of six members. She also called in Mr. B and the son for individual sessions.
When Leichter considered it necessary, she consulted with psychiatrists about particular
aspects of her client’s problems, referred Mrs. B as well as her son to a psychiatrist at a
hospital, and ordered a physical check-up of the son. Thus, in order to approach the goal
of helping the clients to realize “limited goals of a psycho-social nature, aimed at a more
balanced and therefore healthier functioning of the family as a whole rather than …
drastic personality change of each individual member,” she combined different kinds of
assistance as their need emerged over the process of therapy.122 While Leichter used
some Freudian elements in the analysis, such as referring to Oedipal aspects of Mrs. B in
relation to her father, this case illustrated how the requirements of every-day practice
were better met with a flexible mix of approaches, as well as attention to the social
environment.123 In this case, Leichter teased out Mrs. B’s immigrant background as a
Polish Jew to have played a role in her uneasiness in her American existence, in addition
to relationship problems with the various members of her family, the combination of
which, as Leichter concluded, led to a state of anxiety, which fueled the son’s behavioral
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problems. The solutions for the complex problems were complicated as well, and
involved the grandmother, both parents, as well as the son. In addition to providing
“social approval and acceptance” for Mrs. B, on which she depended on to a high degree,
the group also simulated the larger social environment and functioned as a safe setting in
which she could experiment with and test her newly developed conduct.124
Whereas in the above setting one family member, the main client, participated in
the therapy group, Leichter and Schulman started to experiment with putting entire
families together. They were inspired by developments in psychiatry. Peter Laqueur, who
published the first paper on this new treatment in 1964 together with two colleagues, is
commonly credited with the creation of multi-group family therapy.125 By treating several
families together, the psychiatrists hoped that the patients could benefit from positive
outside role models, differentiate themselves from their own families, and thus to step
outside the structure that may have played a causative role in their problem. Similar to
family therapy, this method was initially intended as improved treatment for
schizophrenia patients in a hospital setting, but also to provide a forum of communication
and exchange for the patients’ families.126 While Laqueur and his colleagues started the
first attempts of multi-group family therapy in the 1950s and published early results in
the 1960s, this method was increasingly refined during the 1980s and 1990s to be applied
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to a wider variety of conditions including drug abuse, eating disorders, child abuse, and
chronic illnesses. In her survey article “Multiple Family Therapy: An Overview,” Eia
Asen even refers to this approach as the “multiple family paradigm,” accentuating the
sustained significance this method has assumed in therapeutic settings.127
In the early 1960s, Leichter and Schulman adapted Laqueur’s multiple family
therapy model to a social work clientele and transferred it to the institutional setting of
the Jewish Family Service. Schulman recounted the story of their “professional
‘marriage:”
Elsa had become the agency’s director of group therapy and was in charge of the
training program – in fact she trained me as she did so many others in this
modality … . I had in the meantime become interested and specialized in family
therapy and headed a special department. Motivated by our enjoyment in working
together—we had carried cases jointly and had done some writing together—we
hit upon the idea to become a co-therapeutic team combining our respective skills
and specialties. Thus, we decided to form a group consisting of three families and
this is how MFGT was born at JFS.128
To MFGT practitioners, their method was more effective than regular group therapy
because the entire family was present in the treatment situation, which enabled “family
drama or comedy … [to be] plaid [sic] out in front of the group rather than being reported
about as it occurs in other therapy.”129 While MFGT focused on the actual interpersonal
interactions of the families, rather than an interpreted narrative by one member, the group
situation also functioned as a simulation of the social environment in which participants
could try new ways of behavior or interaction. In addition to combining group therapy
and family therapy, the practitioners stressed their method’s character as therapy and
claimed a place for it in the profession as “a treatment modality, not just a societal
127
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phenomenon like … a communal living group.”130 Thus, by making sure to stress the
therapeutic connection, through which social work claimed its legitimacy, they distanced
themselves from other, competing group approaches in social work, such as group work,
which will be discussed in chapter 3.
Laqueuer and his colleagues in psychiatry focused on severely ill people
diagnosed with schizophrenia, who were kept in psychiatric wards, often in social
isolation, and were subjected to sometimes grueling medical treatment, such as insulin
shock treatment.131 The Jewish Family Service, in contrast, was an agency that offered
consultation and outpatient treatment to those clients who sought help. The client and his
or her family had to go to the agency for their appointments, which were often held at a
weekly or bi-weekly basis for several months. Therefore, not only were the cases less
severe, the clients also had to participate on their own volition. Furthermore, even though
the therapy working groups in hospitals sometimes included social workers, the leaders
were physicians and psychiatrists.
Neither Elsa Leichter nor Gerda Schulman had a medical degree, and yet they led
their own therapy groups, modified the treatment modalities, and published their findings
in pertinent journals. However, as Schulman deplored in a conference talk in 1978,
regardless of their “skills and merits, social workers often find themselves at the low end
of the career totem pole.” She went on to argue that “psychiatrists claim they deserve
more money because of longer training and medical authority.” In reality, though,
“oftentimes in family therapy social workers have much more experience and training
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than some psychiatrists and still earn less.”132 This commentary on the relationship
between psychiatrists with a medical degree and social workers reveals yet another
dimension of how the professional world of social workers was reflective of occupation
and gender. The ostensible issue of the disparity in education and subsequently salaries
was undergirded by unequal gender relations, as more men than women were
psychiatrists and vice versa in social work.133 While this dynamic is true for the United
States in general, coming to choosing a profession from the outside as a refugee or an
immigrant with little to no financial means made it even less likely for women to go into
psychiatry than for American-born women.134
This multi-family group therapy added to the other kinds of treatment modalities
at the JFS, such as group therapy, marriage counseling, and family therapy, among
others. In this agency, which focused on the family as the central unit of therapy, Leichter
and Schulman based their work on the assumption “that all parts of the family are
interdependent, affect each other in a most powerful way, and participate in the
perpetuation of their system.”135 Multi-family group therapy was considered particularly
suitable for families that benefited from outside inspiration or role models, or who were
missing a parent, since a member of a different family could assume this role in sessions
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or serve as a role model.136 Thus, nuclear families, different family configurations, and
sometimes even members of extended families were part of the therapy groups. Such
configurations of social work counseling significantly differed from the typical individual
casework situations, both in the theoretical understanding and in the actual setting. With
their socio-political background that valued groups over the individual, and their own
personal preference of groups of peers and family, it is not surprising that after their brief
stint of training in diagnostic casework, both women found a way to direct their work into
a specialty that focused on interpersonal relations. Within the general individualistic
framework of American social work in the mid-twentieth century, they created a niche
and pioneered a social work specialty at their agency that was framed by a group
approach. Thus, they found an intermediate position by linking the individual back to
his/her social context, which had largely fallen out of favor in the psychoanalytically
oriented casework.
Leichter and Schulman co-authored several articles from the mid-1960s to the
mid-1970s chronicling their approaches to multi-family group therapy, discussing case
studies, and generally sharing with their audience their experiences and
recommendations.137 Based on their work with groups of families at JFS, they presented
processes and dynamics that occurred in the situations and settings they discussed,
offered procedures and recommendations for other practitioners in this area of social
work. Over the years, these articles also took on the character of progress reports on this
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treatment modality and the authors’ increasing expertise in and refinement of the method.
Leichter and Schulman became recognized as innovative contributors to the
advancement of family therapy. Their publications entered the canon of literature on
multi-group family therapy and remained standard references until the 1980s. By then,
the renewed interest and research in this field brought in its wake a wave of new literature
that gradually replaced older publications. However, Leichter and Schulman’s articles on
MFGT are still referenced alongside Peter Laqueur, the creator, as the developers of an
important variation of the method for the specific setting of a family agency. 138
Leichter and Schulman pursued their separate areas of work beyond their
cooperation on multi-group family therapy. Undoubtedly informed by the experience and
knowledge gained from their collaboration, Leichter continued to use the group approach
in her work with married couples, experimented with different constellations, and
reported her findings in publications. Transcending the individual orientation remained
the core of her approach. In her 1973 article “Treatment of Married Couples Groups,” she
pointed out the significant departure of this treatment, which it had in common with the
family groups she conducted together with Schulman, from “the orthodox psychoanalytic
school of thought” that insisted on working with one person exclusively.139
Leichter not only transcended the individual orientation, she also invoked her own
experiences and strong belief in advocacy for suffering people instead of blaming the
138
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victim. In this article, she went beyond discussing therapeutic techniques, commented on
larger social trends influencing the institution of marriage, and warned against judgment,
while demonstrating the appropriateness of a more relativistic, tolerant and psychosocial
approach. In the conclusion of the article on group treatment of married couples, she
cautioned readers “to remember that the institution of marriage is now in a state of great
flux” and she advised being vigilant of the further unfolding of this development, but to
refrain from judgment. Listing drug use, “switching of partners” in sexual relationships,
and the consequences of women’s liberation as examples of factors influencing
relationships, Leichter reminded her colleagues that as members of society, therapists
“tend like many others to react with shock and rather judgmental attitudes.” They need to
put their personal values aside and, since the clients came to seek assistance, “help the
marital partners to achieve the kind of relationship which is mutually more satisfying and
offers some stability and security to the next generation.”140 Coming from a woman who
experienced an atmosphere of transforming gender relations in 1920s-Vienna, this
commentary was certainly a call for professional conduct in social work but also a
recognition of her own experience about needing to be flexible and to accept change as
part of social reality.
Schulman expanded her research to issues in family therapy including single
parent families, step-families, troubled adolescents, sibling relationships, and feminist
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family therapy.141 An invitation to contribute an article about “The Changing American
Family: For Better or Worse” to the first issue of the new journal International Journal of
Family Therapy in 1979 speaks to the status she held within the professional
community.142 Echoing Leichter’s observations about transformations in marriage
constellations in the context of family, Schulman explained that this topic’s “underlying
theme had to do with profound anxiety reflecting the fear that family may not survive.”
Reassuring her readers that change is inevitable but can be positive and productive, she
explained: “While the structure of the family has changed, as is true of any other living
system, whose survival depends on its successful adaptation to the environment, all
families have certain functions in common.”143 Stressing function, for example caring for
and socializing the young, rather than the family’s changing structure, Schulman argued
that family was not going to disappear, as it is a constitutive unit linking the individual to
larger society.
This article, more than other publications that focused on modalities and
techniques of treatment, reveals the eclectic intellectual foundation of Schulman’s work
and reflects changing perspectives in the social work profession. Her use of biological
language and ecological metaphors is particularly striking. Within four decades she had
moved from her master’s thesis that investigated in strictly Freudian terms the
141
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relationship between mother and child to an ecological perspective on how to understand
family and social change. While I do not claim that Schulman subscribed to each of these
perspectives equally, the flexibility she exhibited seems remarkable. The individualist
Freudian approach of her master’s thesis most likely grew out of the diagnostic
orientation of her program, which she soon expanded to groups in her practice. By the
1960s, the term “systems” occurred frequently in her (and Leichter’s) work, which relied
on cybernetics and systems theory in its intellectual foundations, which swept through the
social sciences as well as ecology, and also reached into social work.144 In the late 1970s,
when Schulman published this article on the American family, ecological thinking had
started to become popular in social work.145 While the impact of this so-called ecosystems perspective on her social work practice has yet to be investigated, using this
language served as a communication strategy within the professional community and
showed that she sought a spot at the cutting edge of her field.
Schulman argued that the family, like any other “living organism,” needs a
“balance between forces maintaining stability and others promoting change.”146 Changes
in power structures and gender roles are “leaving it more vulnerable and unsettled, while
at the same time opening new areas which it is hoped will lead to a new consciousness
and growth.”147 Among the developments that resulted in changes in the family, she
144
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listed the labor movement, the civil rights movement, and the women’s liberation
movement. While she conceded difficulties and unsettlement as part of the process, “we
are in the midst of a phase—a temporary upheaval,” ultimately she interpreted these
developments as positive with the potential outcome of a better society. Obviously her
peer professionals, and perhaps even the larger public, were concerned with these
developments, as she felt the need to address them and frame them positively. For her,
however, they corresponded with her lifelong ideological principles that she had already
valued as a young woman in Vienna. Her primary and ongoing concern, among them,
was the situation of women in families and in the larger society.
During the 1940s and 1950s, Schulman experienced American society as
“incredibly conservative,” particularly as she came from an environment that granted her
a great deal of freedom as an adolescent and a young woman. Attending law school as a
woman in 1930s-Vienna was also linked in her mind to this specific freedom she enjoyed
as a young woman. Struggling as a single mother in the 1940s, however, exacerbated her
feeling of being restricted as a woman in her particular context. Her awareness of gender
roles and inherent inequalities reached back to her childhood and in fact to her mother’s
generation, as she argued in a book review on feminist family therapy.148 While she
maintained this concern with feminist issues throughout her life, in the 1980s and 1990s a
feminist perspective entered social work and also family therapy, thus providing her with
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a theoretical framework and a language to professionally engage this topic.149 Criticizing
the systems approach for maintaining and reproducing power structures in the family, she
commented in a quite self-critical fashion that “family therapy has operated in a genderblind fashion by ignoring the experience unique to women,” and that the fact that
“women carry responsibility without power” was not a consideration in family therapy
practice.150 As she recognized the importance of this approach for her practice, she also
realized that it gave a voice and “validation of many thoughts I have had but not always
used” at a time when she had “become increasingly sensitized to gender issues in general
and … more explicit in using them to the advantage of the families.”151 When this article
appeared, Schulman was eighty-five years old and still strove to improve her work by
including recent theoretical and methodological approaches. Some of them were linked to
continuities in political and social convictions spanning her life and, as in the case of
feminist thought, stayed with her for decades until, through advances in theory, she was
able to express them in her practice that “eventually may help to bring about a more just
and inclusive society.”152
Schulman was a dedicated teacher. She synthesized her growing experience both
in practicing and teaching, ranging from conducting workshops for various agencies and
organizations, to teaching courses at universities such as Case Western Reserve
University, Adelphi University, and Hunter College, using her book Family Therapy:
Teaching, Learning, Doing, which was published in 1982 and very well received both by
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social workers and psychiatrists.153
As much as Schulman appreciated the JFS as a productive environment and the
appropriate framework for Schulman’s endeavors into family therapy for over twenty
years, she had outgrown its limitations by the early 1970s. Her obligations at the agency
were increasingly at odds with numerous requests from universities and social service
agencies to give talks and conduct workshops and, in a more general sense, with how she
envisioned practicing her profession. Thus, she retired from her position at the agency,
and entered into private practice in addition to teaching at Adelphi University’s School of
Continuing Education as well as the School of Social Work at Hunter College.154 In
addition to running a private practice in family therapy, Schulman left her mark on social
work as an institution builder. In 1978, she started a Family Therapy Sequence as a PostMaster’s Program in Advanced Clinical Social Work at the Hunter College School of
Social Work, which she directed until 1993, when she was almost eighty years old.155 She
still worked with clients when she was over ninety years old. Schulman died on February
26, 2013.
Leichter, in contrast, stayed with the Jewish Family Service until she retired in the
early 1970s. Otto Leichter died in 1973. In her seventies, Leichter redefined herself once
more and refused to live a life as Otto Leichter’s widow. Despite the enormous loss, she
interpreted this event as a new beginning and started to teach family therapy in Germany
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each summer for ten years.156 She died in 1997 at the age of ninety-two.

Conclusion
The name “Freud” opened doors for Viennese émigrés in American social work in
the 1940s and facilitated a smooth transition into the profession. After their training in the
Freudian diagnostic tradition, however, Elsa Leichter and Gerda L. Schulman found that
for their purposes at the Jewish Family Service the methods of the opposing functional
camp in American casework, which followed the teachings of disgraced Freud student
Rank, was much better suited. Coming to the United States as a social worker and a
doctor of law, these two women underwent retraining, continued to learn and to explore
theories and methods in social work that enabled them both to better serve their clients—
ignoring some of the ideological sensibilities that structured the profession in the midtwentieth century.
Leichter commented that a core concept of the functional school, the importance
of process “seemed to speak to me naturally… [it was] something that was very
appealing, it felt very good, right.”157 In contrast to other people who focused exclusively
on goals and outcomes and struggled with this idea, the idea of process resonated with
Leichter. It appears to have been not only a useful concept for her work, however, but a
way to frame productively her experience as an émigré. This kind of social work
provided émigré women with jobs, with a way to earn a living, but on a more profound
level it helped them deal with their experiences. It helped to integrate the instability and
uncertainty that shaped their early lives but certainly reverberated for much longer into
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their identities and accept them as, at times painful, elements that eventually lead to a
positive outcome. Leichter, more than other émigrés, clearly articulated this unsteadiness
that characterized particularly the first half of her life, and understood it as something
coming out of the massive historical transitions in the twentieth century, but also as
something that was part of her Jewish family, which had a long history of migration with
“every generation living at a different place.”158 Embracing change and unsteadiness as
conceptualized by this social casework theory, to which Schulman also subscribed,
helped the émigrés to negotiate their identities, in their dynamic and ever changing lives.
Pursuing the ultimate goal of contributing to the betterment of conditions and
psychosocial elements of people’s lives, they furthermore applied ecological instead of
linear thinking, and they incorporated feminist thought and other ways to avoid blaming
women clients for their behaviors and situations.
Historians have demonstrated how personal and professional lives are inextricably
linked, and these biographies have shown that this was particularly true for these two
émigrés in social work. Casework required them to reflect continually their own
behavior, emotions and relationships to their clients in their work, which turned into a
“life philosophy,” a way of thinking about other aspects of their lives as well, including
their autobiography. More than just using concepts from their work for their personal
lives, the currents went in both directions, in that social workers fed what they learned
back into their professional practice. It is striking that Leichter published several articles
on married couples’ therapy and marital problems, while Schulman’s publications
included discussions of divorce and single parenthood.
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Finally, these women’s work exhibited a central value that they had developed in
Europe and toward which they gravitated back after their initial training. Growing up in a
socialist atmosphere, in which community and interpersonal connections were central,
and where youth groups and group activities were in the foreground, they entered a
segment of social work in the United States that focused on the individual. While they
were excited about their training and about (re)starting their careers, they found
themselves in positions in which they worked with groups, thus stressing interpersonal
connections and the social environment. This was certainly facilitated by the JFS, where
the family was the unit of understanding social problems, and this was a reason why they
found this environment so inspiring. The focus on groups was more than a technique,
however, it resonated with a philosophy that valued the individual, but only in the context
of its social environment.
While Leichter and Schulman found a niche to express this interest in and
conviction of the value of the group within the predominantly individualist casework
segment of social work, other émigrés found their professional home in social group
work, which initially did not have a therapeutic focus, but, among others, grew out of the
activist tradition of the settlement movement, and which flourished in the 1930s and
1940s. The next chapter discusses primarily Gisela Konopka, an émigré from Germany,
who created a career in group work, in which she combined political activism, social
advocacy, humanitarianism, and prolific intellectual work into a productive life in exile
and beyond.
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CHAPTER TWO
AMBIVALENT RELATIONS: GISELA KONOPKA AND ETTA SALOSHIN,
PROFESSORS OF SOCIAL GROUP WORK AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
Would I want to be a doctor? Yes, I would, but… Would I want to be a
psychiatrist? Yes, I would, but… Would I want to be a teacher? Yes… and I
actually am one… Would I want to be a lawyer? Oh yes, I would [but] when I
look at all this it stands out that social work is the profession that includes many
aspects of those things that I would want to do and at the same time it allows me
to do all these things that some of these professions do not provide.1
This praise of social work was articulated by Gisela Konopka, émigré from Germany,
professor at the University of Minnesota and innovator in social group work. The
multifaceted character of social work, which made it an attractive profession, allowed
women like her to build a successful and satisfying career in emigration.2 At the same
time, this statement lists careers with higher prestige than social work that émigré women
who became social workers had envisioned in Europe before the National Socialists
expelled them from their home countries and stripped them of their aspirations. Even in
her ostensible enthusiasm about social work, Konopka conveys the ambivalence that was
her constant companion throughout her professional life.
While social casework, a psychoanalytically based approach focusing on the
individual, dominated the American social work profession, social group work as an
alternative specialty gained momentum in the 1930s and increasingly in the 1940s. Group
1
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workers emphasized social work’s initial commitment to social reform and social justice,
which caseworkers had abandoned as they aligned with psychology and psychotherapy.
As the Great Depression, the rise of fascism in Europe in the 1930s, and World War II
confronted American society, a faction of social workers began to doubt the usefulness of
an individualistic and psychological approach to meet these challenges. In their minds,
focusing on the empowerment of the individual in the context of a group, fostering
egalitarianism among group members, and instilling a sense of duty and responsibility
toward the group as well as larger society were needed to prepare citizens for their roles
in a stable, democratic society.
Social group work was political in character and outlook. “Social reform, social
responsibility, democratic ideas, and social action” were core elements of the field since
its inception.3 By the 1920s, it “combined elements of a goal, a philosophy, a movement,
a psychology of life, and a profession.”4 Social group work consolidated and grew in the
1930s, thus adding professional opportunities for émigrés in a field to which they felt
deeply connected because of their political allegiances, as well as their experiences in the
European youth movement, in which they first encountered the empowering potential of
group experience. Michael Reisch argued that émigrés brought with them “beliefs in
humanistic principles and a passion for collective democratic participation” which
transformed the American understanding of “democracy as primarily a process to
guarantee individual freedom” within the profession.5
Starting in the mid-1950s, when the political and social climate in the United
3
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States had changed and the reorganization of the social work profession required group
work to adjust to the therapeutic mainstream, Konopka and some fellow émigrés grew
increasingly critical of and dissatisfied with the profession, while others, such as Etta
Saloshin, who is the supporting case study in this chapter, were less opposed to these
developments and found ways to work productively within the common conventions of
the profession. Konopka sought areas of professional and activist involvement outside of
social work, when she realized that her contributions were no longer as welcomed as she
had hoped. Konopka’s story illustrates how an initially euphoric encounter with a new
profession in exile turned sour over the decades, despite all outward signifiers of success.
As she negotiated the political, intellectual, and personal elements of her identity as an
émigré, she put an emphasis on the social democratic, humanistic, empowerment-focused
continuities in understanding herself and her work that were increasingly at odds with the
interests and status of the profession. Gisela Konopka epitomizes the complexities and
tensions, hopes and disappointments, successes and failures in the life and career of a
woman émigré in the United States who explicitly attempted to reconcile her identity as
an American social worker with strongly held political and philosophical beliefs she had
developed in early twentieth-century Europe.

Gisela (Peiper) Konopka, 1910-2003
Born on February 11, 1910 to Jewish parents who had immigrated to Berlin from
Poland, Gisela Konopka (Peiper) grew up as the second of three daughters of Mendel
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Peiper, a merchant vegetable shop owner, and Bronia Peiper, a seamstress.6 As she was
growing up in humble circumstances, required to help out in her parents’ shop after
school, for example by delivering food to wealthy clients, she became aware at a very
young age of social inequality and the humiliation of belonging to the lower class. In her
autobiographical narratives, she created biographical continuity by tying her life-long
dedication to equality and social justice to this crucial childhood experience that forced
her to use the shabby delivery entrance to those grandiose buildings in Berlin to serve
people who “were too lazy to pick up even half a pound of butter.”7 This experience,
explained Konopka, profoundly shaped her outlook on life: “If you grow up in a class
society you may not feel poverty, but you feel the horrible sting of being someone
‘inferior’ and I hated it, fought it, resented it. It continued through all my life.”8
In addition to this humiliation Konopka felt as a member of the lower-class,
Jewish, immigrant population, it was the socialist world of ideas, to which her father
introduced her, that exerted a sustained influence on her thinking, decision making, and
actions. Socialist literature was available to her in her home, and her father took her on
walks and out on delivery tours, during which he discussed with her politics and
literature. This status made her, in her own words, the boy in the family: “When I say the
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‘boy,’ it’s because at that time one talked about these things to boys.”9
This explicit consciousness of class and her subsequent affiliation with the
socialists remained more important for Konopka than being Jewish. Even later, in the
United States, she asserted that her Jewish belonging was a matter of external attribution,
but not an integral part of her self-understanding. She explained: “I am not an orthodox
Jew, whatsoever. I appreciate some of the customs, as I appreciate lots of other
cultures.”10 Quoting the movie G

l m
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m

, she continued: “I am a Jew by

discrimination.” In her professional life, she worked with Jewish organizations, but also
with local churches—for example with the Lutherans in Minnesota—and various
organizations that were involved in social work and welfare programs. She expressed her
stance on ethnic and cultural groups as follows: “I do not adhere to all that ethnic
nonsense. I can not become one of these people who gets so immersed always with subgroup business. I still see the world as a totality.”11
Despite the family’s difficult financial situation during Konopka’s childhood, her
parents enabled her to attend grammar school, which would allow her access to a
university education later on. At school, she was recruited to a Jewish youth group when
she was twelve years old becoming a group leader two years later, and she subsequently
joined socialist youth groups. The spirit in these groups was romantic, egalitarian, and
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democratic. Young people experimented with alternative lifestyles, challenging the
conservatism that they saw represented by their parents’ and grandparents’ generations.12
While these youth groups provided a sense of belonging, a community of likeminded peers, and a life-long network of friends to many of their members, their
significance for Konopka was even more substantial. Replacing her father, her previous
primary discussion partner whom she experienced as increasingly conservative, she
turned to her friends to debate politics. While all the peers in her circles were leftists,
there were various political positions within this leftist spectrum, and long debates helped
the young activists to find out for themselves their individual political stance. They were
convinced that once they clarified their political position, they would eventually be
moved to act in the struggle for a new and just society. On the one hand, Konopka was
confident in her rejection of the communists, since she neither agreed with Marxist
doctrine nor, as a pacifist, with communists’ readiness to use violence to achieve goals.
On the other hand, she also considered the social democratic party ill-suited to her,
because she perceived the party, just like her father, as too conservative. She eventually
found her ideological home in a group called the International Socialist Militant League
(Internationaler Sozialistischer Kampfbund, ISK), an organization that sought to carve
out a productive position between the communist party (KPD) and the social democrats
(SPD). Its members had their own theories and ethics based on a foundation provided by
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the philosopher Leonard Nelson and the socialist activist Minna Specht, among others.13
While Konopka did not wholeheartedly subscribe to the ISK’s position, she maintained
that Nelson’s philosophy, as implemented in this group, was close to her own thinking.
Nelson rejected Marxist historical materialism and based his view of socialism on
Kantian philosophy. He also disagreed with the democratic principle that the majority is
always right and claimed that a society requires leadership. Konopka found the parts of
his philosophy that were connected to the dedication for the cause attractive: “He based
his political practice on the concept of ‘duty,’ of obligation found in one’s own
conscience… Leaders [should be] trained to consider the good for everybody, deeply
imbued with a sense of justice and willing to sacrifice their own comfort for those
ideals.”14 This sense of duty and giving up comfort for the greater good framed her
biography and helps to explain her immense professional productivity and sustained
dedication to humanitarian causes.
After Konopka graduated Gymnasium she spent a year working in a bottle factory
in Hamburg to earn money for her education and to gain some first-hand experience of
the workers’ labor and struggle.15 Still in Hamburg, she studied education, history,
psychology, and philosophy from 1929 to 1933, with, among others, psychologist
William Stern, who is primarily known for developing the intelligence quotient (IQ) as a
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measure in intelligence testing.16 In 1933, she graduated from Hamburg University with
a combined major in Education, History, and Psychology.17
With her interest in psychology and education and a desire to work with
underprivileged children, Konopka perceived the profession of a teacher as the
occupation that best matched her interest at the time in Germany. She was interested in
the work of Siegfried Bernfeld, for example. Bernfeld connected socialism with
psychoanalysis and education.18 While she rejected a “rigid psychoanalysis,” she was
intrigued by ideas circulating in the progressive educational movement about new and
anti-authoritarian approaches to issues such as juvenile delinquency. In addition, her ideal
profession combined education and social reform with medicine.19 In contrast to Leichter,
who had a similar but vague vision about being a social physician in Vienna, Konopka
had a concrete role model in Germany: Max Hodann, a socialist, sex educator, and
physician, who had worked together with Leonard Nelson in the youth movement. For
Konopka, this combination remained an idea, though, as she never studied medicine.
In 1933 the National Socialists took over Germany. They withdrew Konopka’s
German citizenship and banned her from working as a teacher as she had intended.20 She
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became active in the political resistance movement and was arrested in 1936. After
spending some time in the concentration camp Fuhlsbüttel in Hamburg, she was released
in 1937. Her resistance group helped her to get out of Germany by arranging a marriage
to an Austrian man in order for her to get a passport.21 She spent about a year in Vienna,
where she joined an underground socialist group again, worked with children, and studied
nursery school and Kindergarten work. In March 1938, Nazi Germany annexed Austria.
Konopka was imprisoned again and, after her release, had to leave the country. It was
important to her to emphasize that her arrest was based on her underground work and not
merely because she was Jewish; she thus claimed agency, insisting on defiance, and
rejecting victim status: “Many Jews, and I know a lot [of] others besides myself, did not
fight as Jews. We fought as parts of a movement that considered the Nazis a dangerous
and mean and inhuman thing. And I am still proud and will always be proud of the fact
that I was not suffering in concentration camps just by the accident of birth, but because I
actively fought.”22
Konopka decided to go to France. In 1932 she had gotten involved with Paul
Konopka. They had been a couple ever since, but could not get married once the National
Socialists governed the country, because she was Jewish and he was not. By the time
Konopka had to leave Austria, Paul was already in France, and so she decided to join
him. When World War II began, Paul was interned in a camp, and Gisela went to Lyon,
where she found employment first as a domestic worker and later as a nanny. As the
National Socialists tightened their grip on Europe and invaded France in spring 1940, the
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situation for German refugees in France got more dire. Even though Konopka had
Austrian citizenship, she left her position near Lyon and went to Montauban in the South
of France, where she joined Austrian socialists who had organized and gathered in this
little town that had a socialist mayor who welcomed the refugees.23 Paul, in the
meantime, had been released, heard from an acquaintance about Gisela’s whereabouts
and made his way to Montauban. They found shelter in a little village nearby, and lived
there until the spring 1941, when Gisela received a visa for the United States through
efforts of the Emergency Rescue Committee (ERC), an organization that helped evacuate
intellectuals, artists, and musicians from Europe.24 Paul obtained his visa two months
later and joined Gisela in New York, where they were married three days after his arrival.
Professional reorientation was a pressing issue for Konopka in the United States.
When she arrived, the refugee service helped her find a job as a caregiver of an old man:
“Nothing related to whatever I had learned or anything like that. I was just making a
living again…And that’s the way I felt my life would continue … The prospect of doing
anything else but menial labor did not occur to me.”25 Refugee women commonly
abandoned previous professional ambitions and supported themselves and their families
by whatever labor was available.26 Maria Halberstadt, one of Konopka’s friends from
Hamburg, however, who had immigrated to the United States in 1933, worked for the
Emergency Rescue Committee in Cleveland and was familiar with professional
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opportunities. She urged Konopka not to give up her aspirations and to go back to school
for further training. After all, she had attended university in Germany. Since she had
trained to be a teacher, Konopka sought out the teachers’ union in New York to inquire
about job opportunities, but the reaction she received was deeply disappointing to her as
she recalled: “I have never forgotten the answer. The answer was, my God, we have
enough teachers, we don’t need some people who come from over there.”27
In further conversations, Halberstadt pointed out to Konopka that the American
profession of social work, particularly the then emerging field of social group work,
dovetailed very well with her interests and also with some elements of her German
university education. Konopka, who, as a child in Germany, had negative experiences
with social workers as condescending and punitive, was skeptical. Moreover, women like
Konopka, who had attended university in Europe, could not reconcile their image of
European social work with their self-understanding as intellectuals. Their perception of
social workers stood in sharp contrast with their self-understanding as independent,
emancipated women, the ideal they had aspired to in interwar Europe: “Social work was
no profession in Germany. It had – when I say no status, I do not mean the class status. I
mean it had no significance as anything that anybody would consider studying who came
from a political and intellectual background… It was a secondary occupation. You went
into it if you had not the qualifications for the university… And there were a few, which I
didn't know at that time, that were really very idealistic and thought they could make
something out of that profession. But in general, no. It wasn't something that anybody
who would go to the university would consider. It wasn't taught at the universities. It
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wasn't. The other thing is that social work was mostly Fürsorge. Now that means ‘the
dole’ (public relief). The Fürsorge, most of the time, was under the thumbs of
bureaucrats who had no knowledge about social work.”28
The distinct character and levels of professionalization of social work in Central
Europe and the United States made it an unanticipated choice for émigrés, particularly for
those with an academic background who were interested in social reform. Konopka
represents a group of émigrés who required prodding and convincing to consider social
work as a career. Skillful, empathetic explanation was necessary for émigrés to realize
social work’s available spaces for professional activity that could accommodate the
émigrés’ intellectual and activist aspirations. Konopka’s friend Maria Halberstadt and
Clara Kaiser, professor of social work at New York School of Social Work, explained
American social work in a way that piqued her interest.29 In Konopka’s words, “Maria
said, well, you know, in America social work is different from what we know in Europe,
and I think you should look into that. And I said no, no, no. And she said, you know, it’s
different. First of all, it’s taught at the university, and they have just developed a
28
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specialization that is very close to what you really are interested in and that is working
with young people. It’s youth work, they call it ‘group work.’ – I still remember when
she described it to me (laughs). – And it’s quite new, and I think you would be interested
in just looking into that.”30 Konopka considered her friend trustworthy enough to seek out
a social worker to explore her options. Halberstadt put her in contact with Clara Kaiser.
They knew each other from Cleveland, where Kaiser had taught at Western Reserve
University. Kaiser encouraged Konopka to attend university and get a degree in social
work, since she could transfer some of her German credits, the job prospects were good,
and it was a way out of domestic work.31 Speaking to Kaiser, Konopka encountered a
different, more appealing, kind of social work personality: “It was a different experience.
She was not condescending. She took me seriously.”32 Kaiser told her about a newly
established program in group work at the University of Pittsburgh, which had slots
available, and the school also offered scholarships, which was essential for Konopka.
Furthermore, Pittsburgh seemed to offer better opportunities to the Konopkas than New
York.
Even though many refugees preferred to stay in New York because they
appreciated the metropolitan and partly European character of the city and because most
of them could rely on at least a small network, Gisela and Paul Konopka decided to move
on deeper into the country. Gisela Konopka remembered a talk by a social worker who
urged the recently arrived Europeans not to get stuck in New York, which impressed her
greatly: “He said that refugees should leave New York. They should get out of New
30
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York, that it wasn’t good to stay in New York, that everybody was hanging around here,
that it was just a harbor and there were many things that – that this is a big country. And I
think he did superbly in convincing us…And he was right. And so we thought, we’ll just
get out and start our luck in some other part of the world.”33 A third reason was the
availability of work in Pittsburgh for Konopka’s husband Paul. The couple went to
Pittsburgh in August 1941, where Paul, who had training and experience as a metal
worker, soon found a job to supplement the scholarship that Gisela would receive starting
in the fall of 1941. In order to enable Gisela to continue her academic training, Paul gave
up his own desire to attend university and instead kept working to support her.34 Finally,
there was yet another reason for the Konopkas to leave New York and move to an area
that was less populated by refugees and immigrants. While Konopka neglected to
mention this motivation in her memoirs, in a letter from June 1941 to friends in France
she explained that they also wanted to move away from New York to meet new people,
particularly people who would be willing to provide affidavits for the many people that
the Konopkas hoped to assist in their escape from Europe.35 While in retrospective
interviews Konopka interpreted her early years in the United States predominantly in the
light of her professional development, her correspondence from the early 1940s reveals
different priorities and illustrates how much of her and her husbands’ resources went into
efforts to rescue friends whose lives were threatened by the National Socialists.
Despite Konopka’s initial skepticism about social work, she realized that group
work in particular was a perfect match for her interests and previous training, as she
33
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began her studies in the social work program at the University of Pittsburgh. As she
worked with Gertrude Wilson, Gladys Ryland, and Marion Hathway, among others, she
started to develop a vision about her professional self and her career with which she felt
comfortable: “I was interested in group work, and when she [Wilson] began to talk about
group work, it was as if I were coming home. This was my whole teaching that I had in
Hamburg in relation to education. This was the idea that you must understand
individuals, you must understand individuals in groups … My philosophy was
intensified. Gertrude Wilson had a much wider view than the youth groups; she had this
view of a world where people would understand each other better.”36
Wilson was one of the leading scholars of social group work and published two
seminal books in the 1940s, Group Work and Case Work, Their Relationship and
Practice (1941) and, later, Social Group Work Practice: The Creative Use of the Social
Process (together with Gladys Ryland, 1949).37 Konopka particularly appreciated
Wilson’s intellectual approach, infused with precise thought and conceptual ideas.
Ryland, in contrast, the co-author of Wilson’s second book, did not make much of an
impression on Konopka, as she was a representative of the recreational side of group
work. While Konopka was dedicated to establishing social group work, with its roots in
recreational activities, on a sound philosophical and social scientific foundation, she was
bothered by the ongoing reputation of group work as just being fun and entertainment. 38
This negative reputation of group work was often invoked by caseworkers in an attempt
to distance themselves from their competitors and to claim professional territory as a
36
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serious, scientific endeavor.
In addition to Wilson, Marion Hathway was Konopka’s favorite teacher. She felt
connected to Hathway not only through social work, but also because of her progressive
political stance and her connection to the labor movement: “What a person she was. [She]
knew the labor movement, and she was identified with it and she was identified with
political action and the need to do something to make the world a better place.” 39 With
Hathway as a teacher, Konopka was able to draw on her previous interest in and
experience with the German labor movement, which helped her link her past to her newly
emerging activities in American social work. This helped her feel grounded and at least
partly competent in the new environment that was exciting, but also overwhelming at
times. Konopka credited Hathway for introducing her to the Pittsburgh Survey and how
to do research “not thinking that everything has to be done by statistics,” a way that
greatly appealed to Konopka.40 With Hathway as her adviser, Konopka wrote a Master’s
thesis, “Workers’ Education in Pittsburgh with Particular Reference to the Federated
Labor Schools, 1918-1942,” and graduated in 1943 with a master’s degree in Social
Service Administration (MSSA).41
By that time, Gisela and Paul were separated again, as Paul had been conscripted
into the army in July 1942 and did not return until 1945. On the personal level the
renewed separation was difficult, yet they both were proud and happy that Paul could
actively contribute to fighting the Nazis, instead of simply observing from afar.
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Gisela, in the meantime, appreciated her social work training. Shortly before she
graduated in 1943, she thanked him for giving her career priority and validated their
decision with what she had learned about job prospects: “Our biggest concern, once we
graduate, will be which job to take because there are so many and very good ones
available. There is a big demand for social workers in almost all areas of public life…
And I am and always will be grateful to you for enabling me to study.”42
Before Paul left for Europe, they had experienced discrimination as practiced in
the United States. Gisela and Paul met up in Washington, D.C., to spend a few days
together, and they also visited Virginia. They wanted to go swimming and enjoy some
other leisure time activities, just as they used to do in Germany, but they realized that
they were denied access to many facilities. Konopka recalled: “And every advertisement
said ‘restricted.’ First we asked people, what does that mean, because we didn’t know.
We said is it restricted in relation to money? That’s what came into our heads. And there
we were told, no, restricted for Blacks and Jews. We were so angry and so upset, we said
if there is anything in our life that we have to fight it is this idiotic prejudice. And Blacks
and Jews were One [sic], there was just no question.”43 Discrimination remained one of
the issues that Konopka continually addressed in her work. While this cause was rooted
in her own experiences with anti-Semitism, she transcended the personal level and
continually pointed out the basic mechanisms that were similar no matter which group
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they addressed.44
Pittsburgh marked an important milestone in her new life, where she started a
successful and fulfilling career: “It was our beginning in the United States, it was
exhilarating, in spite of the sadness of separation and war, it was finding a profession that
I found that – this old story about having a conscience and wanting to do something was
there … It was my home.”45 After graduating from the School of Social Work, she held a
position as a psychiatric group worker at the Pittsburgh Child Guidance Clinic from 1943
to 1947. In a letter to friends she explained what she did: “I was mainly working with
difficult children who had been made distrustful or unhappy and helped them recover.
We work in close contact with the psychiatrist.”46 In addition, she held positions as field
instructor and lecturer at the School of Social Work at the University of Pittsburgh and
the School of Social Work at the Carnegie Institute of Technology, respectively. At the
same time, she was an active and sought-after lecturer at various community
organizations, often giving several talks a week.47 After two years at the Child Guidance
Clinic, she confessed in a letter to Paul that she would like to move on to a better job,
perhaps in administration, implying that social work was a pragmatic choice but not the
profession of her dreams: “I feel I want to go into something bigger. I feel sad that I did
not study medicine, because psychiatry would have been my job, but I don’t think it
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possible to do this now. So I stick to what I have.”48
When she moved to Pittsburgh in the summer of 1941, she wrote to friends that
she and Paul were “pleasantly disappointed,” because in contrast to the city’s reputation
as a grim and dirty place, they experienced it as beautiful and charming “in its summer
dress.”49 She would eventually experience the smog for which the city was notorious as
she reported in a letter to her husband in 1944. “I found out that many people had exactly
the same thing, bad headaches and feelings of nausea. It has something to do with the
coaldust [sic] and humidity entering the sinus. Well, since it is nothing special and will
change with the weather I don’t feel worried.”50 After several years in Pittsburgh, she was
ready to move on. As she recalled: “It was such a beautiful country, and we were in this
terribly dirty city.”51 She was ready to move on, as she recalled: “I wrote a letter, I
remember that, to Paul, saying the two most beautiful cities I have ever seen in the United
States are San Francisco and Minneapolis, and if we could, I wished we could go to
Minneapolis.”52
The opportunity presented itself in the fall of 1946, when Konopka was invited to
speak at a meeting of the Minnesota State Welfare Conference.53 Shortly thereafter
Konopka’s friend Mary Blake, at the time executive director of the Elliot Park
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Neighborhood House in Minneapolis, told Konopka that the social work program at the
University of Minnesota was looking for a faculty member specialized in group work.
Konopka fit the position perfectly and was offered the job. Andrews-Schenk argued that a
teaching position would have meant “a step toward her life’s dream,” as Konopka
initially had trained to be a teacher in Germany.54 I suggest that this position went beyond
this dream. A position at a large research university by far surpassed the visions to
become a school teacher that she had as a student back in the early 1930s. Furthermore, a
university not only provided an intellectually stimulating but an interdisciplinary
environment, in which she could thrive.
The job was a tremendous professional opportunity, and Konopka loved
Minneapolis, the lakes, and the surrounding region. She felt that the political atmosphere
would suit her as well as Paul: “The community is quite progressive thinking in many
respects (this is the country of the former farmer-labor party).”55 Paul, the factory worker,
was flexible as to where to live, and the couple wanted to leave Pittsburgh, and yet they
hesitated because they had concerns about this move. Minneapolis was notoriously
dubbed the “capitol of anti-Semitism,” and the Konopkas debated whether they should
voluntarily enter such a hostile environment after they barely had escaped the Holocaust
in Europe.56 In addition to the reported anti-Semitic atmosphere and discrimination in the
area, the University of Minnesota was plagued by anti-Semitic and anti-Black agitation in
1947 by a group called the Democratic Nationalist Party, whose members defaced walls
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with vitriolic slogans and threatened members of the community.57 The fact that the
group’s leader was arrested and the group disappeared, in addition to mayor Hubert
Humphrey’s legal initiatives to remove discrimination and to strengthen legal rights, were
enough signs for the Konopkas to be optimistic about the future development of
Minneapolis, and they decided to move there.
In 1947, Gisela Konopka joined the faculty at the School of Social Work as
assistant professor and remained at the University of Minnesota until her retirement in
1978. The director of the social work program at the time was F. Stuart Chapin.58
Konopka admired him as a scholar and personality, because he represented to her an
integrative approach to social science and social activism that coincided with her own
ideas: “Dr. Chapin … was a very famous sociologist and a gentleman … When I say
gentleman, there was an elegance there. He was not unapproachable, but he was also not
folksy. I liked him. I liked the determination he had. Also his attitude towards social
work. I had already learned that some sociologists kind of looked down on social work.
Well, this was not the case with Stuart Chapin. He was very proud of the fact that he had
helped found one of the first schools of social work, I think it was Smith. He told me that
he then went to Minnesota – and Minnesota is one of the oldest schools of social work –
and he helped found that. He found that it was very important to be a scientist and a doer
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… And it was delightful to be on his faculty.”59 This integration of sociology and social
work, of being a scientist and a doer, however, was outdated by the 1940s. As historians
of the social sciences and social work have argued, the establishment of academic
sociology and the professionalization of social work resulted in the separation of these
two fields by the late 1920s.60 Chapin, who had established his authority as a quantitative
sociologist, as a staunch supporter of social work was a scholarly model in decline, when
Konopka joined the School of Social Work. A few years later the social work program
split from the department of sociology, and a social worker assumed directorship of the
program. Thus, this integrative aspect that Konopka initially found so attractive in her
program was on the downswing when she started her job, and the discrepancies between
her understanding of social work and where the program, and also the larger profession,
was heading would grow over time and cause significant friction.
While Gisela’s career blossomed, Paul found a position as an engineer at General
Mills, where he remained until his retirement in 1971. Even though he never received a
university degree, which he had initially desired, he was satisfied with his career,
particularly because he experienced his work as fulfilling, and he could advance in the
company without a professional or graduate degree.61 He did not mind leaving Pittsburgh,
because he “worked in a factory … [and] was not attached to his job.” 62 In Minnesota,
however, he felt at home both professionally and socially, and preferred not to undertake
further relocations.63
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Konopka approached her responsibilities with great enthusiasm reveling in the
intellectual atmosphere of the university. Her primary responsibility at the School of
Social Work was to build a group work curriculum and train the students who wanted to
specialize in group work. She admired her colleagues who had an academic background,
for example Alice Shea. “She had her doctorate in psychology – but at the same time
knew so much about social work, had practiced also in social work. But that’s what I
mean, this combination of being scholars and yet practice … I felt elated being in that
environment. I was on a campus. I have to say that meant an awful lot to me. It was
absolute heaven to be in an intellectual community.” In addition to enjoying the
intellectual environment, she was active outside the university, as she detailed in a letter
to her sister and her mother, who in the meantime had moved to Palestine: “Being part of
a large university is so inspiring, almost too much, because I can’t possibly do everything
I would like to. I participated in a seminar with the psychologists recently. They are
fighting over theories, and I couldn’t restrain myself and, of course, participated in the
discussion, and now I almost have friends among them. Yesterday I had a meeting with
child guidance people here, and furthermore I am working with others on standards for a
… juvenile detention home… And then there is the work with all the other organizations,
and teaching and learning.”64 Furthermore, starting in the early 1950s, she repeatedly
visited Germany to give lectures, to help rebuild social services after the war, and to
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introduce the group work method to German social workers.65 She worked on numerous
university, local, state, national, and international committees and served as a consultant
for state and federal departments for issues such as youth, delinquency, child welfare,
mental health, and veterans. Over the course of her career, her main research interests
crystallized in the fields of institutions and the process of group work, philosophy and
history of social work, history of social welfare, history of correctional reforms,
adolescence (especially girls), and delinquency, specifically with regard to institutions
and delinquency of girls.66
Konopka spent the academic year 1954/55 at Columbia University in New York
working on her doctorate. Her initial plan was to work with Eduard C. Lindeman: “I
wanted very badly to work with Lindeman. I had heard him speak, I felt an affinity –
philosophy and history were very close to my thinking – and I thought that way I can
have a year of that.”67 He died in 1953, the year before Konopka arrived in New York,
and so she decided to write her dissertation on “Social Work’s Search for a Philosophy:
With Special Reference to Eduard C. Lindeman.”68
The year at Columbia University provided her with time and a site to think
through the changing, challenging ideas about social work that she encountered in New
York. Her activities during this academic year reflected interests still in formative stages,
which she intended to combine into a frame to approach social work. While social work
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as a profession was still carving out space to distinguish itself from other disciplines and
professions, Konopka argued that the heyday of different fields acting in isolation was
over and that academic disciplines and professions needed to work together. Echoing a
talk by historian Arnold J. Toynbee who advocated “studying human life as a unity”69 she
argued that “the old distinctions between disciplines are beginning to fade… For
instance, we … still talk about the ‘individual’ in his ‘environment,’ though we have
learned that psychologically these are really not clearly separate.”70 This statement is also
a criticism of the organization of and schisms in social work, directed at the individualist
social casework as taught at the Columbia School of Social Work.
In her dissertation, Konopka discussed the work of Eduard C. Lindeman and his
significance for a social work philosophy upon which to rest the profession. Considering
the state of social work and the fierce controversies over the priority of the individual or
society, Konopka found Lindeman’s approach to social work useful to formulate an
integrative framework. Citing Lindeman’s colleague and her dissertation adviser Nathan
Cohen, she pointed out that “maintaining the balance between wide social reform and
intensive work with individuals” has been the main challenge to social work.71 These two
could be integrated, if “individualism and humanitarianism” were “redefined within the
framework of democracy as a way of life” as conceived by Lindeman, from which
practical implications for social work emerge:72 Social work and science should be
partners, but “always … remember, that science tells us ‘what is,’ but not necessarily
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‘what should be.’” Social work education should strengthen the critical facilities of
students instead of indoctrinate. Social work practitioners should be able to recognize
commonalities with other professions and coordinate their methods with others. Social
workers should not exclude lay people, and finally, “social work should realize the
important role of social action.”73
Konopka strongly agreed with these programmatic statements for social work. In
her dissertation, she formulated a theory of social work that sought to relate social work
concepts, values, and methods into an integrating framework for the profession. She
considered values paramount in social work. Along the lines of Lindeman’s
understanding, she conceptualized a theory that contained primary and secondary values
for social work. She suggested that the primary values function like axioms in
mathematics, meaning that they are absolute.74 In the context of social work this means
that there are values shared by all social workers, and these she found in the standards for
professional practice as accepted by the American Association of Social Workers in
1951.75 These standards postulate as irrefutable the “dignity of the individual and the
responsibility of the individual for others.”76 The empirical reality of the profession of the
time with its deep rifts between different camps, however, did not suggest such a
common ground. This was due, according to Konopka’s theory, to secondary values,
which include a wide variety of issues such as the role of women in society, racial
segregation or integration, the role of religion for organizing social life, over which social
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workers fought viciously. The variation of perspectives, according to Konopka, on the
secondary values is caused by four factors: the social workers’ cultural and family
background, rules of social groups such as church and profession, personal experience,
and scientific theories on human behavior.77 In contrast to the primary values, these
secondary values are open for investigation, discussion, and rational analysis. She
formulated her ultimate hope for social work as follows: “If social work accepts itself as
a profession based on primary values which are axioms as well as a profession constantly
guided by secondary values which must be investigated, many of the controversies will
lose some of their religious fervor and social work will enter a period far more consonant
with the calm and cooperative effort expected of a human relations profession.”78
Writing the dissertation was a milestone experience. On a personal level, she
could finally continue with her university studies, which the National Socialists had
interrupted in Germany, and the degree provided her with a sense of satisfaction and
closure. The dissertation enabled her to explore the history of social work in the United
States, which was very important to her, and more specifically the relationship between
social work’s origins in relation to ethics and the role religion played in this history.79
Studying for her doctorate at Columbia University put her in the midst of a thriving
intellectual and interdisciplinary community. In her dissertation, Konopka also worked
out for herself a foundation for her profession that was congruent with her own ethical,
professional, and social standards. Thus, the theory of social work she devised in her
dissertation was also an offer to her profession of a framework of integration and
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unification that provided a space for rational and scientific negotiation that should lead to
a less disjointed and more productive profession. In doing so, she offered a theoretical
contribution to the consolidation of social work that was on the agenda in the mid1950s.80 Konopka’s framework can also be read as a strategic document for the process
of the consolidation of social work. Aligning social work according to her outline would
provide space for social group work and negotiating the secondary values would not only
apply to social workers’ clients, but also to social workers themselves and the way they
prioritize their methods and foci. The religious fervor Konopka mentioned not only
referred to social work’s subjects, but to social work itself.
As in other instances of Konopka’s intellectual endeavors in social work, she was
disappointed by the tepid reception of her dissertation. After she graduated in 1957 with a
Doctor of Social Welfare (DSW), her thesis was published as a book by the University of
Minnesota Press in 1958. While the book was favorably reviewed, for example in the
Social Service Review, one of the most important journals in social welfare, the reviewer
paid more attention to the work of Lindeman as presented by Konopka and less to her
own contribution.81 The academic book did not sell well, which deeply disappointed
Konopka. As a possible reason she listed bad editing by the University of Minnesota
Press. An even more sobering possibility was that potential readers from social work did
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not care about the relatively abstract history and philosophy of the profession.82

Henrietta (Etta) Saloshin, 1906-1999
Konopka had emerged, nonetheless, a well-known German-speaking, Jewish
émigré who held a professorship at the School of Social Work at the University of
Minnesota, but she was not the only one. Austrian-born Etta Saloshin, who also
discovered professional social work as an appealing career in the United States and who
also specialized in group work, became Konopka’s colleague on the faculty in 1949. Two
highly motivated émigrés with similar interests working at the same institution might
have forged an innovative and productive union, as exemplified by Elsa Leichter and
Gerda Schulman at the Jewish Family Service in New York City, detailed in the previous
chapter. But such a constellation could also lead to the opposite, as it turned out in the
case of Konopka and Saloshin.
Henrietta Saloshin was born in Vienna in 1906. After graduating from high school
(Gymnasium) in 1923, she wanted to study medicine, but her family’s financial situation
did not allow it. Furthermore, her father, a physician himself, was concerned about the
job prospects in the deteriorating economic situation. He argued that “he didn’t want to
enlarge the academic proletariat.”83 Not quite knowing what to do with her life, Saloshin
spent about two years learning crafts such as book-binding and basket weaving, and
earning some money selling her products. In 1925, Saloshin attended a summer course in
Laxenburg, a small town near Vienna, to where the School for Rhythm, Music and Body
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Education had relocated from Dresden in the same year.84 She loved this school, and
stayed for a three-year professional training that focused on “music, rhythm, body
movements, modern dance, and music theory, history, improvisation, and
choreography.”85 The classes also included anatomy and physiology, as well as courses
in education taught by August Aichhorn.86 Saloshin concluded her training with an exam
by the Vienna city board in 1928. During the following ten years, she worked at the
Neues Wiener Konservatorium as an instructor of interpretive dance.87
After the annexation of Austria in 1938, Saloshin fled to the United States, where
she arrived in October. An uncle had provided her with an affidavit and also arranged a
job as a nursing maid in Tampa, Florida. That job was not to her liking, and she left in the
spring of 1939, spending the next decade moving to different places and holding various
positions. She tried New York City, where “one felt at home. One could spend time with
other refugees ... with similar experiences.”88 With the difficult employment situation in
New York City, she decided to move to Buffalo, NY, where her sister and brother-in-law
had settled in the meantime. In 1943–44 she lived in St. Louis, Missouri, and then in
Chicago, Illinois, from 1945 to 1947. In Chicago she shared an apartment with a friend,
her now-divorced sister, and her mother who had also managed to leave Europe. There
84
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she worked with the YWCA and the Girl Scouts, where she worked at camps, taught
exercise classes, and served as a counselor as well as a group leader.89 Looking back at
her work with the Girl Scouts, she concluded: “Social work. That’s what I did. I didn’t
know it, but that’s what I did.”90
All these positions entailed practical social work, some of which echoed earlier
experiences. Even as a student at Hellerau-Laxenburg in Austria, Saloshin had done what
she later recognized as fieldwork, in which she taught free body movement courses to
unemployed women or wives of unemployed men in a workers’ district. In her oral
history interview, Saloshin repeatedly pointed out that long before she even thought
about studying social work, she was engaged in activities that she later recognized as
elements of social group work and dance therapy. 91 She was not ignorant of social work
in Austria, however. In fact, she had looked into it while she tried to figure out what to do
with her life and decided she was not interested, because the training and the actual job
were mostly administration of material relief.92
With all her occupational experience in areas that fell within the realm of
professional social work, Saloshin decided to get a degree, or as she expressed it: “I
decided to become legitimate.”93 As a young woman in Vienna, she had harbored the
wish to attend university and study medicine, but as her father opposed these plans, she
turned to dancing. Now, in the United States, she took advantage of the opportunity to
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finally get a graduate degree in her early forties.94 In addition to an ongoing commitment
to education, this pattern of émigré women attending universities and getting degrees
relatively late in their lives also speaks to the openness of the field, which had capacities
and perhaps, at times, also valued students with life experience. The émigrés’ networks
also played a role. Friends, colleagues, acquaintances or even indirect contacts, who had
emigrated several years earlier and had established their careers in the meantime,
supported the more recent arrivals into the American academic and professional world.
Saloshin attended the School of Social Work at Wayne State University in
Detroit, Michigan, where Fritz Redl, a fellow Austrian émigré, held a professorship.95
During her first year at the University, she worked part-time once again for the Girl
Scouts, this time as a supervisor of the program staff. Her field placements, the praxis
requirements in social work programs, were casework assignments at the Jewish Family
and Children’s Service and later at a mental hospital. After she had graduated in 1949
with a Master of Social Work (M.S.W.), specializing in group work, she moved back to
Chicago with the intent of finding a job at an agency or a hospital. Around this time she
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heard that the School of Social Work at the University of Minnesota was looking for a
trained group worker for the position of a field instructor. She applied, was hired, and
moved to Minnesota in the fall of 1949. In the following spring, according to Saloshin,
John Kidneigh, the program director, approached her and urged her to pursue a doctoral
degree. 96 In 1954, she received her Ph.D. from the University of Minnesota with a thesis
on “Development of an Instrument for the Analysis of Social Group Work Method in
Therapeutic Settings.” Her dissertation was a contribution to social work methodology
and reflects the aims of the profession to develop standardized tools that may be
generalized to a variety of settings. Saloshin saw the contribution of her dissertation to
the scholarship as follows: “1. As a stepping stone for further clarification of the
similarities and distinctions between social group work and other methods utilizing the
group for therapeutic purposes. 2. To develop a method of objective analysis of narrative
records which could be used by social group work as well as by other methods. 3. As a
step forward in the scientific understanding of social group work as a professional
method.”97 Saloshin’s understanding of the character and function of group work as a
method to be rigorously applied in order to contribute to social work’s therapeutic goals
differed substantially from Konopka’s broader and more philosophical understanding of
social group work as “human rights put into practice.”98
Saloshin was promoted to Associate Professor in 1954, and starting in 1959 she
was Professor of Social Work at the School of Social Work Faculty at the University of
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Minnesota until her retirement in 1972.99 She remained actively involved in the
community as a speaker and adviser for more than two decades. She had started to
include the topic of ageing already in her graduate classes in the 1960s, at a time when
there was not much interest among the students. Saloshin commented that the “negative
attitude toward the aged that permeates our society also makes it more difficult to recruit
young social workers who are eager to change the world.” A lack of prestige of this field
within social work also contributed to a lack of interest in geriatric social work, according
to Saloshin.100 She maintained her interest in this field however, and shifted her
professional focus further to ageing and retirement, issues that increasingly attracted
social workers’ attention in the 1970s and 1980s. She subsequently served as a lecturer
and a consultant to local agencies as well as companies which established or already ran
programs for those in pre-retirement or retirees, such as the Dayton Corporation and the
Pillsbury Corporation.101 For her accomplishments in “improving the quality of life for
the elderly and advancing and promoting the work of gerontology,” Saloshin was the first
person to receive the Outstanding Gerontologist Award of the Minnesota Gerontological
Society established in 1984.102 Saloshin never married and lived with her sister for
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extended periods of her life. She died in a nursing home in St. Louis Park, Minnesota, in
April 1999.103
In contrast to Konopka, Saloshin had a steady and satisfying career at the
University of Minnesota School of Social Work. She seemed to get along well with the
director, and she adapted to the dominant mode of social work more generally and in her
department in particular. She focused her energies on her teaching responsibilities and
her involvement with various community organizations.104 Whereas Konopka focused on
adolescents, Saloshin dedicated herself to the issues that arise for people and their
environment when they get older, thus being an early representative of geriatric social
work in the Twin Cities area. She was content to have found a satisfying position at a
level that was much higher than she had ever hoped for. With her wish to study medicine
in Vienna shattered as a teenager, she eventually did find her way into academia, and a
career that integrated her into the prevailing mode of social work.

Social Group Work Welcomes Émigrés
Émigrés like Gisela Konopka with a socialist background and experience in the
youth movement found that opportunity and interest intersected in social group work. As
a specialization within professional social work, group work emerged in the 1920s and
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1930s and expanded rapidly in the 1940s.105 Starting with informal meetings of group
workers in New York City in the early 1930s that were attended by fifteen to twenty
people, group workers created a group work section in the National Conference on Social
Work (NCSW) in 1935. At the annual meeting of the NCSW in Atlantic City, a first
official meeting of group workers comprised 50 people. After several smaller
organizational changes, the American Association of Group Workers (AAGW) was
formed in 1946, whose membership climbed up to 1,811 in 1948.106 The largest
organizational restructuring of social work in general, which also affected social group
work, was the creation of the National Association of Social Work (NASW) out of seven
separate associations in order to unify social work and create a stronger organization that
would be a bigger force to advocate for social work’s interests.
In her seminal book Social Group Work: A Helping Process, Konopka defined
social group work as “a method of social work which helps individuals to enhance their
social functioning through purposeful group experiences, and to cope more effectively
with their personal, group or community problems.”107
Historian of social work Janice Andrews claimed that group work was attractive
for liberal and left-leaning people because of its liberal roots, and thus attracted
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immigrants in particular.108 The liberal undercurrent and the mission of personal
empowerment, democratization, and social justice did appeal to socialist émigrés such as
Konopka who were aiming at social change through their work and, particularly after
their experiences with European fascism, were interested in contributing to
democratization. Through group work, so they hoped, they could help prepare people—
particularly young people—for their roles and mutual responsibilities in a democratic
society.
While the political aspect was certainly crucial, group work had several additional
advantages for émigrés compared to casework. For instance, the practical element of
group work tapped into the émigrés’ experiences in the European youth movement. Thus,
even though they were formally newcomers to the profession of social work, this
experience endowed them with expertise they could bring to a field that had just started
to take shape and was still malleable and open to new impulses. Konopka frequently
stressed these transatlantic continuities in her practical experience as group member and
leader: “Group work was something absolutely natural to me. It wasn't a brand-new
experience, and not a brain experience only.”109
Furthermore, the practical character of working with groups somewhat alleviated
the problem of the language barrier for the émigrés, an obstacle that all of them
encountered to some degree. In contrast to caseworkers, however, who relied on talking
as the major way of performing their work, social group work also applied to creative and
leisure time activities, for which an impeccable command of language was perhaps
desirable but not absolutely essential. Before Saloshin became a professional social
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worker, for example, her work both in Austria and the United States involved dance and
sports activities that should contribute to the empowerment of participants. When she
gave gymnastics workshops for unemployed women in Vienna in the 1920s, she “had no
idea that this had anything to do with social work.” It was only much later in the United
States that she realized that without knowing she had practiced “social group work
through body movement, … which here has also been called dance therapy.”110 Thus, the
practice of group work elements related to recreation was a potential area of expertise
that connected Saloshin’s work in Europe to her career in the United States.
This support for the practice-based character of group work for European émigrés
was prominent in the roughly two decades between the formation of group work and its
merger with the NASW in 1955. In the process, the definition and goal of social group
work was modified from an emphasis on growth and development to focus on treatment
of individuals who exhibited problems with social adjustment, as Alan Klein explained:
“Social group work … demoted social action and prevention … in order to conform to
the therapeutic and corrective stance of the majority specialization.”111 This shift was
accompanied by group work increasingly adopting talking at the expense of other kinds
of activities as the dominant mode of operation, as spearheaded by therapeutic social
casework. Ruth Middleman, a critic of the narrowing base of techniques in social group
work, recalled that “to fit in, the social group workers played down their involvement
with and knowledge about using activities and the special interests of group participants
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as a point of engagement and became, like case-workers, helpers who talked.”112 While
Alan Klein pointed to the small number of group workers in the overall population of
social workers as reason why they were not able to preserve their field’s distinctive goals
and methods, Ruby Pernell, who had been Konopka’s student colleague in Pittsburgh and
later joined the social work faculty at the University of Minnesota, argued that social
group workers made “a historic decision about their identification and affiliation and let
go the identifiable bonds with recreation and informal education.”113 Thus, group workers
becoming part of the NASW resulted in a changed character of social group work, as it
adjusted to the parameters of mainstream casework.
Before group workers reshaped their field in the likeness of casework in the late
1950s and 1960s, group work had been open for impulses from various directions and for
people from diverse backgrounds. In fact, the direction of the process of
professionalization that eventually resulted in group work’s affiliation with social work
was contested. As group work reflected varied organizations from the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries, ranging from the settlement movement to recreation and adult
education to labor union organizing, among others, the professional affiliation with social
work was one among several options, albeit the one with the strongest support whose
proponents argued that “group work is a method in social work … not a profession—
social work is the profession.”114 As a significant outcome during the 1940s and early
1950s, these diverse origins of group work provided multiple points of contact and entry
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for émigrés who came from backgrounds such as education, social psychology, labor
unions, youth groups, and recreation and dance.
Konopka was not among the opponents of the merger in the mid-1950s. In fact, in
1962 she deplored the situation where caseworkers and group workers learn from each
other but “do not always credit each other for the help they gain from each other.”115
Over the years, however, she grew increasingly critical of the social work profession,
because she felt that the initial promise of a mutually nurturing coexistence of the
different specialties had not become a reality.
Whereas other social group workers rejected therapy as an appropriate method for
their field and attributed it exclusively to the realm of casework, Konopka did not agree
on this particular dividing line. In the mid-1940s, she was convinced that group work
could be applied beneficially in psychiatric settings, as it introduced the environment as a
crucial factor to approaches that otherwise focused on psychological processes of the
individual. However, in contrast to casework, according to Konopka, group work “never
dogmatically accepted psychoanalysis like casework did.”116 While she had been
interested in psychoanalysis for a long time and also collaborated with Fritz Redl who
was psychoanalytically oriented, she never practiced psychoanalysis in her own work,
because the children she worked with were not terribly sick, “but they have problems
around them,” and therefore she did not consider psychoanalysis a necessary approach.117
Except for the years between 1943 and 1947, when Konopka served as a
psychiatric group worker at the Pittsburgh Child Guidance Clinic, her work focused on
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social work education. In addition, she conducted research and she published
prolifically.118 Above all, she was concerned with adolescents, especially in
institutions.119 Starting in the 1960s, she directed her attention to delinquent adolescent
girls, who she felt had been overlooked with research focusing on boys. She received a
grant from National Institute of Mental Health for a three-year research project, which
resulted in the book The Adolescent Girl in Conflict.120 Ten years later, she published a
second book on girls based on interviews, Young Girls: A Portrait of Adolescence, this
time expanding the topic beyond delinquency, with the aim to raise understanding for
girls both within the profession and in the general public.121

Activities Outside the Social Work Profession
Konopka made it a priority to expand the scope of her activities beyond the
realms of academia and the social work profession. She served on regional, state, and
federal committees, many of them related to corrections. She conducted training courses
for police officers. She reached out to the larger public to raise awareness about and
discuss contemporary social issues covering topics such as race relations, the future of
Europe, gender issues to juvenile delinquency.122 Her methods of outreach were eclectic,
ranging from lectures at scholarly conferences to frequent speaking assignments in
various group settings (for example youth and church groups), to newspaper articles, and
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even radio and TV shows.123 She became known as an expert particularly on youth, and
she frequently served as the go-to person for journalists, as a plethora of newspaper
articles illustrate.124
Konopka regularly gave talks on a variety of social and political issues for which
she drew sizable audiences. In a letter to her husband she explained why these speaking
assignments—she often gave several talks a week—to youth or church groups were so
important to her: “They [i.e. adolescents at a YWCA group] give me much strength and I
feel as if I have a bigger impact than I do speaking in front of large audiences who
already think this way anyway. Here I connect to the roots, to people who usually don’t
hear these things.”125
In the immediate post-World War II years, she often spoke about Germany in
order to provide a nuanced understanding of the social and political conditions that had
led to World War II, as well as her vision of a peaceful post-war order involving a unified
Europe. She strove for a humanistic and nuanced understanding, even of Germany under
National Socialist rule. Her talks on Germany were not generalizing condemnations,
but—to the surprise of many listeners and to the chagrin of fellow refugees—she tried to
convey a more complex picture. With German friends and her non-Jewish husband on her
mind, Konopka underscored that not all Germans were National Socialist perpetrators; in
fact, she upheld that non-Jewish Germans also were persecuted and killed for their
123
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political convictions and resistance work and that their efforts should not disappear from
the historical record.
Even when Konopka spoke about Nazi Germany, she made sure to make her
larger argument pertinent to the current situation in the United States, thus
communicating insight and awareness that was immediately relevant for her audience.
For instance, she gave a talk in front of “colored HighSchool [sic] students (boys and
girls) at the YMCA” in January 1951 titled “What to do with Germany?” In a letter to her
husband she explained the talk: “I spoke for almost an hour giving the present state of
Germany, historical background of the political developments and the way I would see
the solution…I emphasized the fact that in the back of the whole Nazi work is this
definite idea of race superiority and this is something to fight here as much as over
there.”126
In 1968, Konopka changed her full-time appointment at the school of social work
into a part-time position and spent the remainder of her time as a “Coordinator of
Community Programs” at the newly founded University’s Center for Urban and Regional
Affairs (CURA), established to link the university with the local and regional
community.127 This center was another way for her to transcend the academic boundaries,
reach out to the community, and to make the work of the university relevant to the
community. “The new office will attempt to match the needs of the community with the
resources, faculty, and students of the University.”128 The newspaper article goes on to
list specific tasks that the community requested: “Community groups during the past
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month indicated a desire for University aid in three areas: community cultural
development, including technical aid in theater, social history, and consumer economics.”
Konopka’s responsibilities at the center revolved around youth development, which was
one of her main areas of expertise and a major professional concern. With this new
responsibility, she was able to bridge academic work and community outreach in her
work, which had been an ongoing aspiration spanning her entire career.
Together with her colleagues Miriam Seltzer and Diane Hyatt Hedin, Konopka
submitted a proposal to the university to establish a Center for Youth Development and
Research as a division within CURA. The Center with its focus on “research, teaching
and service” was approved in 1970 and Konopka appointed its director.129 Having gained
more autonomy, she conducted her research projects on youth, including youth
delinquency, in this center, which grew rapidly and had a staff of about twenty-five by
1973.130 The research for the book Young Girls: A Portrait of Adolescence was also
conducted by this center, whose affiliation Konopka had transferred from CURA to
Home Economics on the St. Paul campus in 1974.131 Konopka had now added physical
and administrative distance to the social work department as well as the profession of
social work in a larger sense, from which she felt increasingly alienated.132
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Parting Ways with the Social Work Profession
Konopka was plagued with problems and crises both on a personal and a more
general professional level, the extent of which may seem surprising considering her great
successes and the numerous accolades she accumulated over the course of her career. As
her personal diaries and partly also her letters reveal, she often struggled with self-doubt
and feelings of inadequacy, maybe depression even, which may provide a partial
explanation of what others have described as an excessive need for admiration and the
fact that “she liked the limelight.” Her perceived need for attention led to interpersonal
problems with colleagues and students, particularly at the University of Minnesota.133
Over time, however, a chasm occurred that transcended the department and extended to
the larger social work profession. While in the 1940s social work, and particularly group
work, seemed the perfect fit Konopka, by the 1970s she found herself alienated from her
profession.
Some students at the University of Minnesota disliked Konopka’s teaching style
and conduct as a faculty member. Immediately after her appointment, she acquired a
reputation of being very demanding, and students warned each other to “watch out for
Konopka.”134 While being demanding is not necessarily a negative attribute of a teacher,
other accusations were more serious. Some students complained that, while Konopka
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loved to preach and theorize democracy, she did not practice it in the classroom. In fact,
the students felt that Konopka came across as harsh, authoritarian and intolerant. For a
class in which teaching practices through modeling them in the classroom was as
important as teaching intellectual content, this was a serious allegation. Konopka’s own
self-image and her intentions as a teacher stand in striking contrast to the experiences and
interpretations of some students.
Expectations of behavior and professional conduct were undoubtedly linked to
gender roles. While women made up almost the entire social work faculty at the
University of Minnesota, the director was a man.135 This arrangement had historical
roots, as the social work program was a subdivision of the sociology department from its
beginning in 1917 until 1949, when it was transformed into a unit in the College of
Science, Literature and the Arts.136 Sociology was the men’s department, the social
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workers were women.137 During this time period, the chair of the sociology department
also served as the director of the social program. From 1923 to 1949, sociologist F. Stuart
Chapin was a very supportive director of the social work program. Chapin worked
tirelessly on turning social work from a little regarded women’s profession held in low
esteem into a respected academic field, as he expressed in a letter in 1943: “… the
problem of gaining academic recognition for professional social workers on a staff when
such people seldom have any graduate degrees or evidence of publication or research to
offer. We have gradually overcome this difficulty in the past twenty-five years and
several of our staff are widely respected people by scholars in other faculties of the
University.”138 Chapin represented the program to the academic world and to higher
ranking university officials. Gertrude Vaile, the associate director, effectively ran the
program and made the decisions concerning contents and internal administration.
While Konopka respected Chapin, admired his intellectual prowess, and felt very
much at home at the School of Social Work, things changed dramatically when John
Kidneigh took over the position of director in 1949.139 He had succeeded Vaile after her
retirement as associate director and then became the director of the School of Social
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Work, when it split from the Department of Sociology.140 The social dynamics at the
program shifted, and Konopka had the impression that feminine conduct was valued
more than professional accomplishments. She felt increasingly uncomfortable, which
resulted in tensions with other faculty members and, above all, the director Kidneigh. In
Konopka’s view, Kidneigh wanted to be adored and flattered by his subordinate female
faculty. Konopka refused to partake in such antics, because in her opinion she had
acquired enough professional accomplishments to approach him as his equal. Konopka
found that some colleagues interpreted her insistence on professional treatment as
arrogance, and her growing number of publications and international engagements only
increased this distance between them. Thus, while Konopka successfully started a new
career in the United States, was on the rise in her profession, and had acquired a
professorship at a large university, she found herself in an environment that she
experienced as hostile by the mid-1950s.
When Konopka decided in 1954 to get a doctorate, both John Kidneigh and
Theodore Blegen, dean of the graduate school at the time, advised her against it. In her
oral memoir, Konopka emphasized that both Kidneigh—up to this time and despite
personal differences—and Blegen had been very supportive of her overall.141 Thus, it was
likely that their advice was not rooted in a mean-spirited attempt to obstruct her
professional advancement. They perhaps had practical reasons and the interest of the
program in mind, for example that working on a degree would interrupt her work.
Furthermore, they were convinced that her teaching position would be secure without
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adding a doctoral degree. Kidneigh also argued that it would be awkward for a faculty
member to get a degree in her own department and that he would not allow it.142 Finally,
Kidneigh and Blegen’s refusal of support in this matter also speaks to gendered
expectations of academic trajectories at the time. While there is no doubt that Konopka
could have stayed in a stable job teaching social work at the University of Minnesota
without a doctorate, her career would most likely not have been the exceptional success
that eventually characterized her biography.143 Negative reactions among her colleagues
to Konopka’s numerous publications, her being in the spotlight, and public visibility can
be read as disapproval of Konopka’s behavior which contradicted the prescriptions of an
acquiescent feminine conduct. When her colleague Kurt Reichert, a fellow émigré and
social worker who had fled from Austria, remarked that “she’s not humble, not a typical
Minnesotan,” he covered part of the problem, but Konopka’s refusal to comply with
gendered role expectations certainly aggravated her situation.144
In her days as a student in Pittsburgh and during her first years as a social work
practitioner, she commented on the atypical gender roles in her relationship to Paul. In
the early 1940s, Paul had written about his experiences as a refugee in France and he
tried to get the article published. She wrote to him: “Maria wrote that they try to get it
published in the Atlantic Monthly. That would be wonderful, and I would be secretly
gleeful when you can no longer say that I am ‘the big cheese.’ Then you will be it and I
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will only be your wife.”145 In another instance, about two years later, she jokingly
reflected on her career: “It is Friday afternoon and my first vacation day. It feels so good
to be home. I know I ‘missed the boat’ in life. I should have been a farmer’s wife with 5
children at least, who stays home with her family, does a lot of housework and other
work too, but mostly likes to stay home with husband and children. And now just look
what has become of me!”146
Over the years, with Gisela Konopka’s plentiful obligations at the University and
scholarly community, as a public speaker and consultant, and her involvement in the
local community, Paul became her anchor. He created a quiet and harmonious
atmosphere at home and attended to her emotional and physical wellbeing.
When Kidneigh and Blegen suggested that a doctorate was not necessary for
Konopka’s position at the university, they considered her position in the stratified
arrangement of genders perfectly appropriate. This gendered hierarchy becomes apparent
in the distribution of doctoral degrees as well. In a distinctly feminized profession, in
which a man could easily be “feeling adrift in a woman’s world,” more men than women
would get doctoral degrees at the School of Social Work at the University of
Minnesota.147 In fact, in the fifteen years after the first person graduated with a Ph.D. in
1951, the School of Social Work awarded thirty-two Ph.D. degrees to twenty-four men
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and eight women.148 In addition to Saloshin, three more male émigrés received doctoral
degrees in the social work program at the University of Minnesota. Kurt Reichert from
Vienna graduated in 1955, Henry Maier, who grew up in Frankfurt, received his degree
in 1959, and Joseph Meisels, also from Vienna, in 1962.149
The first woman, and the sixth person overall, to receive a Ph.D. from the School
of Social Work at the University of Minnesota was Etta Saloshin in 1954. Konopka’s and
Saloshin’s relationship proved difficult.150 They differed in their ideas about the nature of
group work and its position in social work, as well as in their personal alliances in the
delicate social fabric of the social work faculty. Saloshin’s primary loyalty was to
Kidneigh, which deeply disappointed Konopka, who had advocated for Saloshin’s hire.
Konopka’s solution to the struggles with her adversaries on her faculty was to work
around them. Instead of giving up the doctorate, she went to New York and graduated
from Columbia University, where she reinforced her interdisciplinary connections and
also intensified her relationship to social work colleagues outside of Minnesota.
By the end of the 1950s, she seriously pondered leaving the University of
Minnesota, but decided against it because of her involvement in the community and
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because of her husband, who was doing well and liked it there. While she honored her
teaching obligations at the School of Social Work, she made ample use of opportunities
elsewhere, which brought satisfaction and new, more positive relationships. She taught
workshops and summer classes both in the United States and internationally, she went
abroad for research and speaking engagements, went on leaves of absence to work on
research projects, and took on responsibilities at the University of Minnesota outside of
the School of Social Work. With Konopka turning her attention elsewhere, Saloshin
assumed responsibility for the group work sequence. During a three-month stay in
Europe in 1961, Konopka sent a letter to her husband reporting news from the program
she had just received from her colleague Ruby Pernell: “Etta’s courses are really
becoming the most important ones. Well, I do not care so much any more. I am sure I’ll
write, and that is really more important. This is my contribution, let her have the glory on
that faculty.”151
Konopka strove to infuse social work with a solid backing in philosophy and to
include the social environment as well as political conditions as factors in identifying and
solving social problems. As an example of numerous similar statements, looking back at
her career in 1997 she described her impression of social work’s development as follows:
“There have been changes over the years. Some parts of social work—from my view—
have lost the great tradition of ‘philosophy translated into practice,’ have narrowed it to
‘technique,’ and have sometimes turned a mistaken ‘professional’ approach into treating
people like puppets. But we can still combat this.”152 Konopka, upholding her broader
vision of social work grounded in intellectual and philosophical considerations, reacted
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against a development in social work that, as she saw it, increasingly conceptualized the
social worker as a technical expert who manipulated the client into what was considered
appropriate social behavior. Such a concept collided with her understanding of the social
worker as a facilitator who helped instill in her clients a feeling of self-worth, a sense of
responsibility towards fellow humans, and, therefore, personal agency. In doing so, she
also argued against a narrow view of psychology and psychiatry in American social
work. “My view of man is psychosocial, seeing the individual as a whole, interacting
constantly with others and with the systems and subsystems in which he or she finds
himself or herself.”153 Without explicitly articulating it, she also criticized a trend that
increasingly cast the female social workers as lower-rank technicians, who acted based
on knowledge created by male social scientists.
Opposing a punitive approach to corrections, Konopka tirelessly spoke out on the
behalf of delinquent adolescents and tried to raise awareness and understanding for them
as troubled humans in need of support. Her activities included service as consultant in the
area of juvenile delinquency, lobbying for penal reform, and conducting workshops for
police and correctional officers. Furthermore, she used public talks and newspaper
articles in order to engage the broader public into adopting a more humane and
constructive attitude towards juvenile offenders.
Konopka had been interested in juvenile delinquency and the correctional
treatment already as a young woman in Weimar Germany, where progressive educators
experimented with alternative institutions. Decades later in the United States, she
returned to this interest. She advocated replacing mass institutions with community-based
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group homes, which should facilitate rehabilitation instead of merely punish the
adolescents. Group work again provided the guiding principles. Living in small groups
with peers should help the adolescents to become aware of their social functions and
responsibilities both in their groups and the larger community, instill a sense of selfconfidence and self-worth, and involve the offenders as active agents of rehabilitation.
She contested the American penal system based on dated and religion-inspired principles
of “retaliation, redemption through work or silence, strict obedience enforced through
military-type discipline, protection through custodial care, education through provision of
mostly vocational and often outdated training, sometimes individual or group therapy
unrelated to the rest of the milieu, and especially an overall separation from the
community.”154 These practices, according to Konopka, were counterproductive to
rehabilitation and were certainly not conducive to helping the delinquents become selfreliant and responsible members of society capable of fulfilling their citizen’s duties in a
democracy.
In an attempt to illustrate the obsolete approach to juvenile delinquency, Konopka
pointed out how inconsistent Americans were in their attitudes toward science and
technology on the one hand, and the social and human sciences on the other hand. As
flying to the moon had recently captured the public’s imagination, she argued that
“delving into the secrets of human behavior and human relations is as exciting and
adventuresome as space flight.”155 And yet, no comparative resources, collaborative
efforts, and intellectual rigor to the ones that made space flight possible went into
amelioration of human relations, and that “in this area the country is the most
154
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backward.”156 She deplored that “we are not willing to discard old, ineffective concepts
proved to be useless … We do not build on knowledge derived from past experiences and
many people … We follow some catchy fads … We do not use sharp evaluation, even
when possible—we either just continue what has traditionally been done or excuse our
poor practices by blaming someone else (the legislature, the public, and the like) …
Society as a whole does not spend money with needed generosity in any area concerned
with human beings.”157 While she was very careful not to equate knowledge of the
natural world to that of human society, she argued that the methodological principles and
the intellectual rigor used in science and technology should inspire a more rational,
systematic, and diligent approach to social issues: “It is necessary once and for all to
clarify our goals on the grounds of our knowledge and experiences and translate these
goals into tangible practice.”158 Konopka not only challenged her readers to more
historical awareness by claiming relevance of previously gained knowledge for
contemporary applications, she also had a more international orientation in mind. She
advocated a more historical, international, and systematic outlook of social work by
pointing out time and again that knowledge and experience gained elsewhere and at
various points in time should be made useful for solving social problems in the
contemporary United States context. After extensive research both in Germany and the
United States, she suggested adapting the Lindenhof model, a progressive experiment of
1920s Germany, to the correctional reforms in the 1960s United States, which should be
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updated by knowledge provided by contemporary psychosocial research.159
The Lindenhof, an experiment pioneered by the German progressive educator
Karl Wilker, was a correctional facility set up as an “educational and therapeutic
community” combining “the individual influence of an adult who respected young people
with a total, stimulating, and warm environment in which the students (as they were
called rather than inmates) were encouraged to help each other.”160 Konopka’s underlying
plea to politicians, professionals in corrections, and society was to acknowledge the
juvenile delinquent not as a “’bad’ person” but as a human being at a developmental
stage in which he/she undergoes tremendous transformations, and to recognize factors
such as race, class, and gender as significant elements of juvenile behavior. 161
Konopka proposed a book project to Aldine Press: “I think I might want to start
out by describing the present situation and the incredibly low standards as well as the
confused goal setting in this field. I then want to move into what we have learned about
the history of delinquency institutions in this country and present as a model, some of the
reform in the 1920’s in Europe with a view toward the now and the future. I really think
this is terribly important and that we do need more writing in relation to goal setting
instead of just surveys.”162 The book never came to fruition. Even though she had secured
a book contract beforehand, the final manuscript was rejected because it was not “good
enough,” in her interpretation.163 Her efforts to get it published elsewhere were in vain,
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as well.164 Rather than a lack of quality, the responses by other publishers she had
approached with the manuscript suggest that the book did not fit any disciplinary
publishing program or targeted readership in the United States during the 1970s and
1980s. For example, the editor for sociology at Prentice Hall considered it too historical
and thus of limited use for students.165 She did get two articles accepted based on this
research in major social work journals, however, one by Social Work and the other by the
Social Service Review.166 She had intended these as supplemental publications to the
book and not in lieu of it.
Over the decades, Konopka’s work seems to become increasingly out of sync
with mainstream American social work. The popularity of group work in the profession
was in decline more generally and Konopka’s particular approach and perhaps her
personality, as well as her unwillingness to adhere to changing professional standards
caused friction with the social work community. She cast yet a wider net. During a sixmonth sabbatical leave from fall 1970 to spring 1971, she traveled extensively, including
to the Philippines, Thailand, India, Turkey, Israel, Iran, Germany, and Czechoslovakia.
She lectured, taught group work, conducted workshops for social workers, social work
educators, and personnel in institutions, and offered consultations on topics such as
curriculum building in social work and institutional care of children. She also met with
policy makers and administrators to discuss youth delinquency and corrections, among
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other topics.167
Her publication record shows that, by the 1970s, she increasingly published
outside the major American social work journals as well as in foreign journals. As
Andrews-Schenk reported, some colleagues criticized the quality of Konopka’s scholarly
work and the fact that she did not publish in the ‘right’ journals.168 Konopka’s response to
a rejection of an article in Social Work, the journal of the NASW, illustrates the conflict
of interest between Konopka and her discipline: “I was very amused about the reasons for
not publishing my paper…it is the second time that Social Workers do not publish
something that I wrote because I am talking too ‘informal.’ If they would want to, I could
translate all that I have to say into the typical ‘gobbledy-gook.’ Frankly, I think it is
boring…I am enclosing a paper that was published by ORTHO [American Journal of
Orthopsychiatry]. It was immediately accepted by the editors, but I knew that Social
Workers would never want it because of its ‘informality.”169
Konopka found an intellectual home in the American Orthopsychiatric
Association, an interdisciplinary organization bringing together “professionals interested
in the intersection of mental health, social justice, and human rights.”170 Founded by a
group of nine psychiatrists in 1924 and having developed in close association with the
child guidance movement, this association took as its core tenet the significance of the
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social environment for individuals’ mental health.171 As the forum for the exchange of
various perspectives on research, theory, methods, social action, public policy, and
mental health practice, the association started to publish the American Journal of
Orthopsychiatry in 1930.172
Konopka participated in the annual meetings of the American Orthopsychiatric
Association and, in 1962, was elected president for the upcoming year following the
presidency of Fritz Redl. The interdisciplinary membership organized around the theme
of mental health and social justice, i.e. the individual in its social environment, provided
precisely the stimulating environment that she enjoyed, and her position brought her the
appreciation and freedom that she felt social work was denying her. This was the
scholarly and professional community to which the social environment, social justice,
and social reform mattered.
Even though group work reemerged in the late 1970s and social group workers
started to forge a new identity within social work, Konopka had no desire to become part
of this movement.173 As her husband had died in 1976 and she had retired from her
university positions in 1978, she reduced her activities to community involvement as well
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as writing. Having received numerous awards for her achievements over the 1980s and
1990s, she died in Minneapolis in December 2003.174

Conclusion
In the late 1930s and 1940s, the arrival of European émigrés looking to establish a
new professional life in the United States coincided with a window of opportunity in
social group work, which was expanding and professionalizing. In addition to finding
training and employment opportunities, émigrés realized that group work, in particular,
connected interests, experience, and ideologies from their European past with potential
future careers in the United States that could satisfy their professional and ideological
needs, as well as their commitment to social reform. The diverse roots of group work
evident in the American settlement movement, neighborhood centers, adult education,
recreation, camps, Jewish centers, self help, and labor union organizing provided a broad
scope of contact and entry points for the Europeans. During this period, group work was
still expanding and open for new people and ideas. As they built careers in the United
States, émigrés infused social group work with their enthusiasm and experience and
flourished with their profession.
When group work became a subsection of the National Association of Social
Work in 1955 and started to take social casework as its model, group work lost many of
its distinct features and, by the 1960s, became largely invisible in the profession. The
reasons for the decline of group work were not limited to factors internal to the
profession, however. Since many group workers identified with the political left, the shift
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in the political climate in the 1950s and particularly McCarthy’s campaign hit group
work very hard. As historians have started to explore the impact of the political climate of
the early 1950s on social group work, it has become clear that much work remains to be
done to understand better the political aspects of the dynamics underlying the
development of social work in the post-war era.175
In addition to the political affiliation and sympathies of many social work
professionals, the cornerstones of group work, such as community and diversity, became
suspicious. Social workers shifted the focus of their attention to the individual. For social
group work as a subdivision of social work, this meant that the group no longer stood
equal next to the individual as units of social work activities, but instead the group was
increasingly instrumentalized to reach and influence individuals. As the analysis in this
chapter has shown, this transformation of social group work was both a function of
developments within the social sciences as well as the larger milieu. Emerging during the
economic and social turbulences of the 1930s as a functional and politically charged
alternative to the shortcomings of psychoanalytic casework, the various strands
condensed into a disciplinary identity during the 1940s and early 1950s. This distinct
identity was on the wane in the following two decades with the increasing subjugation to
the individual casework approach. The group had been transformed into a tool for
working on the individual.
Gisela Konopka’s career reflects many of these advances and tensions in social
work, and particularly social group work, over the course of roughly half a century.
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Having studied education and psychology in Germany, bringing an interest in and some
experience with maladjusted children, her activities as a youth group leader, and her
involvement with German labor unions, she arrived in the United States in 1941, just as
social group work started to expand and professionalize. After studying with some of the
founders of professional social group work, paramount among them Gertrude Wilson,
and having plenty of experience, Konopka was well equipped to play a major role in
carrying the field forward. As group workers were concerned about their field’s
philosophical and historical void, Konopka used her dissertation to offer a philosophy as
a basis of unification and for establishing practices. By the time the book was published
in 1958, however, social group work had already been absorbed into the National
Association of Social Work and group work’s advocates largely abandoned their efforts
to maintain it as a field with its own, distinct character.
The tensions and conflicts between Gisela Konopka and the American social
work profession, which intensified over the years and peaked in the 1970s, illustrate the
value of a biographical approach. Instead of ending the narrative at the point of
successful professional reorientation in emigration, usually marked by finding a
permanent job and thus implying a happily-ever-after scenario, a long-term biographical
perspective can reveal further upheavals in the development and identities of both of the
émigrés and their profession. Undoubtedly some émigrés, for example Etta Saloshin,
found in social work a satisfying environment in which to spend their working lives.
While mainstream social workers thought of themselves as scientific, modern, and
cutting-edge problem solvers, Konopka could not accept that her profession
wholeheartedly embraced what she considered narrow-mindedness and short-sightedness
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and rejected her critical and historically informed approach that emphasized continuities
at the core of these issues across cultures, space, and time.
Despite Konopka’s disillusionment with the direction social work was taking, she
did appreciate the opportunity it had offered when she arrived as refugee from Europe,
with her ambitions destroyed and her budding career disrupted. With the large number of
refugees, among them numerous academics, many people had to adjust their ambitions,
and particularly women were relegated to menial or technical jobs. While Konopka and
Saloshin started out in domestic service, they found in social work an avenue into
academic positions as full professors. Among the opportunities for émigré women, such a
position was very prestigious, and more common among the men in the émigré
population. Attaining this kind of stature in a field was unusual for émigré women,
however. A larger number of women who secured their livelihood in social work stayed
in the ranks as practitioners. One of them was Anne Fischer, the case study of the next
chapter.
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CHAPTER THREE
THE RELUCTANT SOCIAL WORKER: ANNE FISCHER’S WINDING PATH
INTO PROFESSIONAL SOCIAL CASEWORK

Only few women among the émigrés in social work embarked on illustrious
careers and secured prestigious positions in the profession. For the large majority, social
work provided job opportunities after a relatively short training period and a source of
income deemed appropriate for women, even in socially conservative areas.1 Social
workers were typically practitioners employed by one of the many private organizations
or departments of public welfare. These social workers were concerned with carrying out
the daily tasks of their respective workplace’s mission, including child and maternal
welfare, hospital social work, and provision of material relief, among others. The
majority of these social workers, both Americans and émigrés, focused on their daily
practice. Most of them were not engaged in research, teaching, or in publishing activities.
They left few traces and are largely invisible in the historical record.
Anne Fischer, the case study of this chapter, belongs to this group of lesserknown practitioners. She left an extensive collection of private correspondence with her
friend Hermann Simon, however, which provides unique insights into daily life in
emigration, into processes of adjustment to a new social, cultural, and professional
environment as well as the mundane details of everyday life. Starting in the early 1930s,
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Fischer and Simon maintained an intensive letter exchange lasting into the early 1980s.2
Initially, they usually wrote several letters per week, which decreased over time, as they
started to turn to the telephone as a major means of communication. In her letters,
Fischer typically provided an account of her activities since the last letter, described her
impression of people she had met, summarized discussions from social functions she
found interesting, detailed her emotional state, discussed literature and art (as well as on
rare occasions politics), chronicled her family’s daily life, detailed news from her
husband’s work as well as the children’s experiences in school, and overall discussed
whatever occupied her mind at the time. These letters to her confidante almost took on
the quality of a diary and illuminate Fischer’s life and her thoughts, reflecting changes
over time, in minute detail, thus providing depth and texture to her narrative of migration
and of personal and professional reorientation. They allowed me to zoom in on
crossroads and contentious episodes in her life, which reveals an entangled web of
personal desires, professional and intellectual aspirations, and talent bound by family
obligations and social conventions, but also disappointments, self-criticism, contradictory
intentions and actions, insecurities, reluctance, and indecisiveness in a richness not
frequently available in the records of émigrés.
Anne Fischer was involved as a volunteer in refugee work for several years,
providing assistance to European Jews who fled from the National Socialists. Her
husband, the physiologist Ernst Fischer, held a professorship at the Medical College of

2

Fischer and Simon met in the late 1920s, when they both lived in Frankfurt. They maintained a close
connection throughout their lifetime. For the years between 1943 to 1951, Fischer’s letters are lost, and the
main events can only be gleaned through Simon’s letters responding to her. In addition to the
correspondence, I also was able to consult an oral history interview with Anne Fischer. Anne Fischer,
interview by Joachim Wieler, October 6, 1990, recording, German Central Institute for Social Issues,
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Virginia and secured the family’s financial stability. Anne prioritized taking care of the
children and the household. In contrast to the émigrés discussed in the previous chapters,
Fischer’s story is more conventionally gendered in many ways, both regarding her
lifestyle and how she approached social work.
The historiography of American social work in the late nineteenth and first half of
the twentieth centuries focuses on its professionalization, which entailed a process of
separating the trained social workers from the lay persons, or volunteers. In the
nineteenth century, the volunteer had been a central figure in American philanthropy. As
so-called friendly visitors, predominantly white, Christian, middle-class volunteers
visited the homes of the poor, intent on helping them out of their presumed self-inflicted,
desperate state by serving as role models and by “direct influence of successful, educated,
and cultured representatives of the middle class upon the dependent individual or
family.”3 In the early twentieth century, the perception of poverty as a personal
shortcoming and character deficiency made way for an understanding of larger societal
and economic factors as causing social problems, thus requiring new countermeasures.
Social work developed novel social-science-based theories, techniques in dealing with
clients, and training programs for social work practitioners. Instead of approaching with
sympathy, female virtue, and morality, the new professional social workers, in their view,
met their clients with objectivity, scientific neutrality, and rationality. Social workers no
longer understood themselves as delivering benevolent charity, but rather as purveyors of
professional treatment. As a consequence, the status and role of the volunteer changed
significantly. Trained social workers with skill and expertise became the conveyors of
3

Roy Lubove, The Professional Altruist: The Emergence of Social Work as a Career, 1880-1930
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1965), 12.
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social services, while the volunteers were devalued and excluded from the profession in
the process.4
Historians have overestimated the smoothness of passing the torch from the
amateurs to the professionals, as Regina Kunzel argued in her study of single mothers
and the professionalization of social work.5 In doing so, standard accounts “underplay the
roughness of this transition … [and] obscure the resistance and resilience of the older
tradition.”6 While Kunzel analyzed the struggles for professional power that took place in
maternity homes over unmarried motherhood, this chapter introduces refugee aid as a site
where both volunteers and professionals were engaged well into the 1940s. The influx of
large numbers of Jewish refugees from Europe posed a challenge to the organizations in
charge of the newly arrived. While refugee aid was an area of employment for trained
social workers, the demand for their services often exceeded the social worker’s capacity
or private organizations were simply not able to afford professionals. Volunteers filled in.
Émigré volunteers like Anne Fischer were not merely lesser versions of professionals,
however. While they did not have professional training, they were equipped with
competence that could not be taught at schools of social work: they shared a cultural
background, language, and experience with refugees.
Metropolitan areas with large poor and immigrant populations, such as Chicago
and New York City, constituted the centers of professionalizing social work and
generally served as the settings for its historiography. Exile studies have traditionally
shared this geographical focus on large cities, as many exiles and refugees sought out
4

Ibid., 18-19, 83.
Regina G. Kunzel, Fallen Women, Problem Girls: Unmarried Mothers and the Professionalization of
Social Work, 1890-1945 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1993).
6
Ibid., 3.
5
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urban areas because of their cosmopolitan character and assumed job opportunities. New
York in particular was popular for its European flair and the large networks of refugees
and exiles, where Austrians and Germans could recreate social and cultural institutions
and even aspire to a familiar atmosphere that no longer existed in Europe.7 Much less is
known about the lives of exiles and refugees on the periphery, particularly in the southern
parts of the United States, where they encountered circumstances that were very different
from big city life.8 Anne Fischer’s story of building a life in Richmond, Virginia, sheds
some light both on life in the province and as a social worker located outside the centers
of the profession. She provides a contrasting vantage point to the previous chapters, from
which to interrogate the life of a Jewish émigré woman and her path into American social
work.
This chapter argues that social work embedded in the local Jewish community
enabled émigré women such as Anne Fischer, whose lives were framed by the rules of a
traditional marriage, to realize goals beyond their domestic responsibilities, which
provided them with a sense of professional, social, and moral accomplishment. Through
Fischer’s volunteer work of helping fellow refugees, which eventually led her into a
career in professional social work, she created a sphere of activity outside the home
allowing her some financial and emotional independence from her husband. While her
affiliation with the Jewish community made her work possible, both the community’s
social rules and Fischer’s location on the geographical and professional periphery
7

See, for example, Geneviève Susemihl “...
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verlorenen Heimat (Giessen: Haland & Wirth im Psychosozial-Verlag, 2006).
8
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curtailed her professional opportunities. She is emblematic of émigré women in social
work, who spent their careers in daily practice of the profession, who neither conducted
research nor published, and who are therefore mostly invisible in the historical record. As
this chapter will show, however, by activating resources from outside the social work
profession, Fischer’s activities modified local practices to the benefit of her clients.

Anne (Rosenberg) Fischer’s Early Life in Germany
Anne Fischer was born Anne Rosenberg in Stuttgart in 1902. Her father Bernhard
Rosenberg was a physician, and her mother was a housewife. Anne and her older brother
Eric grew up in a working-class district in Stuttgart, in the house where their father had
his doctor’s office.9 Surrounded by her father’s patients, Anne gained insight into the
working class’ living conditions as a young girl without having to share these
circumstances in her own life.
She attended Gymnasium for girls and graduated in 1921. She wanted to attend
university but her father did not allow it, as he wished for his daughter to get married.
Then she met Ernst Fischer, later to be her husband, who was a medical student and
fervent socialist. He supported Anne’s desire to go to university and convinced her father
to give his permission.10 She first attended Stuttgart Technical University to study
chemistry. Next she went to Frankfurt University, and eventually took classes at

9
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Heidelberg University. She abandoned chemistry and followed her interest in German
literature, philosophy, and the arts, a passion she maintained throughout her lifetime.11
Anne Rosenberg and Ernst Fischer married in 1925. After graduating from
medical school, Ernst turned to a research and teaching career in physiology. He received
a grant from the Rockefeller Foundation, which took the couple to Naples for six months
shortly after their wedding, and then to London for another six months. They returned to
Frankfurt, where Ernst worked with Albrecht Bethe at the Physiological Institute.12 In
1929, Ernst Fischer went to the University of Rochester, New York, as an exchange
researcher for several months, where he built important ties that proved significant
several years later when the family sought ways to leave Germany.13
Anne Fischer focused on her responsibilities as a wife and mother, and continued
to attend classes at the university during her leisure time, but without completing her
degree. Her own self-understanding did not include having a professional or academic
career, as she explained: “I was nothing but the wife of a professor in the making … I

11

Among the circles and scholars she cited as influential later was the so-called Georgekreis, a group of
writers around the charismatic author Stefan George. She remarked that her admiration for this group
embarrassed her later, as they were outspokenly elitist and absolutely devoted to their messiah-like leader.
See Anne Fischer, interview by Joachim Wieler. On the Georgekreis and its relation to the German
bourgeoisie see Carola Groppe, Die Macht der Bildung: Das Deutsche Bürgertum und der Georgekreis,
1890-1933 (Cologne: Böhlau, 1997).
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Albrecht Bethe was the father of physicist and Nobel Prize winner Hans Bethe, a fellow émigré in the
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development to the hydrogen bomb and his subsequent strong critical position on nuclear weapons.
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went to university to attend some lectures … and I had two children.”14 Her son Georg
was born in 1926 and her daughter Eva in 1932. Fischer’s main responsibilities included
raising the children and managing the household, for which she could also rely on two
domestic employees. Overall, she lived a comfortable life in a social environment that
included mostly academics and members of the educated middle class.
When the National Socialists assumed power in Germany in 1933, Ernst Fischer
was dismissed from his position at the University.15 Albrecht Bethe advocated on
Fischer’s behalf, but to no avail, since the administration argued that the position would
be canceled altogether.16 The Fischers pondered what to do. They considered the idea of
the Thousand Year Reich ridiculous and were convinced it could not possibly last longer
than a few years. One option they considered was to establish a private laboratory in the
basement of Anne’s grandmother’s house, so Ernst could continue his research, while
they sat out the National Socialist nightmare.17 Another possibility they deliberated was

14

Anne Fischer, interview by Joachim Wieler. The way Fischer structured her narrative in the oral history
interview mirrored the priorities set in her own life. After talking about her childhood, her education, and
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Folder 17.
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grounds. Reichsgesetzblatt 1933, Teil I, 175-77.
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emigration to China.18 Since they had a relative in the United States and, more
importantly, since Ernst’s former academic host and staunch supporter, physiologist
Wallace O. Fenn, organized a position for him at the University of Rochester, they
decided to move to the United States in 1934.19
Anne Fischer did not want to leave Germany at all. Her personal situation was
complicated, as she was in love with Hermann Simon (1900-1990), a lawyer, who was
also a family friend. Born in Frankfurt in 1900 as the son of a bank vice president, he
studied law in Frankfurt, Freiburg, Berlin, and Bonn, graduated in 1924 with a doctorate
in law, and passed the bar exam in 1926. In the following year, he went to work in Paris,
London, and New York to gain a better understanding of the French, British, and
American legal and economic systems. From 1927 to 1933 he practiced law in Frankfurt.
In May 1933 the Ministry of Justice reversed Simon’s admission to the bar because of his
Jewish ancestry.20 He consecutively worked as a business consultant and as a financial
and emigration adviser for Jews who were leaving Germany, until he immigrated to the
United States himself, settling in New York City in March 1938.21 He attended law
18

While Fischer discussed in her oral history interview different options for their future, as she and her
husband saw them in 1933, she did not mention potential plans of moving to China. Her correspondence,
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school at New York University and graduated in 1941. In 1942 he passed the bar exam.
In the United States, he continued his advocacy for Jewish refugees and was a board
member of organizations such as the American Federation of Jews from Central Europe
and Selfhelp of German Émigrés. He joined the army in December 1943, which took him
to France in the summer of 1944 and later in the same year into Germany as a member of
the Eighth Infantry Division. After his return to the United States, Simon joined the
Manhattan-based law firm Fried, Frank, Harris, Shriver & Jacobson in 1947, where he
worked as a partner and, after his retirement in 1979, as a counsel until his death in
August 1990.22 Simon’s and Fischer’s love affair lasted throughout their lives. He never
married, and she repeatedly considered leaving her marriage with Ernst Fischer to live
with Simon in New York. Until then, they used letters to communicate, which resulted in
this rich record of correspondence that constitutes the main source for this chapter.

A Wife in Emigration
Anne Fischer arrived in the United States together with her children in late
August 1934, longingly expected by Ernst, who had made the trip two months earlier and
in the meantime had set up the foundation for their new lives. He was optimistic and
ready to start his new life both professionally and in his relationship with Anne. Anne,
however shared neither his optimism nor his determination to build a better life and

22
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happier future for themselves in the United States.23 She joined him, reluctantly and
unhappily, following her sense of responsibility for her family, as she considered a life
outside of Germany the only possibility to raise the children in a hospitable environment
with good schooling.
Anne Fischer’s correspondence from her first few years in the United States
exudes misery, pessimism, and a persistent sense of being out of place. Experiencing her
relocation so negatively sets Fischer apart from other women in this study, who reported
rather quick adjustment and an appreciation of the opportunities they encountered in the
United States.24 It is important to note, however, that Fischer moved to the United States
earlier than the other women in this study, at a time when Jews were gradually excluded
from economic and social life in Germany, but overall their lives were not yet
immediately threatened by Nazi persecution. In addition to Fischer’s personal disaster of
being separated from Simon, the sense of general loss outweighed the happiness and
relief of having escaped.

23

In a letter she wrote on the ship traveling to the United States, she explained how torn and dismal she
felt: “I am getting more and more depressed. If I think about how much E. is looking forward to us – and
how I will disappoint him… I know that he got through the past months with the sense: in America
everything will be new and it will be good. I really want to help him – but without lying…” Anne Fischer
to Hermann Simon, 17 August 1934, Fischer papers, LBI, Box 5, Folder 5. German original: “Es bedrückt
mich immer mehr. Wenn ich denke, wie sehr E. sich auf uns freut und – wie ich ihn enttäuschen
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neu und gut. Ich möchte ihm wirklich helfen – aber nicht lügen… ”
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with her new life.
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Fischer seemed unable to find anything in the United States that she could
appreciate. She resented everything American, including the culture, people, customs,
architecture, food, and books. Upon arriving in New York City, an experience that
émigrés typically described as awe-inspiring, elating, or at least very impressive, she met
with her friend Georg Eisler, a fellow émigré, who was enthusiastic about the city.25 To
convince Fischer of the magnificence of the city, he showed her the newly erected
Rockefeller Center building. Fischer was annoyed by her friend’s excitement and
remained steadfast in her opinion: “I allow myself to hate this magic. Something
inhumane is unleashed in it, and to me humans are still more important than skyscrapers
… The fact that Georgie of all people has surrendered to these powers hit me very
hard.”26 Fellow émigrés, who liked their new lives or elements of the United States,
irritated her, and Fischer considered them traitors to her beloved German culture, to
which she felt a deep, romantic connection.
Even more than New York City, Fischer disliked her life in Rochester. A
scientist’s wife who had enjoyed her middle-class lifestyle and academic network in
Frankfurt, where she could spend an afternoon attending a lecture by Martin Buber,
before discussing the newest essay by Thomas Mann over dinner with likeminded
friends, she could not reconcile herself with her new life that she considered dull and
provincial.27 Neither was the physical environment, which she found lacking in
sophistication, to her liking as she complained to Simon: “I don’t like it at all… Things
25

Her friend was the Hamburg-born publisher and Hebrew scholar Georg B. Eisler, not to be confused with
the Austrian artist Georg Eisler.
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here are so ‘untidy,’ so sloppy! ... The way houses were put into the fields randomly and
with haste, and how they were just left there offends me every day anew. I am glad that
one can pass by those very quickly in the car.”28 The pace of life around her and what she
perceived as a culture of makeshift also caused her discomfort: “Everything…gets more
or less finished as quickly as possible…This fear of losing time appears to me like a
disease—or like idolatry.”29 She would understand this rush to quickly finish things, she
continued, if it were to save time for something more important. All she could find,
however, was an emptiness in American culture and society, which she repeatedly
juxtaposed with the rich and soulful German culture that she had to leave behind.
Fischer was far from isolated socially, but she felt disconnected from most people
around her. She missed the long, deep, and blunt conversations about subjects such as
politics, religion, art, and literature. She accepted the stereotype of American
superficiality, which she found so hard to bear, as her description of an afternoon with
fellow faculty wives illustrates: “How many more silly afternoons like the one today will
have to pass? I was invited to a gathering of the younger wives of the faculty. Everyone
played bridge—25 young women. I had time to study them thoroughly. So aloof. Such
alien horizons! So little humanity in their eyes. Again this atmosphere of indifference, of
being haphazardly woven together—three hours of bridge—and then the wind will scatter
these leaves to some other place … One can tell that underneath their standardized skin

28
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all of them are very busy—strapped into the American routine with no meaning, faith,
kindness.”30
Fischer also struggled with the English language, an immediate obstacle which,
more than a practical problem, she interpreted as part of the profound cultural differences
between the Americans and herself, resulting in a feeling of utter isolation: “Everything
here is happening in a space that is devoid of air and life (except for memory and
hope…). When I talk to Americans, air is set in motion, nothing more. The words don’t
reach their destination—neither here nor there.”31 The people to whom she felt connected
were either Germans, or Americans who had spent time in Europe, or who were at least
Germanophiles.32 These persons were rare, however, and after an invitation at the house
of one of her husband’s American colleagues, where the conversation had once more
focused on servants, money, and scandals, she asked in desperation: “How long can one
bear not being able to take one’s own presence seriously?”33

30
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While Fischer participated in the social life of Rochester’s academic community
during her first year in the United States, she spent most of her time on her
responsibilities as a wife and mother and, with the help of a maid, running the household.
She had no plans of taking up employment, but she mentioned in a letter to Hermann
Simon that “if I took on any work here, I would like to do ‘charity.’”34 This statement
was inspired by one of the few positive encounters she reports in her first year with Miss
Cohen, a social worker at the school of Fischer’s son. Fischer was very impressed by the
intelligent, welcoming, and understanding woman who became an important contact and
who explained American customs and social rules to her. With her sympathetic way of
interacting with people, Cohen became a role model for Fischer. A different motivation
for Fischer expressing a general interest in charity was her belief at the time that the
disorganized and primitive American society needs help: “… charity, which in my
opinion is much more useful here in this ill-defined hustle than I ever considered it at
home. Here the ‘good heart’ can accomplish so much more.”35 These considerations were
purely theoretical, however, as getting a job was not on Fischer’s agenda, and securing a
position for Ernst for the following year had absolute priority.36
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With support by Fenn and some European contacts, Ernst Fischer applied for
several professorships, for example in Switzerland, Peru, and at the newly founded
university in Teheran, Iran.37 Thoughts on moving to Iran dominated Anne Fischer’s
correspondence in the spring 1935 and, for a while, this step seemed very likely to
happen. The negotiations culminated in Ernst attending a meeting with an Iranian
diplomat in New York City.38 Other possibilities, which they did not seriously consider at
the time, as Ernst could also stay in Rochester for a second year if nothing else worked
out, included a lesser-paid assistant position at Stanford University.39 He was not chosen
for any senior professorship, but in the summer 1935 he was offered a position as
associate professor in the Department of Physiology at the Medical College in Virginia.40
He accepted the offer, and in early October 1935 the family moved to Richmond,
Virginia. 41

Negotiating a Jewish Life
A few weeks after the Fischers’ arrival in Richmond, the reformed Jewish
community of Beth Ahabah, the largest congregation in town, reached out to them—in
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Anne Fischer’s assessment both to welcome and to recruit them.42 She explored what the
congregation had to offer, talked to the rabbi and to representatives of the temple
sisterhood, and went to the synagogue. Fischer was not convinced that this reformed
service was right for her, however, as she explained to Simon: “A service of the reformed
kind, with music and hymns and English prayers…In lieu of a sermon he [the rabbi] read
an ‘open letter’ to the president concerning social security and retirement plans. He was
‘in favor.’ This was followed by the final hymn. All of it was somewhat empty, but
without pretense and artificial pathos.”43 Even though she felt disconnected and alien, she
was not yet ready to give up on this congregation, as she had the impression that “in
America, I belong there [the Beth Ahabah] more than to any other place in America.”44
Fischer was determined to pass on a sense of their Jewish roots to her children
and to instill in them a curiosity about Jewish history and culture.45 She attempted to
forge a balance between immersing the children in mainstream American culture and
providing them with an awareness of their Jewish heritage, for example by celebrating
both Christmas and Hanukkah. While passing on a sense of and, as she hoped, a love for
their Jewish belonging was a priority for her, she tried to hide this urgency from her
children. She encouraged them to participate in Jewish life in Richmond, preferably
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because they wanted to and not because they were forced to.46 Her efforts in immersing
the children in Judaism led to tensions with her husband, as Ernst did not share Anne’s
passion for Jewish culture. He protested Anne’s plans of signing Georg up for sabbath
school, for example, which not only put him in conflict with Anne, but also with some
representatives of the Jewish community. After the initial friendly invitations to the
Fischers, they used pressure to integrate the family into their community. A teacher at the
sabbath school, for example, pointed out that in a small town like Richmond it was
essential to be a member of a congregation: “In New York you might be able to stay
outside the congregation, but not here. It may work for a year or two, but after that
nobody will respect you.”47 Fischer was amused by the exasperated advice she received
from Jews more than once: “Go to the Baptists or the Episcopals if you like … but you
have to belong to a congregation!”48
The Richmond Jewish community was far from homogenous. The different
groups provided various niches for newcomers to fit in, but at the same time rendered
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their situation more complicated.49 In the fall of 1937, two years after their relocation to
Richmond, Anne Fischer was still unsure about where and how she and her family fit into
the town’s Jewish society. While she had resolved that she belonged to the Jewish
community, she was still conflicted as to which congregation was appropriate for her.
She had visited the reformed congregation Beth Ahabah repeatedly over the previous
years and regularly interacted with its members, but she disliked the emphasis of the
congregation on its social aspect as the provider of a community, while, in Fischer’s
opinion, it neglected the religious aspect. Other European émigrés agreed, as she
reported: “Coincidentally, all the emigrants we talked to in the past few days, talked
about the [Jewish] community - full of derision and contempt…I can’t accept the
factitiousness regarding the religious … just for the sake of the children’s social
integration. There is more at stake than just the ‘social.”50
In order to explore other options, Fischer decided to take a closer look at the
conservative temple Beth-El.51 As usual, she reported her impressions to Hermann
Simon: “On Friday night we went to the conservative synagogue. We both liked it: it was
so much more genuine, Jewish, and devout than the reformed one. It was a real religious
service–and not a social get-together. The ritual [could be] recognized as Jewish…The
49
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congregation … what you call lower middle-class.”52 Even though the Fischers found
Beth-El more appealing regarding the way religion was practiced, associating with the
conservative congregation proved problematic. As soon as word got out that the family
was interested in Beth-El, members of Beth Ahabah got alarmed, “appalled” and
“distraught” even. A well-meaning woman warned them about Beth-El and told Anne
Fischer that she wouldn’t find anyone “congenial” in this congregation and that her son
would be deeply unhappy with the children there.53 The unspoken issue at the heart of
this matter was a long-standing rift between the well established Jews of German descent,
who were organized in Beth Ahabah, and the Jews from Eastern Europe, who were
organized in the city’s conservative and orthodox congregations. As late as 1943,
Solomon A. Fineberg from the American Jewish Committee described the local Jewish
community: “In Richmond, lines are drawn between Jews of German and Jews of
Russian extraction with almost unparalleled sharpness. So ingrained is the snobbishness
of the one group toward the other that it is no exaggeration to say that German Jews
cannot associate with Jews of East European origin on equal social terms without
themselves risking the loss of their social standing.”54
In addition to the danger of alienating social contacts she had fostered over the
past years and who held powerful positions in Richmond, the conservative congregation
posed an additional problem for the Fischers. Beth-El had a Zionist orientation, and the
rabbi was opposed to helping German refugees settle in the United States, while Beth
52
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Ahabah welcomed refugees. Reflecting on this ongoing dilemma about the process of
how to integrate their Jewish culture and faith into their lives in the United States, Fischer
observed: “How odd – how the entire problem has shifted. Now the choice is: Zionist or
reformed – and not religious or social, as I initially thought.”55 In the end, she stayed with
Beth Ahabah, which organized most of the private welfare initiatives in Richmond,
including the refugee aid for European Jews during World War II.
Reconciling the membership in the Jewish community with participating in
outside organizations constituted yet another challenge for the family. Both the
Richmond chapter of the National Council of Jewish Women (NCJW), affiliated with
Beth Ahabah, and the Young Women’s Christian Association (YWCA) of Richmond
invited Fischer to become a member.56 While Fischer found the YWCA much more
progressive and its events and lectures more interesting, the “C” bothered her and she
decided to formally join the NCJW, thus prioritizing her affiliation with the Jewish
community.57 Her ten-year-old son Georg, who was the family member most eager to fit
into American society, faced a similar quandary. The YMCA boy’s club at his school
invited Georg to join. A rabbi, however, advised Fischer against allowing her son to join
the club to avoid getting him exposed to unwanted influences. After considerable drama,
Georg was allowed to join the YMCA boy’s club about a month later, after both the
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Jewish and the Christian camp had compromised, and the YMCA pledge was altered for
Georg as to not offend his Jewish faith.58
Fischer’s early years in the United States were shaped by intense negotiations
about her Jewish identity, both with herself and her social environment. As it became
clear that the family would stay in the United States, her initially half-hearted efforts to
become a part of American society became more serious, which was accompanied by a
struggle of how to reconcile adjustment to their new society with maintaining her
European Jewish identity. As the Fischers’ lives became more and more intertwined with
the Jewish community in Richmond, they had to clarify their self-understanding as Jews
and position themselves within the Jewish-American local society. For Ernst this was not
a problem. His ancestry was Jewish and he was a member of the Richmond Jewish
community, but he did not find himself in any philosophical or theological quandaries
about this affiliation. In Germany, his self-understanding as a socialist trumped his
Jewishness. Anne had joined him in his convictions in spousal solidarity. They positioned
themselves on the very left edge of the socialist spectrum, adopting the Marxist attitude
of religion as “opium of the people,” and withdrew their memberships from the German
Jewish community.59 In emigration, however, Anne Fischer reconfigured her priorities.
She rediscovered her Jewish heritage, while she abandoned any political passion, which
had always been rather modest. She reflected: “Somehow the Jewish fate has been closer
to my heart recently than the working class.”60 This Jewish fate bound her to Hermann
Simon, with whom she discussed related issues, and it provided an area of contact with
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American society, volunteer and later employment opportunities, and eventually a
community in which she felt comfortable.
Other émigrés also emphasized the significance of belonging to a Jewish
community in emigration. Margarete Hirsch, for example, a German-born social worker
who spent her career at the Jewish Family Service in Cincinnati and who moved to
Richmond after retirement in the mid-1970s to live with her sister, became a member in
the same congregation as Anne Fischer and considered this affiliation very important in
her later life.61 Henry Maier, in contrast, a fellow émigré from Frankfurt, who held a
professorship in social work at the University of Washington in Seattle, was plagued by
an absence of feeling a strong affiliation with his Jewish heritage and thus the Jewish
community, as he explained: “Interestingly, I still have problems today. I couldn’t see
myself classified as Jewish. This causes problems with friends until today, because I am
so unidentified with Judaism or with being Jewish.”62
Anne Fischer’s identification first with Beth Ahabah and later with Or Ami, a
congregation that broke away from Beth Ahabah in 1972, grew. Over the years, she
became an esteemed member of the Jewish community, as evidenced by numerous
awards that she received later in her life.63 In the late 1930s and early 1940s, however,
she became a productive mediator between the established Jews in Richmond and the
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newly arrived refugees, a function that eventually led her into professional social work,
as the next section will detail.

“A Go-Between Refugees and Committee”: Fischer’s Volunteer Work in Refugee
Aid64
Even though Fischer’s private life in the United States required much of her
attention and energy, she placed a high value on maintaining her ties to Europe.65 She
stayed informed about the people in her German network either by correspondence with
them, or through the letters from Hermann Simon, who regularly updated her with news
about their families, their mutual friends, and acquaintances.66 What had started as a
personal exchange of information about their shared network gradually also turned into
coordinating and providing support of people in need. Such support could range from
organizing home visits to people who felt desperate and lonely, to arranging legal
assistance and helping with emigration matters.
In the spring of 1936, Anne Fischer began helping Hermann Simon with his work
as an emigration lawyer. Simon’s main work in Germany consisted of advising and
assisting German Jews, who planned to emigrate, in financial and legal matters.67 Fischer
helped with the cases of those who wanted to settle in the United States, starting a
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collaboration that intensified in the months and years to follow. During this early stage of
her involvement in refugee work, Fischer’s main task was to find Americans who were
willing to provide affidavits for European Jews to enable them to immigrate to the United
States.68 Once a person had agreed, she helped with the paperwork, which, once
completed, she sent to Simon in Germany, who then finalized the arrangements for his
client’s emigration.
Fischer’s first case required her to approach Mr. Meyer Greentree, an elderly local
businessman of Richmond, who had lived in the United States for decades, and to ask
him for an affidavit for some of his German relatives.69 During their first meeting, he
immediately declined her request, citing as reasons the imminent, expensive renovation
of his store, and that taking on the responsibility for a family, who he didn’t even know
personally, would be too great for him to bear. In addition, he knew of three more
remotely related families who tried to get out of Germany, who he feared would also
approach him if he agreed to support Fischer’s case. Furthermore, Greentree cited his old
age, arguing that it would be irresponsible to promise assistance to his relatives when he
might die soon, which would leave them on their own or turn over the responsibility for
68
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the relatives to his children. Fischer replied that he would also be responsible for his
relatives’ fate if they had to stay in Germany.70 While he did not change his mind at the
time, he did invite Fischer to dinner and to talk to his wife as well. Fischer, on her part,
brought her husband.71 A respectable assistant professor at the Medical College
supporting her affidavit request added social capital to strengthen her case. At this point,
however, Fischer was not overly optimistic about the outcome of her mission. Yet, she
still hoped that Greentree had a “good Jewish heart for family” and would grant the
affidavit eventually.72
Over the next ten days, Fischer’s efforts intensified and culminated in paying
visits to Greentree up to three times a day. After the dinner, he had promised to think
about granting the affidavit, and a week later, by March 17, he had agreed and signed the
papers.73 His Jewish moral sense and religious duty had trumped both his skepticism
about his relatives and the concern about his social standing. Fischer successfully
finalized her first attempt to secure an affidavit for a Jewish family who planned to leave
Germany.74 At this point, Fischer acted as the unofficial American liaison of Herman
Simon rather than as a representative of a refugee organization. While she had no training
in nor any guidelines about how to approach such a task, she relied on her interpersonal
70
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skills, her experience as an educated, middle-class wife fluent in formal social
interaction, and on her growing understanding of the workings of the Richmond Jewish
community.
After this first successful attempt at securing an affidavit for a German family, she
was involved in numerous additional cases.75 By 1938, Anne Fischer was not only
helping some of the German émigrés who were Herman Simon’s clients but she also
volunteered for the initiatives that the Jewish community in Richmond organized. Several
organizations were involved in this initiative, first and foremost the Richmond Jewish
Community Council (RJCC), which cooperated with the National Refugee Service
(NRS), as well as with the Richmond chapter of the National Council of Jewish Women
(NCJW).76
Just as her refugee work constituted a substantial part of her daily life in the
United States, her rescue efforts followed her into her summer vacation in Europe.
Several family members, including her parents and her grandmother, were still in
Germany in 1938. With their fates uncertain, Fischer wanted to spend her summer in
Europe to see them, as she had done in the previous years. This year, however, she spent
most of the time in Switzerland and ended up not entering Germany, as everyone
involved considered it too dangerous. Instead, some family members and friends came to
75
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see her in Switzerland. Other relatives and acquaintances who wanted to emigrate also
visited to consult with her about opportunities abroad and the necessary paperwork. She
used this trip to Europe to deliver affidavits, and she visited the main office of the Zurich
Jewish community, where the social worker pleaded with her: “Arrange for affidavits!”77
After returning to Richmond at the beginning of September 1938, Fischer
intensified her activities in helping people to emigrate from Germany and in assisting
newly arrived refugees in the Richmond area. By early October sixty refugees had settled
in Richmond, and the local Jewish community had committed to accept fifty-two more.78
In mid-November, after the pogroms in Germany, her affidavit work peaked. On the one
hand, more and more European Jews were asking for affidavits and, on the other hand, an
increasing number of Americans were willing to help, still shocked by the news about the
pogroms. Both factors combined resulted in a heightened sense of urgency, an experience
that Fischer described in early December 1938: “Of course we have to stretch ourselves
to the maximum in order to help the ones ‘inside’ to get out.” Fischer expected this
experience to change the lives of those involved and the quality of their relationships to
others: “The very substantial concern for others will never leave us and will be an
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essential part of this new kind of ‘existence’… I keep thinking that in this sense all of us
are still doing way too little.”79
However, as 1938 wound down and 1939 began, Fischer observed that the
Americans’ willingness to help, which had peaked in the weeks after the pogroms in
November 1938, had already cooled off, thus rendering her affidavit work more difficult.
Referencing Shakespeare, she insisted: “But one has to be able to move Olympus. Now
only the Olympi are left; the easy ones have all been harvested.”80 The growing number
of failed attempts at acquiring affidavits frustrated her, but succeeding in difficult cases
also provided her with a sense of achievement.81 Reflecting on the tasks involved in this
administrative work, that is, handling the paperwork and serving as a communicator
between potential providers of affidavits, refugee organizations, and the government
offices, she compared her activities to the tasks of a lawyer and declared that, as a
consequence, she had acquired a better understanding of Simon’s work:82 “My affiliation
with the committee really is a unique opportunity for me to experience your profession on
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a very small scale, and yet in its essence.”83 Thus, about three years into her involvement
in refugee aid, she understood her work similar to that of a lawyer and as a way to share
meaningful work with Simon. While all over the country social workers carried out
similar tasks in refugee aid, either as professionals hired by refugee organizations or as
volunteers like Fischer, she did not understand herself as connected to these
professionals.
As the number of refugees settling in the Richmond area kept increasing,
Fischer’s responsibilities shifted and grew.84 For example, she became a member of the
so-called hospitality committee, which “was in charge of welcoming and adjusting the
refugees.”85 On a rotating basis, each member of the committee was assigned one family
to look after for one month. 86 Fischer invited her assigned refugees to her home, but she
also went to their houses to make sure things were in order. Morton Gottlieb, a former
lawyer, secretary of the Virginia State Refugee Service in Richmond and salaried director
of the Jewish Community Council, administered the official parts of refugee resettlement
in the area. The women of the NCJW helped the refugees with their daily lives and also
took care of them emotionally as best as they could. This arrangement reflected prevalent
ideas of gender roles, in which men were in charge of the official administration, whereas
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the women covered the areas of interpersonal and emotional assistance.87 Furthermore,
the women’s responsibilities were reminiscent of a type of social worker that, by the late
1930s, had become obsolete within professionalizing social work. The friendly visitor, a
middle-class volunteer, was the epitome of nineteenth-century social work. Instead of
technical skill, the friendly visitors considered their personality, virtue, and moral
integrity as women their primary qualifications. They visited the urban poor, often
immigrants, and intended to ameliorate their situation by serving as a role-models and by
providing well-meaning advice. As poverty arose from moral deficiency, so went the
rationale, a good friendly visitor could change the clients’ attitudes and guide them to a
more productive, sober, and eventually orderly and wealthier life and therefore adjust
them to more desirable standards, as conceived by members of the white middle-class.
Traces of this earlier practice were left in refugee aid as organized by the NRS and the
NCJW. The women of the hospitality committee were volunteers and carried out their
responsibilities at their discretion rather than according to strict guidelines, as
professional social workers would be expected to at the time, and they served as role
models for the orientation of the refugees. However, the Jewish refugees from Austria
and Germany of the late 1930s and early 1940s differed from the slum dwellers that had
made up the typical clients of nineteenth-century friendly visitors. While adjusting them
to the middle-class was still the ultimate goal, the home visits had less of a moralistic
overtone than the earlier predecessor. Nevertheless, in addition to helping the newly
arrived to settle in and to get their lives on track, these visits did have a controlling
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element with Fischer and her colleagues making sure that the money the refugees
received was spent appropriately, that the households were kept properly and that the
children were well cared for. Thus, while in the social work profession, friendly visiting
was frowned upon as an outdated service performed by untrained volunteers, some
elements of this older practice lived on in organizations like local refugee committees
that were loosely linked to but were not part of professional social work.
How to approach refugee work was the subject of much discussion and conflict.
Fischer changed her opinion on this subject over the years. While upon her arrival in the
United States in 1934, she mentioned that she would be generally interested in charity if
she were to do anything at all outside her domestic duties, by 1940 and with experience
in refugee aid, she had become very outspoken against a charity-based approach. Her
“policy” was “as little ‘charity’ as possible and as normal-American milieu, treatment
and chances as possible.”88 This point of view conflicted with the positions of some of
her colleagues at the RJCC, of the Jewish community, and in part of the refugees
themselves. In contrast to her colleague Werner Wolff, also a volunteer, she opposed
“tapping American charity” because in her opinion this would prolong the refugees’ state
of dependence.89 Fischer advocated helping the refugees to become self-sufficient as
quickly as possible, even though this could make their lives more difficult initially. Her
approach was also met with resistance by the Jewish population of Richmond and by
fellow refugees who had lived in the area for several years. The Jewish population, who
preferred to remain as inconspicuous as possible, feared that autonomous and visible
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behavior by newly arrived refugees would draw attention and perhaps lead to antiSemitic sentiment toward them.90 Finally, Fischer identified a “ghetto attitude” among
the refugees who tended to stay within the Jewish community, which she considered
detrimental to quickly assuming self-reliance. In her opinion, the Jewish community in
Richmond was just too small and economically not powerful enough to be able to sustain
and protect the refugees.91 Thus, fully cognizant of the difficulties of the process as she
had experienced them herself, Fischer instisted in the refugees’ quick assimilation into
American culture and society.
Some people questioned the meaningfulness of Fischer’s efforts and of helping
the refugees altogether. Her close American friend Linda deemed Fischer’s work beneath
her, not requiring any special skills, which anyone else could do just as well. Even though
Linda was a volunteer involved in refugee work herself, she came to question the
usefulness of the refugee work overall, wondering if it might be better for the refugees “if
we ‘let nature take it’s [sic] course.’”92 In instances like this, when Fischer’s confidence
in the meaningfulness of her work wavered, she turned to Simon for reassurance. Simon
was deeply convinced of the importance of the refugee work, as was Fischer’s husband
Ernst. Anne Fischer claimed that neither Simon nor her husband realized the difficulties
of the actual practice on the ground, the daily, painstaking work and the training that
would be necessary—which she did not have—to perform well and provide good service
to the clients, as she pointed out in a letter in June 1940: “You [Hermann Simon, Ernst
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Fischer] have no idea at all of the psychological and pedagogical detail work that would
be required to really make a difference… In reality, it is possible in rare cases that the
refugees’ problems can be solved by one act only… The screwed-up personalities are the
really problematic cases – exactly what the ‘case-work’ of refugee committees in the
province is all about – and these cannot be ‘helped’ most of the time.”93 The volunteers
were often overwhelmed, particularly when they had clients with mental health problems.
Fischer felt insufficiently equipped to actually assist her charges well and felt an acute
awareness of “how [sic] amateurish my work is.”94
Anne Fischer’s experience as a refugee, albeit a privileged and a well adjusted
one, provided her with a useful perspective in her work.95 While she was often frustrated
and frequently felt helpless in the face of all the difficulties and obstacles in her refugee
work, her accomplishments as a mediator between the refugees and the committee
provided her with a sense of achievement and satisfaction. While the local committee’s
raison d’être was to help the refugees, at times these two camps acted as if they were
enemies, and Fischer tried to conciliate. She perceived Gottlieb, the director of the Jewish
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Community Council, as insensitive and not truly caring about their cause, whereas some
refugees, in Fischer’s opinion, were too demanding and inflexible.96 Her contributions to
the grand cause of rescuing fellow Jews from the National Socialists and enabling them
to start a new life in the United States often boiled down to solving petty disputes.97 In a
truly gendered fashion, Fischer, as the volunteer, carried out the emotional and
communication work, whereas her paid superior, Gottlieb, stayed within his role as
administrator. And yet, these mediation tasks, for which she could capitalize on her
special knowledge and experience, provided her with the immediate and tangible
successes she needed to keep her afloat in her work, as she wrote to Simon: “My greatest
‘successes’ are the instances, in which I could make Gottlieb a little bit more
understanding of the situation.”98
In order to maintain this special position, she considered it paramount that the
refugees perceived her as one of their own, which made her very careful about how she
presented herself. For example, when Gottlieb suggested that she should give a talk at a
conference about her refugee work, she declined because she feared that “the other
refugees would resent me for ‘rising above’ them,” as had happened to her colleague
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Wolff, another volunteer.99 Furthermore, she was reluctant to accept official positions
within the Jewish organizations. She was skeptical when Gottlieb suggested in early 1940
she take over the refugee-related office work and thus relieve him from parts of his own
responsibilities. She was interested in this offer, but she also had reservations about it: “I
would love to do it – on the one hand; I have the feeling that this is … a more solid
work… On the other hand, I would lose my position of trust and my special role as gobetween refugees and Committee because of too close ties with the Committee.”100
Furthermore, as these tasks were intended as in addition to and not in lieu of her already
existing responsibilities, she was reluctant to take on yet more work as an unpaid
volunteer. It was not even the unfairness of assuming responsibilities from a paid position
and doing them free of charge that bothered Fischer at this time, but she was worried
about falling short of her domestic responsibilities. While her intense volunteer work was
only possible because her mother helped out in the household, her husband, despite his
support of her refugee work in principle, got increasingly irritated with the amount of
time she spent volunteering: “Ernst has been very angry, because he says that he has only
allowed me to use two mornings and two evenings a week for my work, and it is of
course much, much more.”101 The tentative solution was to compromise. She took over
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more responsibilities temporarily. For example, when Gottlieb went on vacation or
attended conferences, he would leave his office and his responsibilities with Fischer.102
While she kept turning down official positions, and while she tried to maintain a
safe position in volunteering, Fischer felt increasingly uncomfortable. The demands and
requirements of her work, as well as her own sense about qualifications she should have
in order to perform well, conflicted with the volunteer status, to which she had clung for
years. Furthermore, Gottlieb and other representatives of refugee organizations
encouraged her to venture into professional social work. Gottlieb employed various
strategies and exerted gentle pressure, for example by presenting her to other people as
the Committee’s caseworker, which made her particularly uncomfortable. The obvious
solution for her dilemma would have been to get a degree in social work. Gottlieb had
suggested so already in spring 1940. Except for a brief mention to Simon, Fischer seemed
not to engage this idea seriously. Working with refugees was something she did out of
moral, and perhaps religious, conviction, but it was not part of her vision for a career. In
fact, at the eve of 1940, as she contemplated the upcoming year, she considered the
possibility to take on more responsibilities for the committee. While she really wanted to
withdraw from public life and make pottery, an interest she had fostered for several years,
her moral obligations, which tied her to refugee work, prevailed: “I would like to do it –
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not as much as making pottery… Oh well, one can’t compare these two. Helping is of
course more important than the other.”103
While the volunteers generally did not have a social work or comparable degree,
they received some guidelines and had some supervision. Anything beyond this basic
level was left to personal initiatives of the individual volunteers. As Fischer felt
inadequately trained and found the resources in Richmond insufficient, she tried to
acquire as much advice, knowledge, and education as she could, without enrolling in a
university program. In the early phase of her refugee work that involved mostly
paperwork, she relied on Simon to a great extent. Even though the NCJW provided some
support and supervision by sending representatives to Richmond periodically, who
provided instructions, updates on laws, procedures, forms, and discussed specific
questions and cases, Fischer found this assistance insufficient.104 She frequently sought
legal advice from Simon and requested from him forms or templates that she considered
of higher quality than the ones available to her in Richmond. In June 1938 she sent such a
request to Simon: “Could you send me a draft for an affidavit? … A copy will suffice.
Our local affidavits! At a place where people don’t even pay income tax!”105 She also
turned to him when she worked on resettling Jewish refugee women as domestic workers:
“Could you please have the forms for three domestic contracts sent over as quickly as
possible…and a few more of the excellent instruction sheets…? Thank you! It’s so much
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faster through you than via the Council.”106 Thus, Fischer consulted with Simon about
immigration procedures and other legal matters for her personal education, and improved
her performance in refugee work as well. By tapping into support that lay outside the
local NCJW resources and using Simon’s knowledge, templates, and worksheets to build
on, she also contributed to the modification of the practices of refugee aid in Richmond.
Being located in Richmond, Fischer felt cut off from the social, intellectual, and
professional centers, such as New York City. Whenever possible, she participated in
networking and information exchange with colleagues from outside her immediate
community. While she used dinners or similar social occasions, which she attended
because of her social standing in the community, to discuss her work, Fischer also made
an effort to participate in professional meetings. In November 1939, for example, she
attended a state-wide meeting of the National Refugee Service. As she was a volunteer,
she needed a special invitation by William Thalhimer, a prominent figure of Richmond
Jewish philanthropy in order to be admitted to the meeting. Social work conferences also
provided the information and resources she needed for her work, but she did not attend
them herself. Gottlieb, the official representative of the NRS in Richmond, usually went
and passed on to Fischer the information he deemed relevant. By the beginning of the
1940s, she started to read social work literature, which had grown in size and quality over
the 1930s. Fischer was particularly taken with Virginia Robinson’s A Changing
Psychology in Social Case Work, the foundational text of the functional school of social
casework, the approach which Leichter and Schulman, for example, also found useful in
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their practice. While Fischer only expressed in general terms that the book helped her get
a clearer understanding of the difficulties she encountered in her refugee work and was
useful in working through them, it was likely the book’s exploration of the social
worker–client relationship and the focus on the clients’ personal and emotional
adjustment according to individual needs, which she could use in her daily work with the
refugees.107
Even though Fischer strove to perform as well as possible in her refugee work,
she was reluctant to enter the professional realm. She was ambivalent about her status,
hovering on the margin of the social work profession, and maintaining an awkward
balance between her own ambition performance-wise and a path into professional work,
which seemed to be obvious for those around her. For several years, up until spring
1941, Fischer had made plans to establish her personal and financial independence from
her husband, but she did not see her future professional self in the area where she had
spent years volunteering and thus gathering experience and expertise. Instead she wanted
to open an art and gift store together with a friend. A thread about this topic runs through
the correspondence from about 1938 through the spring of 1941. Fischer detailed her
preparations including the contacts she made with art dealers, issues about budgeting and
finance, her search for locations including drawings of potential storefronts, and her
conversations with Richmonders about local taste in arts and crafts and the feasibility of
such a store in a small town. After years of planning and preparing, Fischer abandoned
her gift shop plans when they were the most specific in May 1941. The Richmond office
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of the National Refugee Service had offered her a salaried position, and Fischer decided
to finally take a step toward professional social work.

Joining the Ranks of Professional Social Workers
On June 26, 1941, Anne Fischer wrote to Hermann Simon: “On Monday morning
… I returned to the office as a volunteer.”108 In contrast to her expectations, she did not
become a part-time employee in charge of refugee work in Richmond.109 However, the
NRS did offer her a paid position over the summer to organize the resettlement of
refugees in Norfolk, about a hundred miles southeast of Richmond, but she declined,
claiming that “I … realized that I am really just a caseworker – one who uses his personal
relationship with the refugee to make an impact, but I am neither an organizer nor an
executive.”110
After the back and fourth of negotiating her professional role, she returned to her
position as a volunteer in the summer of 1941. Yet, her self-understanding had shifted
substantially over the past few years, as she had acquired a clearer image of what she
wanted to do and where her talents lay. While she was constantly critical of her
performance, feeling underqualified and inadequate in her work, representatives of NRS
were very satisfied with what she was doing. Morton Gottlieb, for example, spoke highly
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of Fischer, when he talked to Hermann Simon at an NRS meeting referred to above.111
Gottlieb also received praise for Fischer’s work from higher up in the NRS hierarchy.112
He prodded Fischer in the spring 1940 and again in the spring 1941 to sign up for a
degree in social work, so that she could get a salaried position in one of the social work
agencies in the area. Furthermore, he repeatedly left her in charge of the office when he
had to go out of town, which speaks to his trust in Fischer’s capability in refugee work.
While she rejected the term “social worker” in roughly the first five years of her refugee
work, in June 1940, she referred to herself as a social worker for the first time in her
correspondence with Hermann Simon.113 A few years earlier, she had considered her
involvement in refugee work similar to that of a lawyer, as it had entailed mainly
paperwork and as she did not know much about the social work profession. Her growing
experience, however, involving ongoing personal contact with the refugees moved her
understanding of her work’s character closer to social casework. Contact with other
social and refugee workers as well as reading social work literature no doubt also
contributed to Fischer’s growing understanding that her activities resembled the practices
covered by professional social work territory and may have offset her older impressions
of social work from her years in Europe.
Her involvement in refugee work took a major blow in the summer 1941. In
addition to her thwarted hopes regarding a salaried job with the NRS, her parents had left
Richmond and spent the summer on the West Coast with Fischer’s brother. They set out
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to explore the option of moving there, as Fischer’s father could not get used to the
climate in Virginia.114 Previously, Fischer’s mother and grandmother had assumed the
domestic responsibilities of the Fischer household, which opened up time for Anne
Fischer’s refugee work. Now she was back in charge of the household herself, and she
was uncertain of the consequences for her volunteering. Additionally, the resettlement
work had decreased significantly by the fall 1941: “Now I am back to being a hundredpercent housewife – or ninety-nine percent in any case. Resettlement has died down
almost entirely. Gottlieb is even less interested in the refugees than before.”115 Some
refugees did require her attention until the end of the year, however. These cases were
smaller in number, but much more difficult, taxing, and tragic.116
During the first two weeks of January 1942, Fischer substituted for Gottlieb again.
While she found her responsibilities particularly challenging this time, she regained new
enthusiasm for the work. The beginning of 1942 was marked by profound changes in the
NRS work, as the United States had entered the war in December, and President
Roosevelt had issued Presidential Proclamation 2526 that included provisions conferring
the status of enemy alien – and with it numerous restrictions, for example regarding
travel and possession of short-wave radios – to certain groups of German-born
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individuals, which applied to many refugees.117 Jewish organizations and the NRS were
among the agencies to inform and advise refugees about the changing rules and the
implications for their everyday lives. Prior to that, however, these new regulations needed
to be translated from the provisions into actual practices and specific guidelines, which
the NRS did not handle to Fischer’s satisfaction. When she had to prepare a newsletter
for the refugees about the new regulations, she once more resorted to Simon: “Could I
copy passages from your publications and incorporate them into my circular? … Because
I don’t trust the NRS any more.”118 While she had repeatedly argued that she preferred
the casework-type tasks in refugee work, she realized that there were elements of
Gottlieb’s position that she enjoyed, as she could play a decisive part in decision-making
processes. This newly found agency provided her with a sense of empowerment, as she
described to Simon: “Despite everything – it’s a pleasure to be alive and to feel that my
efforts have an effect and that I can help (without overestimating it). The struggle about
the interpretation of the radio provision gave me great pleasure. Yours against three
men.”119
At the same time, Fischer struggled with waves of doubt concerning the
meaningfulness of her work. While she still deemed the support of refugees important in
principle, she also felt a need to contribute more immediately to the war effort. As she
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tried to find a role available to women in defense, however, she once more realized that
the options for her in Richmond were not quite what she had in mind.120 Even though
defense work did not claim any of her resources that could limit her other responsibilities,
she reached a level of frustration in her refugee work that she found unbearable and, in
February 1942, she decided to resign.121 This frustration was not caused by the refugees,
but by the local committee, mostly by Morton Gottlieb, whom she had experienced as
“sloppy and ignorant” for years.122
As before, however, the change of Fischer’s volunteer status did not materialize.
Just as transitioning into a regular, salaried position had not worked out, her attempt at
resigning was unsuccessful as well.123 Gottlieb inquired if she would be willing to take
over his position in case he joined the armed forces: “He said, Ms. Fischer, why don’t
you sit in my chair until I come back from the war?”124 This position would include not
only the “disgustingly minimal refugee work” but Gottlieb’s entire job, including
“administering the Jewish Community Fund, public relations, and the yearly fundraising
campaign.” She neither accepted, nor declined.125 As Fischer was skeptical about the
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RJCC hiring a woman as executive director, she thought she might not have to make a
decision anyway. She had a very powerful supporter in town, however. The real estate
agent Morton Thalhimer, one of the richest people in Richmond and an influential board
member of the RJCC, held her in high esteem and endorsed her for a more permanent
role in the organization.
Dealing with the internal politics of the RJCC was an inescapable part of
Gottlieb’s position, which Fischer would have to take on if she took over from him.
Simon and Fischer agreed that this would be a rather unpleasant aspect of the job.
Fischer also had to consider whether she wanted to put herself in a position that was
intertwined with and dependent on the rich and powerful members of the Richmond
Jewish Community, a concern she shared with Simon: “If you only knew personally the
clique here that one depends on! If the job were only still case work! But it’s a so-called
promotion job – promotion of Thalhimer’s and Schwarzschild’s ideas.”126 As Gottlieb
was not accepted into the armed forces, Fischer was spared the decision, but by thinking
through the possibility of assuming the JCC’s directorship, she had become acutely aware
of community politics that loomed large for any leader of a small town’s community
council.
While Fischer was undecided about her future career in the spring of 1942, there
was little doubt that she wanted one, which is a significant departure from her selfunderstanding in the previous years. She had started out as a home maker, had ventured
into volunteer refugee work, and for years considered various options that ranged from
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staying at home and withdrawing from public activities entirely to opening an art and gift
store, to accepting a full-time position as Gottlieb’s successor as the executive director of
the RJCC. By the spring 1942, she seriously started to explore career options. The
question was no longer whether or not to take up a paid position, but rather what kind of
employment to go into. Social work seemed to her like an interesting profession to pursue
at this point. After inquiring with the Virginia State Department of Public Welfare about
job opportunities, she felt encouraged to do so.127 She considered her age to be
appropriate to go into this profession, particularly because she had the necessary life
experience, and partly because her children were growing more independent. She
considered it the right time to “devote oneself to society – either to take revenge or to
show gratefulness … depending on one’s experiences.”128 Furthermore, a position in
public welfare would enable her to build on her experiences in refugee work and, at the
same time, provide a way out of the confines of the Jewish community in Richmond: “I
would prefer public welfare to the Richmond Jewish Community Council. I really don’t
want to serve these hypocrites.”129
Furthermore, Fischer started to question her decision to volunteer for several
years. While she maintained that at the time it had seemed the right choice, in retrospect
she realized that insisting on her volunteer status for so long perhaps had held her back
career-wise. Continuing the work she valued forced her to compromise in her
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professional advancement. Even though she repeatedly commented on how she preferred
one-on-one interactions with the refugees to public relations or fundraising work, at times
she regretted that her work was so invisible, of which she became acutely aware when
she compared it to the work of some of the men she encountered. After a meeting with an
NRS employee who had told her about some of his glorious, successful cases, she
admitted: “Most likely only half of it is true – but it was still entertaining. For a moment,
however, I felt bitterness rise inside me, when I saw this egotistical, glittering lion parade
in front of me, and I had to think of my own [past] two years.”130 Fischer had the
impression that some people, particularly men, used organizations such as the NRS, and
by implication the plight of the Jews, to advance their careers and earn glory and salaries
that were not necessarily met by their actual job performances.
Gottlieb continued his quest for a position with the armed forces. Leaving the
executive directorship of the RJCC in Fischer’s hands after his departure was part of his
overall plan. Fischer, who grew increasingly frustrated by these discussions that had led
to nothing in the past, commented to Simon: “I don’t want to hear it any more!”131 On the
one hand, she was still concerned about maneuvering herself into a situation, where she
would be dependent on the wealthy supporters of RJCC, but on the other hand, such a job
would be a chance to increase her financial independence from her husband and provide
her with a reputable activity outside the home.
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Becoming the director of RJCC was of course only one among several ways of
attaining personal independence. As she had already given serious thought to going into
professional social work, she contacted the local school of social work. The director of
the School of SocialWork at Richmond Professional Institute (RPI), a division of the
College of William and Mary, informed her that she would be admitted to the master’s
program, but at the same time warned her about the school’s “awfully basic,” even
“primitive” character. He suggested she should attend one of the big schools in New
York City or Chicago, where she would “find a more congenial atmosphere,” colleagues
with similar interests and backgrounds, and where she would “get more out of it.” As
much as she would have loved to follow his advice, moving away, even for the limited
time that attending graduate school required, was not an option. This sentiment of being
tied to her place both in a social and geographical sense was captured in her reply to the
director’s comments: “I am married to Richmond.” So they agreed that she would take
two classes during the upcoming summer session to explore the program, to see how well
she can balance school work and her domestic responsibilities, and then decide whether
or not to join the program full time in the fall.132
Just as Fischer entered summer school at RPI in June 1942, Gottlieb received a
job with the armed forces. He transferred his responsibilities to Fischer, who was hired as
acting executive director of the Richmond Jewish Community Council, which was “the
highest position I ever held in my life, before I even had any training.”133 The contract
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stipulated a work load of three hours a day and a monthly salary of sixty dollars.134 By
July she struggled to keep up with her miscellaneous responsibilities. She felt guilty
about neglecting her daughter, who spent most days with Fischer’s grandmother. While
she liked the social work program, she thought she did not perform as well as she ought
to, because of the limited time she could dedicate to her school work. This also left her
pessimistic about the possibility of continuing the program in the fall. As the social work
program at RPI only admitted full-time students, she had doubts about the feasibility of
combining her studies with her new job. This job caused her the biggest headache. While
she was happy finally to be paid for her refugee work, she had to take over all the
responsibilities of the executive director, as she had feared. Gottlieb had held a full-time
position, and Anne Fischer had taken care of the refugee work as a volunteer. For
Fischer, the RJCC had converted all responsibilities into one part-time job. Instead of the
three hours per day that her contract entailed, she sometimes worked up to ten hours,
which she and some of her friends and colleagues found infuriating.135 When she
addressed this situation in a conversation with Samuel Binswanger, the president of the
RJCC, he responded by wondering what she was doing all day anyway.136
The low salary reflected the attitude of at least some of the RJCC leadership
toward Anne Fischer in the position of acting executive director of the organization.
While she scored a partial victory, as the RJCC executive committee granted her a fulltime position and a monthly pay of one hundred dollars by mid-August, the committee
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made it clear that they preferred a male director.137 Since the search for a suitable
successor could take a long time, the president advised her to conduct her work as if she
would keep her position until further notice. Her supporters, on the other hand, reassured
her that she would not be removed any time soon, because the RJCC would not be able to
afford a male director with the profile envisioned by the opposing camp.138
The community leaders’ ideas about gender roles constituted a significant factor
that contributed to the difficult situation Anne Fischer encountered as acting executive
director of the RJCC. As the Jewish women had their own organizations, the president of
the RJCC and his allies objected to a woman heading an organization that included both
women and men. These gender-based reservations coincided with a crisis of the RJCC.
Some members feared that the RJCC might fall apart if they failed to recruit a strong, that
is male, leader with experience and the ability to restructure the organization, which
seven years into its existence faced serious challenges.139 Reasons for the crisis included
mismanagement during the previous years resulting in a strained financial situation, as
well as discontentment among the larger community about the hegemony of German
Jews on the Council.140 The rhetoric of the opposition to Fischer was based on gender,
but her German origin may have also worked to her disadvantage. Thus, while it is
questionable that Fischer would have been welcome as an executive director even in less
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turbulent times, the critical situation of the RJCC in the early 1940s was not a time in
which the representatives dared to experiment with the Council’s leadership.
Fischer handed in her resignation from the position of acting executive director of
the RJCC in November 1942.141 She had decided to go to university and get a degree in
social work, which was not compatible with her job, where she felt like a place holder for
her yet to be found successor. Hermann Simon, who was about to join the armed forces in
December, supported her decision.142 To him a university degree that accredited Fischer
for the field of work in which she was interested and in which she had already gained
experience, seemed a sensible undertaking. However, he was very skeptical about
“psychoanalysis of American make,” the main driving force in social work at the time.
He beseeched Fischer: “You know how I dislike the National Refugee Service social
workers on account of their psychoanalysis psychosis – so please keep free from it and
remain as you are.”143 Even if she wanted to, it would have been difficult, as the program
offered in Richmond represented the main stream of social work at the time, which was
social casework dominated by psychoanalytical therapy. She recalled that having read
Freud back in Europe put her in an advantageous position in her program at a time, when
her student colleagues, who she described as very religious overall, reacted with shock to
such revolutionary ideas.144
Fischer attended the School of Social Work at Richmond Professional Institute
starting in 1943.145 As the school’s director had warned her the previous year, Fischer
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encountered a program that did not live up to her intellectual expectations of a university
education, nor was it conducive to her preferred style of learning. Even before she
entered the School of Social Work, she bluntly conveyed her impression of the faculty to
Simon: “The teachers are bad and unimaginative, thus they have students memorize
material, which is incredibly difficult for a forty-year-old person.”146 In that same letter,
she also expressed her very personal reason for her decision to go to graduate school,
despite the shortcomings of the program. She had realized that she “felt uncomfortable in
her existence” and accused Simon of not helping her to alleviate this situation. “So I will
have to help myself. I just couldn’t come up with anything better yet.”147 While Fischer’s
studies kept her busy to an extent that she once again felt guilty about neglecting her
daughter, she insisted that she did not feel challenged intellectually. On the contrary, she
had a “feeling of mental deterioration under the impact of … [her] university studies.”148
Even though Fischer was less than thrilled about the quality of instruction at the
School of Social Work, she did appreciate the theory of social casework and was excited
about the psychological and psychoanalytical elements that had become central to the
profession. She was particularly impressed by what she considered the “efficiency of
psychoanalytic theories and their application” in treating clients.149 Considering her
previous work as an untrained volunteer who had to deal with difficult interpersonal
encounters, sometimes with refugees traumatized by unspeakable atrocities, for which
she had not been adequately prepared, it is understandable that learning psychological
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principles as translated into social work practices was an epiphany for her. In retrospect
Fischer remarked that “it was such a wonderful experience … that the work could be
substantiated by theory, that there was a frame of reference for it. This was such an
exhilarating experience for me as a student. And I was already over forty!”150 She
acquired a pool of systematic methods, with which to approach the relationships with her
clients, instead of having to rely on her common sense and intuition, which had resulted
in her frequently feeling inadequate. Simon, whose opinion she valued above all else,
tried to find a positive aspect of her “present professional ideology.”151 As he had often
criticized her for being too emotional, immature, and irrational, he remarked: “I am glad
to see … that you seem to be able to apply your new psychological knowledge with some
detachment and make it more a part of your general outlook upon the world.”152
In the spring 1944, Fischer started working on her thesis, in which she explored
“the mentality, adjustment, and general attitude of the immigrants,” based on her own
experience in refugee work.153 As in many refugee-related instances before, Simon
offered his advice. In the case of Fischer’s thesis, he suggested she look into publications
such as Aufbau and Contemporary Jewish Record to analyze what refugees had written
about their experiences, and use refugee statistics from the National Council of Jewish
Women and the National Refugee Service. In doing so, he subtly encouraged her to look
beyond the core focus of psychoanalytical social work literature and create what he
considered a more interesting thesis. Her work seemed to pay off and impress the faculty.
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Curt Bondy, a psychologist from Hamburg, at the time a faculty member at the College
of William and Mary, reported in a letter to Simon that in a faculty meeting a teacher
from the School of Social Work said:154 “We have only one student who is able to work
scientifically, that is Mrs. Fischer.”155
She graduated with a Master’s of Science in Social Work (M.S.S.W.) in the
summer 1944 with a thesis titled “A Study of the Problem of the Refugee in
Richmond.”156 With her degree in hand, Fischer embarked on an active career in social
work. Even before graduation, she had received job offers from two local agencies, the
Family Service Society and the Memorial Child Guidance Clinic, the first child guidance
clinic in the South. She joined the former as a caseworker and finally entered the
professional ranks of social work after almost a decade of volunteer work with the
RJCC.157 While she was not an employee of the child guidance clinic, she also worked
closely with this agency, thus attempting “to establish the close cooperation between the
two organizations which they … would like to have.”158 In 1945 she left the Family
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Service Society for the child guidance clinic, where she served as a caseworker and
supervisor until 1952.159
Her training had been firmly rooted in the Freudian diagnostic tradition, but in her
practice she appeared to incorporate elements from the functional school. In fact, she
explained that the training was Freudian, but the practice was not. Social workers adopted
from psychoanalysis talking as the key element, as opposed to home visits, for
example.160 Otherwise it seemed to be mostly a theoretical frame, which they found
useful. Just like the other women in this study, Fischer had to find a way between
psychoanalytic social work and more functional approaches that she deemed appropriate
for her practice. There is no evidence that this conflict between the two major case-work
schools in New York and Philadelphia mattered to Fischer, nor that this was an issue
within social work circles in Richmond. The first social work book that she mentioned as
having been so helpful in her refugee work, was, in fact the foundational text of the
functional school. In her teaching, however, she used the canonical textbook of the
diagnostic tradition. In the oral history interview, she used terminology that was typical
of the functional school. For example, she emphasized the importance of process and of
reflecting what it means to give help and what it means to accept help—which is almost a
verbatim agreement with what Leichter called the core of her approach to social work,
and what she had learned in Philadelphia. Thus, like the other case studies in this
dissertation, Fischer was pragmatic and flexible in using techniques and methods. While
she identified as a social worker, the profession and her status in it did not seem overly
important to her. What mattered were her clients and her community, and she continued
159
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practicing combining tools that she considered in the best interest for the people she
worked with, even if that meant that she was not on the cutting edge of her profession.
Even when Fischer had seemingly settled into a successful career by the late
1940s and early 1950s, she still was not quite satisfied with her life. Her personal
situation was still unresolved twenty-five years after her relationship with Simon began.
In 1953, Fischer’s desire to change her life and to leave the confines of her existence in
Richmond welled up forcefully. While fantasies of leaving her husband and joining
Simon in New York are almost constantly present throughout the years in her
correspondence, now was the first time that she took concrete measures toward this step.
She inquired about social work jobs in New York and discussed her situation with a
divorce lawyer. More importantly, she and her husband Ernst agreed that they should go
through with the separation, and she even informed the children.161 In the end, however,
she never divorced Ernst, and she lived in Richmond for the rest of her life. She did not
give up her relationship to Hermann Simon, either. It appears that she arrived at a mode
of reconciling the elements in her life that had previously caused so much tension, and
that she gained a realistic and pragmatic understanding of both her own life in Richmond
and her relationship to Simon. Simon’s lucid analysis reveals the core issues at stake:
“You know that I would consider it a mistake if you broke up with ‘Richmond’ without
having acquired an inner freedom and independence…Do you remember the tenet that
one doesn’t live in a ‘concept’ but always in reality? Your so-called ‘appearance’ [life in
Richmond and marriage to Ernst] is also a reality and truth, which you shouldn’t turn into
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an un-reality because you dislike your existence.”162 Her life in Richmond, which she
often described as merely keeping up appearances, was richer and more substantial than
she was ready to admit, even though fraught with problems. Invitations to work in
Germany provided temporary respite, and she was convinced that her work there was
meaningful, perhaps more so than in Richmond.
Between 1952 and 1968, Fischer went to Germany seven times, each time for six
or seven months, to train social workers and to work as a consultant (these overseas
assignments will be the subject of chapter 4 – Epilogue). Being out of the country for
such extended periods of time resulted in an atypical career for an American social
worker. A permanent position at an agency or a university did not allow such repeated,
extensive absences. Fischer’s career developed a pattern, in which these assignments in
Germany alternated with short-term positions in Virginia.
She worked as a case-supervisor at the Richmond Children’s Aid Society from
mid-1954 to mid-1955. From 1957 to 1960, she was an assistant professor at the School
of Social Work, RPI, where she supervised student field work, and taught classes in
“Social Casework,” “Social Services for Children,” as well as “Human Growth and
Development.” From 1961 to 1964, she returned to the Memorial Guidance Clinic, where
she held various positions, ranging from intake supervisor, to chief psychiatric social
worker, to director of psychiatric social services. In the summer 1965, she taught a course
on “Casework Practices for Visiting Teachers” at the University of Virginia in
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Charlottesville. After this teaching position, Fischer assumed the executive directorship
of the Jewish Family Services, which she held until mid-1967. After her last assignment
in Germany from fall 1967 to spring 1968, she served as a social work consultant for the
Virginia Department of Education, and she held visiting faculty positions at the
University of Virginia, Charlottesville, until 1974, when she retired and once again
directed her energy to volunteering in the Richmond community. 163

Conclusion
When Anne Fischer died at the age of 105 in April 2008, many members of the
Jewish community in Richmond remembered her involvement as a volunteer and activist,
which she had kept up until late in her life. Anne and Ernst Fischer’s names have been
familiar to a wider circle, however, in a context entirely unrelated to social work. When
the Fischers moved to the United States in the 1930s, they brought with them a major
collection of German expressionist paintings including works by August Macke, Emil
Nolde, Ernst Ludwig Kirchner, and Wassily Kandinsky, which Fischer made accessible
either to the many guests who visited their home, or through temporary exhibits in the
area.164 After Fischer’s death, the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts (VMFA) acquired the
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collection of about two hundred pieces of art, which “elevated VMFA’s holdings of
German Expressionism to international significance.”165
At any stage of her life in the United States, Fischer had to reconcile multiple
responsibilities and activities, in part due to her own volition, in part by historical
circumstances, and in part imposed by social roles, which were tied to expectations
regarding gender and class as well as increasingly framed by her moral sense growing out
of Judaism. These complex demands as well as possible ways to meet them were
recognized by others, as evidenced by the statement by two of her granddaughters that
was presented at Fischer’s memorial service: “She would…give us confidence that we
could aspire to anything…but she also made it clear that whatever we did, we had to do
well…Nothing was undertaken for our own ambition alone, but because it had the
potential to make the world a better place…When we were growing up, Anne showed us
that a woman could have a profession, could be involved in the wider world, could be a
sophisticated hostess, could support art, music and politics, could juggle any number of
roles, and still remain her essential self – complex, challenging, and curious.”166
Her professional activities, both volunteer and salaried positions, entailed
collaborations that bridged her personal and professional life. Scholarship on spousal
collaboration in science has shown the multifaceted entanglements of husbands’ and
wives’ work.167 While Fischer’s contribution to her husband’s work in physiology was
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modest, she helped him in an assisting capacity intermittently over the decades. She
served as lab partner, took photograph of organisms Ernst worked on, and translated and
edited conference presentations as well as articles. In the early 1940s, prospects of
government work in Washington, D.C., emerged for Ernst, and she considered
abandoning refugee work and becoming her husband’s part-time lab assistant.168 More
important than working with her husband, however, was the collaboration she upheld
with Hermann Simon, who was also a significant life-long partner, who co-existed,
sometimes in a peaceful but mostly in an antagonistic relationship, with her husband.
While Fischer did not mention Simon once in her oral history interview, her personal
correspondence reveals the essential role he played in her life, not only for her emotional
wellbeing. It was through him that she got involved in refugee work and, as a
consequence, became a social worker.
Fischer’s involvement in refugee aid started as a transnational cooperation with
Simon when she organized documents in the United States he needed for his clients in
Germany, who prepared to leave the country. Accomplishing similar tasks, that is
acquiring affidavits for prospective Jewish immigrants to the Richmond area, was a
major part of her involvement in the next stage of extra-domestic activities that she
carried out as a volunteer for the Richmond Jewish Community Council and the
Richmond chapter of the National Council of Jewish Women, both of which cooperated
with the National Refuge Service. As more refugees from Germany settled in the
Richmond area, Fischer’s responsibilities changed from primarily administrative tasks to
assistance of the newly arrived in processes such as getting settled, finding
168
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accommodation, jobs, schools for their children, as well as providing emotional and
psychological support. As a German émigré herself, she used her unique perspective to
mediate between the organizations, the refugees, and the locals. This volunteer work
brought her en route to a professional social work career, becoming the acting executive
director of the RJCC, before getting a Master’s degree in social work, and then holding
various positions in social work agencies, as well as teaching appointments, in addition to
training social workers in Germany after World War II.
In contrast to other women in this study, who enthusiastically joined the social
work profession soon after their arrival in the United States, Fischer was hesitant. In part,
she did not want to commit for personal reasons, since she was hoping for many years to
leave Richmond and join Simon in New York. Ultimately, she was drawn to social work
neither by ideological reasons nor scholarly interest, nor by economic necessity. As a
middle-class woman, wife of a faculty member at the local college and mother of two
children living in a medium-sized town, Fischer did not consider taking up employment
for several years after immigrating to the United States. Instead, she was engaged in what
she considered charity at first, which was considered in her community a morally and
socially appropriate endeavor for a woman in her position, and which eventually led her
into professional social work. Besides her social standing, the kind of social work
education, and perhaps also practice, she encountered in Richmond was a less
intellectually exciting version than what other émigré women found in places like New
York, Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Minneapolis, and Philadelphia, which were centers of
innovation, in which some of the émigrés participated. Women such as Leichter,
Schulman, and Konopka found a way to feed productively their experience, intellectual
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interest, and desire to contribute to social reform in the blossoming field of social work.
The version of social work Fischer had available in Richmond was more basic and
perhaps more typical for many women in social work, but Fischer’s rather affluent
background renders her not exactly representative of the majority of women émigrés.
Nevertheless, her struggles to identify, combine, and move between different personal
and professional strategies were similar to many others, who found a vocation in social
work. Careers like Konopka’s, Leichter’s and Schulman’s were exceptional and not
available to the majority of women, who found ways to function in (semi-)professional
positions in their communities.
And yet, the type of mainstream casework Fischer was taught helped her both to
come to terms and better understand her experience in refugee work she had done as an
untrained volunteer, as well to get the training necessary for future professional practice.
Her subsequent work in various Richmond agencies provided her with some satisfaction
and sense of achievement. However, she experienced the highest professional fulfillment
when she went back to Germany several times in the 1950s and 1960s to help rebuild
welfare services and to train social workers, as the next chapter, the epilogue, will briefly
discuss.
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CHAPTER FOUR – EPILOGUE
TRANSATLANTIC TEACHERS: ANNE FISCHER’S AND GISELA KONOPKA’S
WORK IN POST-WAR GERMANY

By the time World War II ended, the women in this study had completed their social
work training and had started to settle into their American careers. They felt at home both
in their profession and in the United States, and they had no desire to move back to
Europe. The refugees and exiles had become immigrants. This did not mean that they had
cut all ties to Europe, however. Even though all the émigrés had a troubled relationship
with their societies of origin, some of them were willing to contribute to the rebuilding
efforts in Europe. In doing so, they had to negotiate an underlying tension created by
their own complex motivations for returning to Central Europe, on the one hand, and
their obligations to the goals of their sponsor, which in many cases was the U.S. State
Department. This epilogue illustrates the émigrés’ ongoing commitment and connections
to Europe, which proved consequential for their careers and for their self-understanding
entailing both rewarding and troubling elements. They returned temporarily, contributed
to the rebuilding efforts of their former home countries, maintained contact for decades
afterwards, and became nodes in a transnational network in social work that emerged
after World War II.
Emigrés were involved in European social work and welfare in the post-War
years.1 All protagonists of this dissertation, except for Gerda Schulman, went back to
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Europe at some point to teach or serve as consultants for welfare institutions.2 While a
comprehensive analysis of émigrés’ activities in Europe has yet to be conducted, this
epilogue follows Gisela Konopka and Anne Fischer to Germany for a brief exploration of
their overseas assignments. They worked in Germany for the U.S. State Department’s
International Educational Exchange Service in the early 1950s, administered by the High
Commission for Occupied Germany (HICOG), and later for German organizations.3
After World War II, the American government sought out former émigrés to send
to Germany as re-educators with the tasks of assisting the Germans in rebuilding welfare
services, bringing the German social work profession up to date with international
(meaning American) standards, and ultimately contributing to the democratization of
German society.4 According to a HICOG guideline from September 1, 1950, U.S.
specialists had to be “citizens of the United States highly qualified and professionally
prominent, whose services are desired in Germany to confer and advise with German
agencies on pertinent questions in their specific fields in conjunction with projects
planned, according to indicated need, by various HICOG substantive divisions.”5 While
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the official statement is rather broad, the specific requirements for these specialists in the
social work field made it difficult to find suitable candidates.6 German language
proficiency was an advantage. Political orientation was also important. The United States
government was interested in sending persons who were motivated to contribute to
democratization. This motivation could be found in former left-leaning refugees,
particularly like Konopka, who had been active in the anti-Nazi resistance movement.
Professional aptitude was obviously crucial. The delegates needed to be advanced social
workers and experienced teachers with intercultural sensitivity and an ability to endure
emotional and physical stress. While empathy and a thorough understanding of and feel
for German culture and social conventions was not discussed by the American officials as
requirements for the mission to Germany, these aspects eventually proved significant for
the women’s ability to carry out their tasks.
The émigré social workers returning to Germany to help rebuild welfare services
and to train German social workers brought with them theories, methods, and practices
that they had acquired during their American training and professional experience.7 In his
book on the history of social work methods that focuses on Germany, C. Wolfgang
Müller deplored that “German anti-fascists and émigrés played no role in the planning of
re-education and re-orientation programs, but were only involved in the implementation,
if at all.” 8 While Anne Fischer and Gisela Konopka did not participate in drafting the re-
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education programs, the assumption of a clear division between planning and
implementing these measures does not reflect the turbulent realities of those years, nor
does it do justice to the émigrés’ work in Germany. Their roles were more diverse than
those of carriers of theories, methods, and practices. First, they could not always rely on
detailed instructions regarding the specifics of the work and thus had to make decisions
about content and procedures or weigh in on them. Secondly, they considered very
carefully what kind of advice or training was appropriate in different contexts, taking into
account the state of knowledge of the German colleagues, the infrastructure in which they
had to work, and the personalities and attitudes of the people they encountered. Fischer’s
and Konopka’s correspondence contains detailed descriptions of their day-to-day
experiences in Germany illuminating the numerous strategic and practical decisions
inherent in their work as a translators of professional practices and culture.9 As this
epilogue will illustrate, pursuing the ultimate goal of improving social relations in their
former home country, they shaped their missions by making decisions about what
theories, methods, and practices to teach, by varying strategies of communication and
teaching, and by developing, in cooperation with their German colleagues, appropriate
modes of operation for welfare institutions. This provided them with an experience
which, in turn, once again transformed their thinking about themselves as GermanAmericans and social workers.
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American Delegates in Germany
In the summer of 1950, Konopka went to Germany under the auspices of HICOG.
This was the first time she returned to Germany after she had left in 1937. From mid-June
until mid-September 1950, her task was to assist and advise in the rebuilding of social
services, particularly the child welfare system. Her specific task assigned by the State
Department was “to stimulate and assist German plans for the development of child
welfare services toward better diagnosis of needs and more individualized care as are
necessary to prevent delinquency, destitution and other social maladjustment and also to
improve child welfare training by in-service training courses and new methods to be
applied by schools of social work.”10 To this end, Konopka worked as a consultant and
lecturer at correctional institutions, child welfare services, and child guidance clinics in
Berlin and Hamburg.11
While Konopka never moved back to Germany indefinitely, she frequently
returned to Europe in various capacities, sometimes for time periods as long as three
months at a time. After this first trip in 1950, she returned for a second round in 1951,
when she stayed for two months. The next extended stay took her to Hamburg, Berlin,
and Nuremberg in 1956, again under the auspices of the U.S. State Department. In 1960,
she accepted an invitation from the Unitarian Service Committee to teach in Bremen. In
1961 she used her sabbatical semester to go to the Netherlands on a Fulbright Grant,
primarily to study the treatment of juvenile delinquents. While the primary motivation
was to study, she also took the opportunity of being in Europe for lecturing, teaching,
10
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consulting, and networking both in the Netherlands and beyond. Her lecturing and
teaching activities in the following years took her mostly around North and South
America, as well as to Israel, and in 1965 she returned to Germany as a lecturer at the
Victor Gollancz Academy in Erlangen and at the University of Frankfurt.12 The Victor
Gollancz Academy invited her back in 1967, when she also lectured at the University of
Cologne. The list of short stays for conferences, lectures, and short workshops, in
addition to these longer trips, is extensive and spanning the globe and awaits further
analysis. This epilogue focuses on her involvement in Germany in the 1950s, where
introducing her German colleagues to group work, her specialty, was among her main
tasks.
Anne Fischer’s first overseas assignment as a Welfare Specialist for the U.S. State
Department took her to Mannheim from October 1952 to April 1953 to help set up a child
guidance clinic and to train its clinical staff.13 This clinic had been founded two years
earlier with American money by the psychoanalyst Alexander Mitscherlich. With
inadequate premises and, more importantly, staff that was not properly trained for their
responsibilities, the institution had faced a rough start.14 Paul Helwig, a psychologist and
director of the clinic, had repeatedly asked for an expert to assist him in building the
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institution.15 Fischer’s job was to get the clinic on track. As she had worked at the
Memorial Guidance Clinic in Richmond for the previous seven years, she brought the
necessary knowledge and experience for the task.16
Fischer returned to Mannheim for seven months in October 1953, and then again
in October 1955. These two trips also took place under the auspices of the U.S. State
Department, but in cooperation with the Welfare Department of the City of Mannheim.
Her main assignment was to work with the Public Family Welfare Service, particularly to
train the personnel involved in child and family welfare. In October 1956, she started her
fourth round of teaching and training in Germany, this time in Hamburg, where she
taught social casework and served as a supervisor for twenty German social workers.
She was sponsored by the Victor Gollancz Foundation and cooperated with this
foundation three more times. From October 1960 to June 1961, she trained social workers
in Frankfurt/Main. From September 1964 to April 1965 and from October 1967 to April
1968, she taught social casework and supervision in Erlangen.17
The émigrés were involved in more areas of exchange than just their assignments
in Germany. The group of U.S. specialists working in Europe, such as Konopka and
Fischer, was much smaller than Europeans visiting and studying in the United States,
which was the other part of the exchange program. Émigrés also participated stateside,
for example by teaching and fostering relationships with foreign students, recommending
15
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people to come to the United States, and later also by recommending them for
professional and academic positions. Konopka’s position as professor of social work at
the University of Minnesota and her role as a leader in the area of social group work
afforded her influence. Her correspondence reveals that both American and German
decision makers frequently asked her for recommendations of social workers for
positions during the 1950s and 1960s. Not surprisingly, Konopka often recommended for
key positions her own students or social workers who had attended her shorter training
courses. Konopka’s influence on German social work lasted until long after she had been
there in person.18 A similar dynamic is true for Fischer, even though on a smaller scale,
as she did not hold a comparably prominent role in her profession. Neither did she have a
permanent professorship and thus had not as many institutional means at her disposal.
And yet, in a way reflecting her overall status and career, she fostered relationships with
the leaders in Germany who she had worked with, mentored Germans who studied in
Virginia, and advised and recommended social workers through her own widespread
network, thus exerting some modest influence in an even less visible manner. When
Konopka and Fischer set out for their first assignments in the early 1950s, however, these
long-term implications were not at all foreseeable. While some Germans certainly
welcomed them, they encountered resistance and antagonism, which they needed to
overcome in order to work productively.
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German Encounters and Strategies Against Resistance
While Fischer’s and Konopka’s German roots worked in their favor for being
appointed to their overseas assignments by the U.S. government, there were individuals
among their German colleagues who met the émigrés with skepticism, reluctance, and
outright hostility. In the first few weeks after her arrival in Germany, Anne Fischer, as
usual, recounted her impressions to Hermann Simon. While she was not surprised by the
authoritarian thinking that some of the social workers exhibited, she was still dismayed
by it. Some Germans met the émigrés expecting sympathy for the hardships they had to
endure during the allied bombings of German cities. Fischer commented that “the
Germans have forgotten everything that had happened before the time, when they
experienced the bombs in their cities.”19
Much of the conflict played out in strife over methods. A number of German
welfare workers were skeptical and passionately antagonistic about methods that they
perceived as American, which they considered alien to the German way of doing social
work and unsuitable for their welfare system.20 Fischer and Konopka understood this
resistance and developed strategies to avoid it, for instance by eschewing terminology
that they suspected would trigger rejection and hostility from the Germans and by finding
ways to convey their messages in a language and manner that the Germans not only
understood but were willing to accept.
Konopka approached such resistance in her work by trying to understand it in its
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larger societal and historical context. Reflecting on her work later in life, she concluded
that there had been two main reasons for this German resistance to American social
workers. First, she understood that the Germans felt as if American social workers were
forcing foreign theories and methods on the Germans. To her, resisting these processes
was understandable, considering that in Germany “so many things were forced on
people.” 21 She realized that she needed to tread carefully to reach her goals. As a second
reason she identified xenophobia that she saw prevalent in German society at time.22
One of Konopka’s strategies to overcome this resistance was to avoid national
labels when talking about social work theories, methods, and practices. This was only in
part a rhetorical strategy, however. In addition, it reflected her knowledge of group
work’s diverse history, as well as her firm conviction of its usefulness as a universal tool
of democracy. She stressed that social group work was neither American nor German, but
that it had multiple origins and was subject to ongoing modifications, as social workers
use and adapt it to different needs and contexts.23 Thus, she shifted the discourse and
relieved her German colleagues from the necessity to take sides in this sensitive issue.
As a second strategy, Konopka avoided referring to social group work as a
method during her first few trips in Germany, but instead in a very general manner as a
way “to work with groups without forgetting about the individual,”24 which she situated
within the empowerment mission of social work as “helping people to help
themselves.”25 In doing so, she attempted to neutralize the potential feeling of being
21
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talked down to that the phrase ”teaching the Germans a better method” could have
elicited. Furthermore, the term ‘method’ can carry different meanings in different
disciplines and languages. Instead of dealing with potential misunderstandings or varying
perceptions between herself and her German colleagues that this idea of group work as a
method might have entailed, she attempted to sidestep conflict or resentment that she
knew would deflect from what she wanted the Germans to learn. In hindsight, she
evaluated this approach as highly successful in that people were very accepting and that
she did not encounter any problems.26 In her 1951 report to the U.S. State Department,
however, she was more nuanced and stressed the difficulties in interacting with the
Germans. Even though Konopka concluded that eventually her German colleagues
became friendlier towards her, this was the result of a process, in which she had to work
hard to earn acceptance and cooperation: “The only way to improve them [i.e. human
relations] is through continued and patient interchange in which those who are the helpers
must accept a great deal of hostility. In every one of the courses I conducted, I have met
distrust and hostility towards myself as a representative of America. Only by continuing
to work together and even opening the possibility to express hostility, this feeling could
slowly be overcome.”27
Nevertheless, the notes chronicling the feedback on a course she gave at a youth
center in Berlin reveal that her strategies to avoid rejection and to neutralize the
perception of American imperialism were at least partly successful and helped students to
open up and learn. One student remarked: “I appreciate the fact that Ms. Konopka did not
want to try to tell us that everything in the U.S. is perfect but that they have a struggle for
26
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their ideas as we do.” Another participant addressed the sensitive issue of re-education: “I
never had the feeling that were [sic] supposed to be reeducated but that we had something
to contribute and that group work was based on knowledge and research done in many
countries.” In a similar vein, another participant commented: “The most wonderful thing
however was that she seemed to apologize about the fact that she even helped us.”28
Anne Fischer also encountered a defiant attitude as she started her work at the
child guidance clinic in Mannheim. In contrast to Konopka, Fischer decided to employ
the very methods that she was supposed to teach to overcome the Germans’ antagonism.
After one of the first meetings with the director of the Mannheim child guidance clinic,
she wrote to Simon: “I think we’ll get along well. He is just ‘touchy’ about ‘American’
methods and I have to try to elicit the changes, that I consider beneficial for the clinic,
from within himself – using casework methods. Oh, dear, the situation requires endless
discretion, in many directions.”29 In addition to using her professional, interpersonal
skills to make her colleagues well-disposed toward her, her German origin was a crucial
factor. She could foreground commonalities and emphasize that she was one of them,
which put her in a more advantageous situation compared to her American-born
colleagues, who did not have this option.
While much of the discussions and conflicts revolved around American methods
and their fit for German social work, a number of other issues resonated within this
discourse. Perhaps the most profound among them concerned discrepant views about
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humans between the émigrés and some of the German welfare workers. For Konopka,
social group work boiled down to “a way of putting human rights into practice.”30
Fischer came to Germany with an understanding of social casework also as an instrument
of empowerment, which required respect for the clients and accepting them as human
beings of equal worth to the therapist.31 These ideals conflicted with basic concepts about
the relationship between social worker and client that the émigrés encountered among
their German colleagues. At times, Fischer grew desperate and doubted the entire
mission, as she had the impression that she faced an unbridgeable disconnect between
herself and her German colleagues. After a group discussion with German social workers
about unemployed youth, she vented to Simon: “We had an animated discussion, and yet
I feel depressed, because I have a growing feeling that we don’t quite understand each
other. Even when we say the same, we don’t mean the same. When we [i.e. the
Americans] say respectfully: The client needs to decide by himself – they [i.e. the
Germans] somehow say it with contempt. Ultimately these social workers believe that
one has to control, intervene, punish, and subdue.”32
This perspective, according to Fischer’s interpretation, was linked to an idea of
man determined by heredity, a vestige from the National Socialist world view, which
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continued to frame the thinking of some social workers:33 “Here everything is full of
predisposition and heredity… all social workers. It took a while until I realized the
connection to Hitler. One of my main topics with the social workers is now [the idea] that
people can change, and that we can help people to change.”34 Thus, Fischer identified a
pivotal point. The concept of social work as encouraging human development and
growth, as helping people help themselves is based on the premise that the clients have
agency, that they can assume responsibility for their own lives, and they are capable of
change. Even though not all of Fischer’s German colleagues were susceptible to these
ideas, some indeed appreciated the input that opened up new directions in their work.
Helwig, the director of the child guidance clinic, was among them and became an
important ally for Fischer. In December 1952, about two months into her stay, Fischer
was surprised to hear that Helwig had changed his opinion about American-style
therapeutic social work, of which he had previously disapproved. He admitted that he had
misunderstood it as superficial, formulaic and insensitive, but he had since learned from
Fischer that he had been wrong. In fact, he and his colleagues “liked this new method,
because it postulates a true respect of the person and the integrity of the patient – in
contrast to approaches from the outside and top-down, to the authoritarian ‘intervention’
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of German therapists.” Enjoying a temporary sense of achievement, she added jokingly:
“Now I can actually go home.”35

Flexible Identities
The émigrés deliberately employed different configurations of their identities.
Being perceived as either German or American entailed advantages and disadvantages.
Over the years, Konopka and Fischer carved out space between these two poles, in which
they could foreground the American or the German elements as needed. Germans, for the
most part, considered Konopka American. In a letter to O. Meredith Wilson, president of
the University of Minnesota, Margarete Krüger, a representative of the Victor Gollancz
Foundation in Erlangen where Konopka taught in the 1960s, commented on Konopka’s
value for the for the development of group work in Germany, conveyed some praising
feedback from the students and concluded: “We had the privilege of having a true
representative of the Social Work [sic] profession as well as your country among us.”36
In a letter to Konopka, however, Krüger stressed the importance of Konopka being
steeped in European intellectual traditions: “Our communication shows how much,
despite your various American teaching and research duties, you are capable of thinking
in our European ways.”37 Konopka’s German upbringing and education was crucial in
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providing her with the necessary fluency both in intellectual matters as well as in
interactions with her German colleagues. Pivotal elements that enabled go-betweens like
Konopka to succeed in their work included the ability to translate ideas between two
cultures, as they had acquired fluency in both, compassion or at least tolerance for both
cultures, as well as the ability to shift between identitites without losing themselves.
Konopka was explicit about her allegiance to the United States, which even
intensified while she was abroad. During her stay in Germany in the summer 1950, when
Konopka had only been at the University of Minnesota for three years and in the United
States for ten years, she sent a letter to Dean Theodore Blegen, saying that “Being far
from home, it made me feel that I belonged to the University of Minnesota.”38 Konopka’s
trips to Germany were important for the processes of negotiating her identity. On the one
hand, her dedication to these missions in Europe reveal her sense of duty and her need to
play a role in German recovery from the devastation caused by the National Socialists.
On the other hand, exposure to her former home country reinforced her sense of
belonging to the United States as well as the University of Minnesota.39 Her role as a
translator in social work provided her with agency to shape post-War German social
work and disseminate her approach to group work, but at the same time it forced her to
reflect on her own identities and allegiances.
Similar to Konopka, Fischer’s allegiance belonged primarily to the United States.
Particularly at the beginning of her first stay, she felt more comfortable among
Americans than among Germans. After she first had arrived in Mannheim, Simon asked
38
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about her relationship to the Germans at the Mannheim child guidance clinic. Based on
his own experiences as a soldier stationed in Germany a few years earlier, he expected
that an important task for Fischer would be to convey egalitarian modes of interaction to
her colleagues: “If you are successful in showing your colleagues how to treat fellow
humans at eye level instead of merely seeing them as superior or inferior, you will have
accomplished a lot. After all, the cyclist type is prevalent among the Germans. He kicks
down and looks upward to get ahead. That the upward glace usually degenerates into
obsequious groveling in front of his superior makes the atmosphere even more
unpleasant.”40 Fischer responded: “You ask about the Germans’ relationship to me. This
is a complicated issue. There is a lot of the ‘ogling upwards’ as you wrote. Things are
only uninhibited when we sit down and work objectively on a task … Returning to my
democratic, American upper floor in the evening feels always good.”41
Encountering their former home societies and German stereotypes about the
United States revealed long-term shifts in the women’s understanding of themselves as
well as their adopted home country. In 1954, Fischer described in her report to the U.S.
State Department the attitudes of Germans towards Americans, as she had encountered
them: “Many discussions in private and in public had revolved around the question: in
what way are Americans and Germans different? The German thinking usually ran like
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this: Americans are naive [sic], rationalistic, pragmatic in their philosophy of life; we are
seeking the absolute, the mystic, the transcendental aspect of life, placing a positive value
on all the German attributes.”42 This characterization could as well have been a statement
in one of Fischer’s letters when she first moved to the Unites States in 1934. Twenty
years later, she used very different interpretations of perceived American peculiarities.
While she had held the “culture of makeshift” in contempt when she moved to the United
States in the mid-1930s, in 1952, she wrote approvingly about an American officer in
Germany who “understands the American art of improvisation,” as she found out that
there were no plans as to what her job in Mannheim should specifically entail.43
At the 1952 Christmas dinner at Helwig’s house that was attended by Americanborn U.S. specialists, a colleague from the child guidance clinic, and Fischer, mutual
resentments over mentality and probably more general conflicts about the American
mission in Germany erupted, bringing to light yet another issue of conflict, as Fischer
reported: “Suddenly there were victors and defeated in this oh so cultivated room, where
they had just sung about the birth of the best and most peaceful of Jews … Darling,
everything is so awfully complicated.”44 Even though the émigrés sometimes
pragmatically used their national and cultural identification as they saw fit to achieve
professional goals, they also encountered situations, in which they found the tensions and
complexities difficult to endure. Fischer admitted that she felt hurt by the stereotypes
about Americans. Furthermore, Helwig had commented that he had not asked for
42
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American psychiatric social workers, a remark that pained her, even though she believed
that he liked her personally and found her work useful.45 In order to be able to deal with
the complicated interpersonal relationships involved in her work, she had come to
Germany with a strict resolution of professionalism, as she explained to Simon: “[I am]
resolutely determined to only see the good in each person and not to want anything
except what’s best for the clinic. (Remind me in case I fail).”46

Hardship and Gratification
Going to Germany for three months in 1950 did not curtail Konopka’s obligations
as a junior faculty member at the University of Minnesota. Her star was on the rise, but
having joined the Minnesota faculty only three years earlier, she also had to attend to her
career in the United States, regardless of her contributions were in Germany.47 Thus, she
had to carry the burden that came with such tasks on her own, without the possibility to
counterbalance it in other areas of her work. This heavy schedule put a serious strain on
Konopka’s physical condition and on her relationship with her husband, who had to stay
behind in the United States and work. She was also afraid that the quality of her work in
the United States would suffer, as she mentioned to Wilmer Froistad, the chief of the
HICOG branch for Public Health and Welfare: “The point is, that last summer I left the
day after examinations and returned the day before the opening of school, and aside from
45
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personal considerations, this makes for poor work here, and so I have to limit myself.”48
Going to Germany also meant that she had to turn down numerous teaching invitations
from other American universities, which would have been important for professional
networking and building relationships with other institutions. For example, the 1951 trip
to Germany rendered impossible her engagement at the University of California,
Berkeley, where she had been invited by her colleguae Walter Friedländer, a fellow
émigré from Germany.49 Thus, while her age and where she stood in her career were
conducive to being able to do the work in Germany and to being accepted there, it
potentially impeded her professional advancement in the United States.
The trips to and activities in Germany as a U.S. specialist took a heavy toll on
Konopka, particularly in the first few years. It goes without saying that the traveling and
amount of work was strenuous physically, but the strains that came with her overseas
engagements were perhaps even more varied than she had anticipated. Synthesizing the
entries of Konopka’s personal diary during the summer of 1950, Janice Andrews-Schenk
concluded: “She was unable to sleep much of the trip, but was consumed with terrible
nightmares, headaches, and much sadness. She felt tense, and yet, excited.”50 While
Konopka would have preferred not to return to Germany in 1951, she agreed to go when
the State Department requested her to, because she attached utmost importance to her
work overseas. However, instead of going for the entire summer, she insisted on only
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spending two months in Germany in 1951, which was eventually granted after tedious
negotiations with the HICOG office, which went on for almost half a year.51
Emotional turbulences joined the physical and professional strains. The recent
past weighed heavily on many German social workers who participated in Konopka’s
workshops of the early 1950s, and they sought relief by confessing to Konopka their
misdeeds. She understood this need and made herself available, which added to the
emotional challenges of being in Germany. In an oral history interview, she recalled that
during workshops she used to stay at the same very modest accommodations that the
participants used. At night, some of her students would come to her room and talk about
atrocities they had committed during the war. In contrast, some of her American
colleagues preferred to stay at hotels, which made them less accessible and also indicated
to Konpoka more distance in their relationship with the students.52 Konopka was very
outspoken about the burdens of these trips not only in personal diaries, letters, and oral
histories but also in her official reports to the U.S. administration: “Such courses must not
again be given with so much responsibility on one shoulder … The emotional load for
this one person is too heavy. It means that on one person falls all the resentment and
hostility directed toward formerly frustrated lives, toward the U.S. as the ‘rich country,’
toward new learning, etc. At the same time on this person too falls all the love and hope
for the new life, for understanding, for human bond. The latter does not mean only
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numerous individual talks in between sessions, but simply the taking on of so many
human emotions.”53
The reports that the U.S. specialists submitted to the State Department upon their
return from Germany served a tools, with which the social workers attempted to influence
and shape their missions. Konopka, for example, used her 1951 report to push for
modifications of the overseas assignments, which she had been requesting in letters
throughout the previous year but which had not been granted. The major request had been
to conduct a 4-week institute that should be more substantial than short and superficial
workshops. She envisioned teaching in a similar way and as much as she usually did in
one semester in the United States, thus her overseas courses would resemble summer
courses in the United States. To this end, she asked to bring Ruby Pernell, a colleague
from the University of Minnesota. The HICOG office declined this request citing
financial restrictions that would not allow funds for an additional person.54 In addition to
financial constraints, this conflict represents opposing notions about the delivery method
of this mission. Konopka repeatedly pointed out that teaching, particularly teaching social
work including practices, was more than delivering intellectual content, and therefore
required extended and intense courses. Moreover, since the ultimate goal of the reeducation effort was democratization, which dovetailed with a major aim of social group
work, she tried to carve out more space for teaching her specialty: “Teaching is not an
intellectual process but a giving of oneself. In a country where every person carries with
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him a load of severe conflicts, guilt feelings, hopes, the teaching that opens a person has
to accept these emotional tensions. On the shoulders of one person this is almost too
much to bear if the courses are supposed to keep the free and yet also scientific
atmosphere … I think it is important to live the idea of teamwork, especially in Germany,
not only to talk about it. They must see the possibility of cooperation, not only the work
of one person … This was only achieved in a too small extent.”55 Since the HICOG
office had refused to allow Konopka’s assistant to go to Germany, Konopka in turn
reduced her teaching. Instead of an intense 4-week course carrying the load of an entire
semester, she cut back her teaching to a 10-day session, and afterwards not very
surprisingly reported that with reduced means she was not able to do satisfactory work.
Fischer’s social work career in the United States was very different from
Konopka’s, as it was not wedded to one institution that required a certain procedure for
advancement. She held shorter appointments at social work agancies and temporary
teaching positions, which alternated with her overseas assignments. Fischer also stayed in
Germany for longer periods of time, typically for six months each. Despite the
challenges and the antagonism that Fischer had to face in Germany, overall the positive
experiences outweighed the negative ones, and she experienced these overseas
assignments as empowering and deeply satisfying. Even though she went to Frankfurt
and Heidelberg, and during nostalgic walks revisited places that were significant to her—
mostly because of memories that tied these places to Simon—her positive experiences in
Germany were overwhelmingly connected to her work. Only a few weeks into her first
stay in 1952/53, she euphorically wrote to Simon: “It is wonderful. I have never before
55
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had work that allows me to make a difference on so many different levels. This morning:
staff conference according to the agenda (and pace) established by me; discussion in
‘micropsychology,’ real analytical problems, then supervision with the psychiatrist – then
an hour of case discussion with ‘Apollo’ [a student]; tea in the afternoon – first meeting
of my social worker with the social worker from the youth welfare office – plans for a
better cooperation between the agencies. Don’t you think I am doing really well?”56
About halfway through her first sojourn in Mannheim, she still felt this way: “You can’t
really imagine my life here – the deep emotions and excitement … in which one exists
when doing this kind of work. I have not experienced anything like this – except maybe
during the very first days of my refugee work.”57 In addition to Fischer feeling productive
and having a sense accomplishment, a sense that she really can make a difference and
help her German colleagues, her work was appreciated by some of the leading figures in
the region, which boosted her self-esteem and satisfaction even more, even though she
also felt somewhat embarrassed about it. For example, the director of the youth welfare
office, impressed by Fischer’s work at the child guidance clinic, asked her to stay for
another six months and restructure her agency. Fischer commented to Simon: “I can’t
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help it that I see so much work that needs to be done here – things for which really only a
person with language skills and professional expertise can be considered.”58
These impressions were confirmed in the long run, when the long-term effects of
Fischer’s work became visible. When she returned to Mannheim in 1955 to take stock of
the situation, she was very satisfied to find that the operations at the youth welfare office
had greatly improved, which both Fischer and the director of the office interpreted as a
result of casework approaches that Fischer had introduced in the previous years.59
Konopka’s overseas work was similiarly considered a success, even on a much larger
scale. In 1979, the Federal Republic of Germany awarded her its highest merit award, and
within German social work circles she is still referred to as “mother of group work.”60

Conclusion
This epilogue offered some preliminary glimpses into Anne Fischer and Gisela
Konopka’s experiences as U.S. welfare specialists in post-War Germany. While
historians of social work have debated the influence of American social work methods on
the profession in Germany with a focus on content, this chapter expanded the focus to
pay attention to the individuals who performed such transfers. This perspective sheds
light on the agency of Fischer and Konopka, and reveals that understanding them as
carriers of social work method from the United States to Germany underestimates their
diverse roles in these processes. A perception of the émigrés as mere vehicles of transfer
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neglects their sometimes more and sometimes less successful attempts to shape the
content of their assignments, as well as their strategies to overcome resistance from her
German colleagues and open up avenues for productive exchanges.
My evidence demonstrates how local conditions shaped the application of ideas
and methods in social work. The cultural exchange at the local level was complex and
often yielded surprising results. There was no universally successful approach available
to the German-American social workers. Even the translational work between the
Americans of German origin and their German colleagues was complex and, at times,
difficult to navigate. This study underscores and tests in different localities on two
continents the need for historians to understand scientific knowledge in social work as a
product of local cultural exchanges and the work of go-betweens such as Konopka and
Fischer.
These assignments in Germany also had a transformative effect on the émigrés’
lives and their self-understanding. Konopka was concerned that frequent and lengthy
absences would negatively impact the development of her career in the United States.
Anne Fischer, however, whose opportunities in Richmond were more limited,
experienced her work in Germany as very empowering and more meaningful than any
social work position she had previously held. Encounters with their former home country
caused them to reflect and clarify their identities as German-Americans, as professional
social workers, as Jews and socialists who faced persecution and came back as members
of a victorious power with the mission to build a better and more democratic society.
These assignments constituted their very own contributions to fighting the National
Socialists. While as women they had not been allowed into the armed forces during the
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war, they understood their overseas assignments in the 1950s as a way to eradicate deepseated National Socialist thinking and ideology among some German social workers and
to offer them more humanistic and egalitarian ways of interacting with their clients.
An analysis based on the subjective experience of émigrés has the potential to
complement, as well as add depth and nuance to the story of re-education efforts in
Germany and of the roles of migrants therein. The rebuilding of the German welfare
system not only relied on American interventions, however. Social workers also fled to
Great Britain with its longstanding tradition of social work and came back to Germany
after World War II. It would be worthwhile to combine, compare, and contrast influences
in a further analysis. Austria was a shambles as well. To my knowledge, a systematic
examination of aid programs and the involvement of former Austrian refugees is still
pending. Finally, this short chapter could only illuminate a few selected aspects of
Fischer’s and Konopka’s roles as translators, of their involvement in training German
social workers, and as consultants for rebuilding institutions. Further research is needed
to better understand this rich tapestry of post-War relations, knowledge circulation in
social work, and the involvement of émigrés in advancing both mutual understanding and
their profession.
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CONCLUSION
When Lieselotte Grothe recalled that “becoming a social worker would have
never occurred to me,” she echoed the sentiment of fellow German-speaking émigrés of
her generation, who left Europe to escape from the National Socialists and settled in the
United States, where they built careers in social work.1 This dissertation explored
biographies of émigré women and analyzed how they shaped their lives and careers in the
United States, how migration impacted their work, their private lives, and their identities,
and what roles the women assumed in producing knowledge, developing practices in
their profession, as well as in offering their findings to larger society.
Unanticipated by many of them, women found in American social work an
opportunity to create careers that allowed them to integrate intellectual and professional
interests, their European education and training, as well as a way to follow their desire to
contribute actively to social reform, the latter of which frequently had its roots in the
socialist ideology that had framed the formative years of their lives. As American social
work expanded in the 1940s, the émigrés had no problems to find jobs after two years of
training, thus making the profession a reasonable and pragmatic choice. Joining a field
that required graduate university training and allowed them to participate in an
intellectual environment turned out deeply satisfying for a group of women who had been
among the first in their families to attended university. This sets the case studies of this
dissertation, members of a generation as conceived by Mannheim, apart from older
women, such as Alice Salomon, who had already held high status within German social
1
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work but could not transfer their professional prestige to the United States and,
consequently, had a more negative experience in exile. Others, even among the
generation under consideration, who were interested in social work in the United States
but for various reasons were not able to join the profession, were excluded from the
analysis in this dissertation, but should receive attention in future studies if sources
permit.
Successful trajectories notwithstanding, social work brought with it a
circumscribed universe of opportunities for the women émigrés. Despite the profession’s
reputation as a women’s field, it was governed by the same gender dynamics that
stratified society in general. Even though women created careers in social work, secured
their livelihoods, built personal independence, and contributed to the advancement in
their field, they ultimately operated in a space where men occupied the upper echelons.
The protagonists of this dissertation encountered this pattern, for example, as family
therapists who were subordinated to male psychiatrists, as female faculty members in a
paternalist academic setting, and as a social worker in the context of a non-metropolitan
Jewish community, where expectations of competence and leadership were explicitly tied
to maleness.
Being Jewish, the very aspect that the National Socialists applied—in their own
definition—to expel the women from their home countries, had the potential to acquire a
productive quality for émigrés in the United States. Anne Fischer, for example, found
spiritual and social belonging in the Jewish community in an otherwise foreign and
strange land. Jewish welfare organizations proved crucial for women’s careers by
establishing the framework for their professional lives ranging from directing them to
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social work, to the provision of scholarships to fund their education, to employment in
Jewish social agencies. While for many, being Jewish had been of little significance in
their self-understanding as young women in Europe, renegotiation processes of their
identities in the United States yielded a new relevance of their Jewish heritage, even
though the extent and character varied significantly.
Even though social work made possible a variety of professional activities under
its umbrella, many émigrés, though not all, gravitated toward group settings compared to
individualist approaches. They had nurtured this preference in the youth movement and
in socialist circles in early twentieth-century Europe, and the women’s entry into social
work coincided with an emerging research interest in the group in the social sciences and
in psychology in the 1940s and 1950s. Some social workers took up this approach as an
alternative to the mainstream individualistic, therapeutic casework approach, and entered
a line of work that felt familiar and meaningful to the émigrés. Looking at these women’s
strategies revises the traditional understanding of American social work as based in the
narrower individualistic psychoanalytic approach, or even the tenets of functionalism,
developed by leading social scientists in universities. Exploring how ideas and methods
were deployed on the ground and including a focus on these previously unexplored
émigré women reconfigures the overall picture of social work practice.
Women in social work approached their new profession with enthusiasm,
gratitude, and optimism in the early 1940s, declaring it a perfect fit for their interests,
aspirations, and needs. However, some experienced disillusionment over the following
decades. Especially group workers like Konopka who entered the field with a decidedly
political, i.e. leftist, persuasion, were disappointed by the consolidation of various social
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work specialties under one umbrella, which resulted in group work losing its specific
profile and in its subordination to the individualist casework paradigm. Konopka’s
increasing international work in the 1960s and particularly 1970s and her philosophical
and historical approaches in her work removed her further from the mainstream of the
American profession. As a practitioner in family therapy, Gerda Schulman also parted
ways with the profession and went into private practice in the early 1970s, as it was not
possible for her to reconcile teaching engagements with her obligations at the Jewish
Family Service. This speaks to the difficulties in bridging the educational, intellectual,
and interpersonal aspects with social work practice—a combination that initially had
been of utmost importance to the émigrés when they encountered social work in the
United States.
The émigrés’ personal situation played a constitutive role in the development of
their careers. The kind of opportunities available to the women varied with their marital
status, their husbands’ occupation, as well as the character of their marital relationship.
Whereas historians of exile have identified patterns of women subordinating their careers
to their husbands’ as they reconfigured their lives in emigration, and thus underwent a
conservative reversal of female empowerment gained in Europe, the case studies from
social work in this dissertation suggest a wider variety of outcomes. Social work provided
Anne Fischer, who was in a traditional marriage with her husband providing for the
family, with a meaningful sphere of activity outside the home that she could reconcile
with her domestic responsibilities through varying arrangements of volunteering, parttime, and eventually full-time work. Gerda Schulman, a divorced mother working at the
Jewish Family Service in New York, was able to support her family with her work as a
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family therapist in a setting that she described as supportive of her situation. Her
colleague at the agency, Elsa Leichter, came to the United States unattached, got married
when she had already settled down professionally, and created in her social work career
her own sphere that defined her independently from her husband. Gisela Konopka’s
education and training took priority over her husband’s ambitions, not least because
social work afforded her better opportunities and quicker advancement than it would have
been the case for her husband who had been a metal worker in Germany. Thus, class
emerges as another factor affecting the gender arrangements in these women’s
relationships.
While the émigrés’ marriages and relationships influenced the women’s
professional approaches, their occupation as social workers, in turn, shaped their personal
lives. Refugees and exiles had to deal with difficult and traumatic experiences. Social
workers brought this experience to their profession as motivation, knowledge, and as
increased sensitivity to the problems they tried to solve with their clients. Focusing on
these women has the potential to change our historical picture of the activities of applied
social scientists and social workers and how they interacted with clients. Moreover, they
learned from their professional practice and applied their growing professional
knowledge and interpersonal skills to issues in their own lives and relationships.
In their letters, memoirs, and oral histories, the women repeatedly pointed to their
status outside the professional social work mainstream. While this could be cause for
frustration, they also pointed to the productive potential of being “in-between,” or “a
bridge” and, as in the case of Fischer, even cultivated this status. In her refugee work, she
used outside resources to feed into improved practice, and used her “go-between”
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position to broker between her clients and the committee. Similarly, in their work in postwar Germany, émigré social workers foregrounded shifting elements of their identities to
raise the acceptance and therefore the effectiveness of their work. Historians are
beginning to appreciate the importance of “go-betweens” in understanding the translation
and deployment of scientific ideas and practices, and this study contributes to that
relatively new area of research in the history of science.
The literature on women in exile points to social work as a professional haven,
but few studies have actually explored it. This dissertation with its focus on five case
studies opens up an avenue for further research in order to provide a more comprehensive
picture of the opportunities and limitations social work provided for émigrés in the
United States. By using social work, a typical female profession, my goal was to
illuminate the experiences of a group of women as they sought to define new careers in
mid-life and in an unfamiliar cultural, social, and professional landscape. But men also
encountered social work in exile. Exploring the entire group of émigré social workers,
both men and women, will be a necessary next step for understanding the significance of
this profession for the lives of European émigrés in the United States.
As especially emphasized by the epilogue, the migration movements of these
exiles was not limited to their emigration. Several of them returned to Europe after World
War II temporarily, either as specialists nominated by the State Department or sent by
other private organizations to help rebuild German welfare services, and to help with the
democratization of the country. For Austria, where no comparable thorough re-education
measures were applied, a comprehensive study of social work and the welfare system has
yet to be carried out. Refugees who went into social work also served as important nodes
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in the growing network of transatlantic exchanges of social work students in the post-war
period, and were thus significant for the international circulation of theories, methods,
and practices in social work. More research is needed to uncover these flows of concepts,
methods, and practices and the processes of adaptation to their new contexts. These case
studies demonstrate the importance of carefully studying the local cultural exchanges that
mediate social workers’ daily work—and the application of social scientific approaches.
The United States was one among many destinations for refugees from the
National Socialists, and not the only one where people found careers in social work.
Some people fled to Great Britain and others to Palestine, for example, where they built
careers in social work. Maria Simon, for example, received her social work training in
Czechoslovakia and Great Britain, but also spent some time working for the Jewish
Family Service in Seattle, Washington, before she returned to Austria, where she was
instrumental in the professionalization of social work in the 1970s. Comparing exiles in
different countries, exploring their mutual connections, and examining their professional
activities in relation to the development of social work is another research area worth
pursuing, which has the potential to inform the historiography of social work and the
applied social sciences that has so far been written in predominantly national
frameworks. Such transnational approaches have the capacity to add a more fine-grained
analysis of host societies than exile studies have done so far, as well as to appreciate
regional differences. As this study has revealed, “social work in the United States” was
hardly a homogenous entity. It varied with intra-professional specialization, community
affiliation, and geographical location, among others.
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By pointing to social work as a profession in which women émigrés were able to
maintain, to a varying extent, their self-understanding as intellectuals and academics in
exile, this dissertation suggests to widen the frame of research on emigration and exile of
social scientists to include applied professions. As the biographies of the women in this
study have illustrated, their careers in social work were the results of complex dynamics
that involved economic conditions including the job market, their personal situations,
social opportunities and pressures, political circumstances, and the conditions prevalent
in the higher education system. Including peripheral actors and those in related applied
fields instead of restricting the understanding of the social sciences to their purely
academic realms helps to arrive at a more nuanced recognition of the complex forces and
processes that shaped academia, the applied professions, and the population they served.
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